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BenAdhem-picked up a stone from beside the road. it had written

on it, 'Turn me over and read.' So he picked it up and looked at

she other side. And there was written, 'V,Iny do y6u seek more

.,knowledge when you pay no heed to what you know already/'"

Shah (1968, p. 110)

"Science is built ,up with facts, as a house is w4,c'n stones. But a
4

collection of facts :s no more a science than a neap of stones is

a house."

ti
Pryincare (in La Science et l'Fvpothese)



_ABSTRACT

Integrative analysis, or what is coming to be known as meta-analysis, is

the'integration of the findings of.many empirical research studies of a

topic . For example, it mioght be undertaken to Limmarize the findings

of fifty experiments on the effects 'of amphetamines on hyperactive pupils.

Meta-analysis differs from traditional narrative forms of research reviewing

in that it more Quantitative and'statistical. Thus, the methods of

meta-analysis are merely statistical methods, suitably. adapted in many

instances, that are applicable to the job of integriting findi,ncs from

many studs e.

,:. meta-analysis involves about a jialf-dozen steps-. 4 defining the

problem, 2) finding the research studies, 3) coding the study characteristics,

4) measuring th'e study findings on a common scale, and 5) analyzing the -

aggregation cf fiVings and their relationship to the characteristics. The

thinkind and research reported here is recorded in roughly the same order.

The report ercomPasses general background on the approach taken in a meta-

analysis, numerous illustrations of the approach, and the results of some

original research on statistical methods used in meta-analysis. The report

can be read in at least tree ways: as ,a textbook of methods of integrative

analysis, as a record of some new ideas about integrative analysis, or as

an apologia far meta-analysis.
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?REFACE

This may be preciselytthe sight time to write this book or

precitely.the wropg time. he 'reader ought not to assume that since

thii book lies before him that we came eventuallto believe tHat the

former was true. For we may have persevered in the face of ambival'ence

and written in spite, of our doubts. Or we may have willfully written'

book knowing that its time was not. right. :n fact, 'e wrote this

book from necessity. Much of the work on which it isioased has been

supported for the past two yeaks by a grant from the National institute

of Education. -We are obliged now to file with the Institute some

reasonable record of ou.r--e-tfoirts and their fruits.. Propitious or

not, this book will be writtenid this moment and ntt some later one.

The reader u;ho has ever struggled with writing a bopk will understand

when we say that we now have that feeling that if we don't write it

.now, it will neater get written.

PO

'Our suoject is the methods of integrating empirical research.

The psoblms we address lie at the center of a tiny revolution in the

way social scientists and researchers attempt to extract knowledge

from empirical inquiry and communicate it. The revolution was spawned

by necessity. be findings of empirical research grew exponentially

in the middle fifty years of the 2Cth century. Evidence -- even the

organized, Italyzed and codified evidence of the archival journals.--

multiplied beyond the ability of the-unaided human mind to process it.

1
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In the last ten years, scientists and metnodologists have worried about

the ways of synthesizing and organizing the findings of research

into coherent patterns. We worried along with them, and we hope that

bur efforts helbed.clarif'y the problem if not solve small bits of it.

Because of our efforts and our colleagues' efforts and the

efforts of a few dozen se;lolars around the world who have addressed

the same problems, a person who starts out Ec review and integrate a

body of research, literature today has at his disposal some guidelines,

examples and tricks that star.? a pretty good chance of enriching his

understanding of that literature. The methods cf whic!1 we speak -have

now been applieod a few hundred times, perhaps, and the experiences

have been reported as' being moderately satisfactory. (They have

hardly escaped all criticism, but then what does/) In our minds, this

counts as a hopeful beginning. But is only a beginning - - and '

hereby lie our dcuots about timing. A newfield in its early stages

should not have to contend with the conservative drag a textbook

the existence ,of wniCh too often cuts off inquiry instead of stimulating
4

it ("Well, if it's not in Grinch's Atlas of Orzanizational Dynarl,ic , it

must not be a problem"; or "Grinch says :Hat's not sou "). But, then,

how does one weigh the disadvantages of a premature text5'6ok against

the disadvantages of no textbook at all' That cuestion was out, Ajed

we decided, "Better early than never."

2



CHAPTER r.')NE

THE PROBLEMS OF RESEA1:CH REVIEW AND INTEGRATION

The mathematician David Hilbert once said that the importance

of a scientific work can be measured by the number of previous publi-

cations it makes superfluous to read. There is a hint of grouchiness

and despair in Hilbert's complaint that scholars in all fields

increasingly feel. What is one to make of the cornucopia of research

literature? Can one make anything of it, or does one inevitably founder

in the riches of empirical inquiry and sink to obselesence'

The house of social science research is sadly dilapidated.

it is strewn among the scree of a hundred journals and lies 'about in

the unsightly rubble of a million dissertations. *Even it if cannot

be'built into a science, the rubble ought to be sifted and culled for

whatever good ttlere is in it.

Maccoby and Jacklin's (1974) review of research on the psycho-
.

logy of sex differences, encompassed '1,600 works published before 1973.

if one considers the literature on that topic sonce 1973 and realizes

that many studies not focused specifically on sex differences may

contain data on the question, then an estimated population of over

5,000 studies can be imagined. Dozens of educational problems could

be named on which the,4vailable research literature numbers several
AIN

hundred articles: ability grouping, reading instruction, programmed'

learning, instructional television, integration, etc. When Hiller

3



(see Smith, Glass and Miller, 1980) set out to determine the effects

of drug therapy on psychological disorders, he found published reports

of clinical experiments in such abundance (numbering literally

thousands of studies) that he was forced to impose a sampling frame on

the immense body of literature and take a survey sample of experiments:

Social and behavioral research is a large and widely scattered enter-
/

prise. On problems of importance, it produces literally hundreds of

studies in less.than five years. The research techniques used, the

measurements taken, the types of person studied -- each may vary in
( N

bewildering irregularity from one study to the next even though the

topic is the same. The research enterprise in education and the social

sciences is a rough-hewn, variegated undertaking of huge proportions.

Determining what knowledge\this enterprise has produced on some question

is, itself, a genuinely important scholarly endeavor.

The style of research integration has been,shaped by the

size of the research literature. In the 1940's and '50's, a contri-
.

butor to the Revieq of Educational Research or Psvcholoeical Bulletin

miziat find one or two dozen studies on a topic. A narrative,

rhetorical integration of so few studies was probably satisfactory.
6,

By the late 1960's, the research literature had swolleh to gigantic

proportions. Although scholars continued to integrate studies narra-

tively, it was becoming clear that chronologically arranged verbal

descriptions of research failed to portray the accumulated knowledge.

Reviewers 4 gan to make crude classifications 4nd measurements'of the

4



conditions and results of studies. Typilally, studies were classi-

fied in contingency tables by type and by whether outcomes reached

statistical significance. Integrating the resealiterature of

the(1970's demands more sophisticated techniques of measurement and

stItis4cai analysis. The accumulated findings of dozens or even

hundreds of studies should be regarded as complex data points, no

more comprehensible without. the full 'use of statistical analysis

than hundreds of data points in a single study could be so casually

ur1der4tood. Contemporary research reviewing ought to be undertaken

in a style that is as'technical and statistical as it is narrative

and rhetorical. Toward this end, we s4ggested a, name'to make the

needed approach distinctive.. The desired 'approach was earlier

referred to as the meta- analysis of research (Glass, 1976). We

have no stake in the use of this term; it sounds pretentious, but is

only incidenta4ly so. It was chosen t suggest theionalysis of

analyses, i.e., the statistical analy s of the findings of many

individual analyses. The term inte r analysis.might serve as

well, but meta-analysis'has entered c mmon parlance Fong some

researchers fairly quickly ands may be ome'conventional. Secondary--

analysis is imprecise to the point of being misleading and should

not be used interchangeably with thes terms; it connotes -an alto-

gether different activity (Cook, 19 4). Where a modification is needed

to distia4mir.sh the meta - analysis of body of studies from'each of

the studies individually, primary r earth can be used to denote the

latter.

5



Researchers have apparently thought little about the methodo ,

0

logical and technical problems of research integration. bight and Smith

(1971)Jirst gave serious attention to these problems. Their paper is a

careful treatment of the inadequacies of simple metho s of research

integration. Their proposed solution -- the cluster approach -- is in

the spirit of the solution recommended here; but it is more conservative:

. . little headway can be made' by pooling the words in the conclusions

of a set of studies. Rather, progress will only come when we are able to

pool, in a systematic manner, the original data fromsthe studies."

(Light and 'Smith, 1971, p. 443.) This assumption and the methods based

on it probably discard far too many informative studies'for which the

data are no longer available, though the summary findings remain.

Gregg Jackson (1978), a sociologist, conducted what is perhaps

the finest study yet of the practices and m,vhods of research reviewers

and synthesizers in the social sciences. Hg sampled at random 36

integrative reviews from the leading journals in education, psychology
Oa*

and sociologyal The various featires of method of each review were coded

-according tp the categories of an extensive coding form that Jackson

created. His conclusions:

e

a) Reviewers frequently fail to examine critically the evidence,

methods and conclusions of previous reviews on the same or

similar topics. (Although 75 percent of the reviewers cited

previous reviews, only 6 percent examined them critically.)

b) Reviewers often focus their discussion and analysis on only

a part of the full set of studies they find,dond the subset

6 a



examined is seldom a representative Sample nor is itsclear how

it (the. subset) was-chosen. (Only 3 percent of the reviewers

appeared to have used existApg indexes -- e.g.:ERIC -- ih

their search; only 22 percent selected a fair sample of studies,

in the judgment of Jackson's coders; and qnly 3 percent analyzed

the full set of studies found.)
*

c) Reviewers frequently use crude and misleading representations

of the findings of the studies. (About 15 percent of the

reviewers classified studies according to whether their findings

were "statistically significant," a practice which will be

criticized in Chapter 5; frequently, reviewers report test

statistics (t, F, etc.) for one or more-studies. N..,

d) Reviewers sometimes fail to recognize that random sampling

error can play a part in creating variable findings among studies.

e) Reviewers frequently fail to asses systematically possible

relationships between the characteristics _of the studies and

the study findings. (Fewer than 10 percent of the reviewers

studied whether. the findings of the research were mediated*by

cha;acteristics of thT pers6ns studied, the study context, the

nature of the experimental intervention or the characteristics

of the research design.) The lack of systematic examination

of these relationships` is important hcauss reviewers frequently

eliminate studies -from consideration because of a priori

'judgments that their '.indings are flawed by one or another study

characteristic.

7
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f) Reviewers- usually'repor4 so .little aboitt their methodsoof

.reviewing that the reader cannot judge rotie validity of the
, I

conclusions.

Jackson also surveyed a small group of fewer than a dozen

editors pf review, jdurnerfand executives of social science organizations

n, an 4teWpt to determine wnich practices and standards prevail in.

, their reviewing and integratirig activities. He concluded that this

survey was unproductive; but it was only unprOuctive of an ariiculated

set of procedures and methods of study review nd integration for the

e#simple reason that such apparently do nom) xist. Jackson's small survey'
00 ,.

revealed clearLithat the conception of research review and integration,

that prevails in the social and behavioral sciences is one in which r''

the activity is viewed as a matter of 1 gely Filrate,judgement,

lindividual creativity and personal style. Indeed,_it is and ought to

e all o*these to some degree; but if it is nothing but these, it is

6

curiously inconsistent with the activity (viz., scientific research)

,purports to illuminate.
A

Jackson (1978) went on in Chapter Six of his report to give

a valuable list of guidelinespfor integrgtive dewing that encompass

'such aspects of the .process as selecting the topic, sampling studies,

coding the characteristics of studies, analyzing, the data and inter-

preting the results. (Not coincidentally, guidelius for performing

_f
a primary research study could well be classified under the same

headings.) Jackson devoted Chapter Four, "A New Alternative: Meta-Analysis"

8
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of his report to a description and critique of the approach that is

the subject of this book.

Under the pressuri'of burgeoning research literatures, old

and informal narrative techniques of research review and integration are

breaking down. The fundamental problem is one of the mind's limitations

(

e

and the magnitude of the task to which it is'applied. The reviewer is

even'iess able to. absorb the sense of one hundred research studies than

is an observer able to scan one hundred test scores and, without

reliance on statistical methods, absorb the sense of their,size and

spread and correlations. Cooper and Rosenthal (1980) recently conducteed

an experiment in integrating research findings that illustrated these

points. 'About forty persons (graduate students'or more experienced)

were randomly split into two groups. Subjects in both groups were .gl?en

Elk
seven empirical studies on "sex differences in persistence" to review:

Subjects in Group A were told:

"Before drawing any final conclusions about the overall results
of persistence studies, please take a,moment to review each
individual study. In generating a single conclusift from the
independent studies, employ whatever criteria you would use if
this exercise were being undertaken for i class' term paper or
manuscript for publication." 4

Thus, Group A employed traditional, narrative techniques of

integrating- the findings of the seven studies. By contrast, Group B

Y-

was instructed as follows:

"Before drawing any final conclusions about the overall
results of persistence studies, you are asked to perform a
simple statistical procedure. The procedure is a way of com-
bining the probabilities of independent studies. The purpose rot
of the 'procedure is to generate a single probability level which

relates to the likelihood of obtaining a set of studies dis-
playing the observed results. This probability is interpreted
just like that associated with a t- or F-statistic: For

9
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example, assume the procedure produces a'probability of .04.
This would mean these are 4 .chances in 100 that a'set of
stu4es showing these results were produced by chance. The
procedure is 5alled the Unweighted Stouffer method, and
requires that'you do,-the following:

1) Transfer the probabilities recorded earlier from each study
to Column 1 of, tile Summary Sheet. [A summary sheet 4as provided
each subject. The sheet contained the titles of the seven
articles and columns for performing each step in the procedure.]

2) Since we are tesFing the hypothesis that'females are
more persistent thal males, divide each probability in half
(a probability of 1 becomes .5). IL-f. a 'study found men more
persistent, attach a minus sign to it's probability.. Place
these numbers in Columm 2. [It had been determined before
hand that only two--teiled probabilities wefe reported.)

3..'Use the Normal Deviations Table provided below and trans-
form each probability in Column 2 into its associated Z-
score. Place these values (with sign) in Columt 3. If the
probability is .5, the associated Z-score is zero (0).

4) Add the Z-scoresoir, Column 3, keeping track of algebraid--)
sign. Place this value at the bottom of Column 3.

lk
5) Divide this number by the square root of the number of
studies involved. In this case, because N - 7, this number
is 2.65. Thus, divide the sum of the Z-scores by 2.65.
?3 ace this number in the space below.

Z -SCORE FOR REVIEW

6) Return to the Normal Deviations Table and identify 'the'
probability value associated with the Z-score for review.
Place this number in the space below.

P -VALUE FOR REVIEW

This probability tells how likely it is that a set of studies
with these results could have been produced if there really
were no relation between gender and persistence. The smaller
the probability, the more likely it is that females and riles
differ in persistence, based on these studies." (cf. 1930, p. 445.)

Subjects in both Groits A and B rated their opinion of the

strength of support for a conclusion of a relationship between sex

and persistence in the seven studies. In fact, the combined results

from the seven studies supported rejection of the null hypothesis of

. 10
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no difference at beyond the .02 14.7e1. The following frequencies'

were obeained:

Group A
Traditional. Methods

of Reviet4

Group; B

Statistical Methods
of Review

Opinion
(Is thel a No.

relatiopship?
% No.

Definitely No 3 14% 1 5%

Probably No '13 59 5 26

Impossible to 5 23 8 42
Say

PrObably Yes , 5

I
5 26

Definitely Yes, 0 0 0 0

100% 100%

The results are remarkable. Nearly 75 percent of the reviewers

who relied on traditional narrative methods concluded that sex and

persistence were not related; the comparable U.gure' among the group

using statistical methods of review was 31 percent -- rather strikingly'

44 diffeient concluionr for equivalent groups trying t..o integrate only

seven studies.

An issue of nearly equal importance concerns the magnitude of

the relationship that the seven studies revealed. Agin the reviewers

in both groups were askedto ratittheir perCeption of the strength of

the relationship.

11

11,
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C. Group A
Traditional Methods

of Review

Group B

Statistical Methods
of Review

Opinion
-(How ,large is the -r''

sex diffetencet.b:'
persistence ?)"

No. No. ( Z

None at all . 4 -18% 'i 2 11%

Very small \ 12 '55- 6 .32

Small \ 4 18 6 32

Moderate 2 9 4 21

Large 0 0 1 5

100% 100%

t
The above data repeat the general findings apparaent in the

previodt table: persons using the two different methods of research,

integration formed quite different impressions about what the studies

indicated. Cooper and Rosenthal examined these processes on a small

collection of studies; the entire set of sever studies occupied a

total of fewer than fifty journal pages. One can imagine how much

more prono9ced would be the difference between these two approaches

with bodies of literature typical of the size of literatLires that

are increasingly being addressed with meta-analytic techniques.

This difference will become more apparent to the reader who mends

his way through the complex examples of research integration in the
--..

P

remainder of }this book.

Consider another example of the contrasting conclusions arrived .

at through contrasting methods of review wind integratitn. In a review

of experiments on the effects of teachers' use of higher cognitive
12 __ .0""-....



questions OA st'Udents'f4chievement, Winne (1979) concluded tnat the

former had no beneficial impa'ct on the'latter. A meta-analysis

of virtually the same studies by Redfield and Rosseau (1980) revealed'a

th:gt an the average, students given higher cognitive level questions

scored one-half standard deviation higher on achievement tests.

Thus, informal and narrative techniques of review,and integration

discredited a finding that quantitative methods of integration showed

to be consistent and large.

Narrative research reviews often make r.c attempt at rizorous

definition and 8tan ardization of techniques for treating studies.

Hence, irrpressions are subject to prejudice and stereotyping to a

degree that would be unforgiable in primary research itself. Considerk

an,instance encountered by Miller (1977) in his meta-analysis of

experiments on the psychological benefits of drug therapy. At 6ne

point, attention focused on the question whether the combination of

verbal psychotherapy and drug therapy was superior to the drug therapy

4 alone. Three different traditional reviews completed within about

five years of each Other and based on largely the same.literature

arrived at the following ,conclusions: j

The advantage for combined treat#ent is striking. . .

a combination Of-treatments may represent more than an Additive
effect of two treatments -- a 'getting-more for one's money' --
there may also be some mutually facilitative interaction benefits
for the combined treatments." (Luborsky, et.al., 1975, p. 1004).

. . There is little difference between psychotherapy plus
drug .and, drug therapy alone for hospitalized psychotic patients
(but not for neurotic out-patients). The combination is, however,
quite clearly superior to psychAherapy alone." (May, -1971, p. 513).%

T.
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lb".Then all is said and done, the existing studies by no
means permit firm conclusions as, to the nature of the interaction
between combined'pfychotherapy and medication. (Unlenhuth,
Lipmen, 6 Covi, 1969, p. ,611).

4*The disparity among these re wers is not limited to their

conclusiont but extends even to their classification of individual

experiments. Miller (1977) found five reviews (the three quoted above

and two others) addressed specifically to the "psychotherapy -

plus - drug" versus "drug therapy" issue. In Table 1% 1, the

reviews, the studies reviewed and how tney were classified are

reperted. Notice, for example, that Luborsky et. al.,.(1975)

classified the ;.,orham study, the Cowden study and he King study

as f nding that "drug - plus - psychotherapy" was superior to

"drug therapy" alone, whereas both L'lenhuth (1969) and May (1971)

in tneir reviews clatsified the slate studies as showing no difference

or a difference in the reverse order.

Obviouifly, different reviewers sometimes see things differently.

The only way to force all'r'eviewers,to see the same thing is, to,

demand a standardization of definitio and techniques of resea-rn

integration. we don't suggest such; 'ndeed, it would be ill-advised,

since the little "reliability" that would be gained would probably

be mere than off-set by he creativity that-would be staunched by

uni-formity:

/ It is not uniformity in research reviewing and integratini that
.

is desirable, -rher it is clarity, explicitness and openness --

those properties that are characteristic of the scientific method more

generally and which iMpart to inauiry its "objectivity" and trust-

worthiness.

) 1 fJ
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Table 1.1

,5b.mmary'of Findings of Five Reviews Comparing Drug

. Rlus Psychotherapy with Drug Therapy

(After Mi1l,eN977)

Reviewer D P>D D>D + P orD P: D

Group for, the

Advancement of
Psychiatry

(75)

King (58)

Evangelikas (61)

Kiernan (74)

onigfeld (64)

May (64)

Cowden (55,56)

Gilligan (65) Evangelikas (61) Cowden (56)

King (58) Cowden (5647)

Uhlenhuth (69)

Evangelikas (61) -King (63)

honisfeld (64)

Gorham ('64)

r

May (64)

I-

iluborsky (75)

Gorham (64)

Ilogarty (73)
C

Cowden (56)

King\(63)

Luborsky (54)

Klerman (74)

King (60)

May (65)

Pascal (56)

Evangelikas (61)

Kroeger (67)

Gorham (64)

May (71)

King (63, 58)

Gorham (6)

Cowden (56)

May (64)

Evangelikas (61)

Lorr (62)

$111



It is often said of experiment41-,research that is must be

replicable to be scientific. Surely the true test of whether a

finding is replicableis to repliCate it; but as'is observed ad naseum,

stud.3 never actually are replicated. Hence, the scientific attitude

in research can not truly depend` on replicability. Indeed, if one

inquires more deeply into the questionlone discovers that it is not

replicabili?Y that is. desirable in a.scientific study, but the

description of a study so that it could in theory be replicated, i.e.,

so that ir one desired he could perform the same steps that led to

the prior observations: Hence, to report a study so that it is

"replicable" meant to report it with such clarity and expliciwiess

*that a second investigator could follow the identical steps to the

identical conclusion. Thereby, science is guaranteed to be "inter-
.

subjective" rather than an endeavor subject to the whims and

idiosymcracies of individual researchers. These values'and standards

are ingrained in the contemporary scientist's training; but too often

he forgets his responsibility tc the scientific method when he changes

context slightly and seeks to integrate numerous empir;ical studies

instead of perform a single primary study. Thus do reviews become

idiosyncratic, authoritarian, subjective -- all those thing's that

cut against the scientific grain.

The' important point about the example in Table 1.1 is not

that Uhlenh&th, Luborsky and May disagreed, but that,they did not

approach the problem of research integration with methods so explicit,

16



unambiguous and operationally identified that any outside party could

examine the same evidence and come to the same conclusion. By contrast,

,Miller (1977) approached the same researcr integration problem (viz.,

"drug - plus - psychotherapy" vs. "drug therapy") with an attitude

like that of a researcher collecting and analyzing primary data:

conceposmust be defined and measured, measurements must be checked

for reliability, evidence must not be excluded on arbitrary or ad hoc

grounds, multiple observations inform on residual error, statistical

methoci are an :mpertant adjunct to raw perception. He found that

the combined effect of drug and psychotherapy was approximately three-

tenths,standird deviations (on outcome measures of psychological well-

being) greater than the isolated effect of drug therapy (see Chapter 8

in Smith, Glass and Miller, "980).

17



CHAPTER TWO

a-

META-ANALYSIS OF RESEARCH

Primary analysis is the original analysis of data in a research

study. It is what one typically imagines as the application of

statistical methods.

Secondary analysis is the re-analysis of data for the purpose

of answering the original research question with better statistical

I

techniques, ,or answering new questions with old data. Secondary

analysis is an important feature of the research and evaluation enter-

'prise. Tom Cook (1974) at Northwestern University has written about

its purposes and methods. Some of, our best methodologists have pursued

secondary analyses in such grand style that its imptartance has eclipsed

that of the primary analysis.

But our topic is what we have come to call -- not for want of

r a less imposing name -7 meta-analysis of research. In 46, one of

us defined it thus:

"Meta-analysis refers to the analysis of analyses.
I use it to refer to the statistical analysis of a large
collection of analysis results from individual studies for
the purpose of integrating the findings. It connotes a
rigorous alternative to the casual, narrative ,discussions,
of research studies which typify our attempts ;o make sense of
the rapidly expanding research literature." (Glass, 1976, p. 3).

F

And again, two years later:

"The accumulated fincE/sof dozens or even hundreds-
of studies shoUld be regarded as complex data points, no
more comprehensible without the full use of statistical
analysis than hundreds of data points in a single study could



be so casually understood., Contemporary research reviewing
.ought to be undertaken in a style more technical and statis-
tical than narrative and rhetorical. Toward this end, I
have suggested a name to make, the needed approach distinctive;
I-referred to this approach as the meta-analysis of research
(Glass; 1976). I have no stake in the use of this term; it
sounds pretentious, but is only incidentally so. It was chosen
to suggest the analysis of analyses, i.e., the statistical
analysis of the findings of many individual analyses."
(Glass, 1978, p. 352).

And two years later still:

"The approac. to research integration referred to
as 'meta-analysis' i nothing more than the attitude of

&data analysis applied to quantitative summaries of individual
experiments. By ecirdiri. the properties of studies and

for re;ech invites one who would integrate
numerous and verse findings to apply the full power of
statistical methods to the task. Thus it is not a technique;
rather it is a perspective that uses many techniques of*
measurement and statistical analysis." (Glass, 1980, p. 2).

The essential character of meta-analysis is that it is the

./statistical analysis of the summary flindings of many empirical studies.

Meta-Analysis Is Quantitative

Meta-analysis is quantitative. It is undeniably quantitative;

and by and large it uses numbers and statistical methods in a practical

.way, namely, for organizing and extracting information from large masses

of data that are nearly incomprehensible by other means. Numerosity

creates many of the problems of research synthesis; naturally, numerical,

methods are employed their solution.

Meta-Analysis Does Not Prejudge Research Findings in Terms of-Research
. Quality,

The findings of studies are not judged a priori or by arbitrary

and non-empirical criteria of research quality. In this respect,

meta-analysis differs greatly from other approaches to research



as

Ob.

/

integration. Typical narrative-reviews attempt to deal with multi-

plicity by'arbitrary exclusion. The dissertation literature is

excluded because it may be believed that any worthwhile study would

have been published. Huge numbers of studies are excluded on methodo-

logical grounds: poor design, bad measurement, badly implemented

treatment, and the like. Yet, evidence is never given to support

these arbitrary exclusions.

An important part.of every meta-analysis with which we have

been associated has been the recording of methodological weaknesses

in the original studies and the examination of their relationship to

study findings. Thus, the influence of study quality on findings

has been regarded as an empirical a posteriori question, not an

a priori matter of opinion or judgment used to exclude large numbers

of studies from consideration.

Meta-Analysis Seeks General Conclusions

The most common criticism of meta-analysis is that it is

illogical because it mixes findings from studies that are not the same;

it mixes apples and oranges. Implicit in this concern is the belief

that only studies that areLsame in certain respects can be aggregated.

The claim that only studies which are the same in all respects can

be compared is self-contradictory; there is no need to compare them

'since they would obviously have the same findings within statistical

error. The only studies which need to be synthesized or integrated are

different studies. Generalizations will necessarily entail ignoring

some distinctions that can be made among studies. Good generalizations

20
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will be arrived at by ignoring only those distinctions that make

no important difference. But ignore We must; knowledge itself is

possible only. through the orderly discarding of ieformation.

Yet it is intuitively clear that some differences among

studies areso large or critical that no one is interested in their

integration,. 'What, for example, is to be made of study Cl which

demonstrates tne-effectiveness of disulfiram in the treatment of

alcoholism and study P2 which demonstrates the benefits of motorcycle

helmet laws? Not much, I suppose. But it hardly follows that the,

integration of study 111 on lysergide treatment7of alcoholism and study

#2 on "controlled drinking" is meaningless; one is understandably

concerned with which treatment has a greater cure rate. Is the

essential difrerence-between the two examples that in the former

case the problems addressed by the studies are different'but the

problem is the same in the latter example? "Problem" is no better

defined than "study" or "findings," and invoking the word clarifies

little. It is easy to imagine the Secretary for Health comparing fifty

studies on alcoholism treatment yith fifty studies on drug addiction

treatment or A hundred studies on the treatment of obesity. If the

two former groups of studies are negative and he latter is positive,.

the Secretary may decide to fund only obesity treatmentcenters. From

the Secretary's point of view, the problem is, public health, not simply

alcoholism or drug'addiction treatment.
.

There exists another-respect in which it is inconsistent to

critekize meta-analysis as meaningless because it mixes apples and oranges.

21
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Data analyses of primary re'searth.are traditionall;, performed by

lumping
j

together (Alleraging or otherwise aggregating in analyses of

vriancio t-tests'Ind whatever) data from different persons. These

persons are as different and as much like appies,and oranges in their111

g

9

I

way as studies are different from each other. Yet to object to
V,

pooling the findings of studies 1, 2,v. . ., 10 and see nothing at all

objectionable in pooling the results from persbns 1, 2; . . ., 100

is inconsistent. Now one tight think that the two kinds of aggregating

identified are qualiztatively different; but it would remain to be

spelified exactly how they are different and why it matters, which

would necessarily entail pretenting empirical evidenA to, demonstrate

that studies using different populatiiis, measuring instruments,

data analyses, etc. are fundamentally incommensurable. The ironic

d11140ma posed here is thlt such an empirical demonstflo.rpion would be

cf itself an analysis of exactly the type which we have referred to as

a "meta-analysis."

Reta-analysis is aimed at generalization and practical simpli-
4.

city. It aims to derive a useful generalization that does not do violence

to a more eful contingent or interactive conclusion. The world runs

on generalizations and marginal utilities. They represent synthesis;

science runs on analysis.' Therein lie many of the difficulties, that

-scientists and men of practical affairs encounter when they meet.

eIP
OUr apprd4h, meta-analysis, has been mistnderstood -- a

10, 4

dIrcumstanae for which we must accept that share of the responsibility

due us. It has been characterized by some as "averaging effect sizes,"

22
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which is a little like characterizing analysis of variance-as "adding

and multiplying." The sine cua non of what we call meta-analysis is the

application of research- methods the charaAtristics and findings of

research studies. By "research methods" is meant such considerations

as are normally addressed-in conceptualizing, designing and analyzi.ng

empirical resew h: problem selection, hypothesis formulation,

definition and measurement of constructs and variables, sampling, data

analysis (see Kerlinger, 1964, or many others).

The methods of meta-analysis have much in comnon with those of

survey research, for in fact, resear'c'h review and integration is_a

process of surveying and analyzing in quantitative ways large collect-

ivities. Many of the issues faced in a meta-analysis are akin to the

problems addressed in survey design and analysis (cf. Kish, 1965). The

similarity between the two should not be taken as implying that

meta-analysis shares with survey research the latter limitations as

regards the analysis of causal clagims. Survey research continues to

struggle with the problems of unknown third variables and ambiguous

direction of causality. Meta-analysis, on the other hand, through no

great accomplishment of own, may very well be applied to the

findings of a literature of controlled experimental studies, each of

his has a valid claimen a causal conclusibn.

We do not wish, to imply that a clear break can be discerned

between earlier methods of research integiation and meta-analysis. In

fact, under the 9ressure of numbers, research reviewers have gradually
a

of necessity adopted increasingly rigorous and quant4tative methods

23
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of study integration in the past thirty years. For example, Underwood

(1957) found 16 experiments on.the link between memory and interference

when he attempted to integrate the exin4ng research. The standard

designs and the near standard measurements common to the 'studies suggestO

a more quantitative amalgamation of the evidence than was typical in

research reviewing at the' time. By graphing the number of lists of

items to be recalled in these. experiments against the percent correct

recall on the last list, Underwood obtained an orderly and convi.ncing

pattern ,describing the relationship (see Figure 2.1). By portraying

multiPte findings quantitatively and aggregating across some potentially

irrelevant distinctions (e.g., lists of geometric rcrms vs: nonsense

4P
syllables; paired-associate vs. serial presentattOn, long lists vs.

short lists), Underwood discovered a convincing and important finding

not apparent in the disparate constituent studies. This is the essenc,a

of the meta analysis approach.
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Readers, of review journalsje.g., Psvchological Bulletin,

Review of Educational Research, American Sociological Review) have

become familiar with increasingly more elaborate forms of research

integration. Long list's of coded descriptions of research literatures

have become common. Contingency tables showing proportions cf

. "signifidblat results" under various conditions are more and more

a standard feature of integrative reviews. These developments were

required by the complexity of the reviewing task, and they are in the

spirit of the methods we present here. We hope to have advanced

these me,th3ds by appropriately increasing the quantification and

analysis of the task so that the full value of modern statistical

methods is realized.

Rosenthal (1976) integrated the findings of several hundred

studies of the experimentep/expectancy effect in behavioral research.

:tile techniques he used and his discussion of methodology were remark-

ably like those presented-in Glass (1976); though the two efforts

(borne of similar necessities) proceeded independently. In the five

years since our work has been publicized, the methods developed and

recormended have been applied repeatedly and in diverse areas:

treatment of stuttering (Andrews, 1979), modern vs. traditional math

instruction (Athappilly, 1980), "process oriented" science instruction
II/A

(BredderMan, 279), mainstreaming of special education students (Carlberg,

1979), neuropsYchological assessment of. children (Davidson, 1978),

"inquiry oriented" science teaching (El-Netr, 1979), transcendentai

'meditation (Ferguson, 19R0), teaching style and pupil achievement

25



(Glass et al., 1977; Gage, 1978), social-psychological environments

and learning (Haertel, Walberg and Haertel,, 1979), sexedifferences

In decoding verbal cues (Hall, 1978), individualized mathematics

instruction (Hartley, 1977), effects of television on social behavior

(Hearold, 1979), validity of employment tests (Hunter, Schmidt, and

Hunter, 1979), home environment and learning (Iverson and Walberg,

1979), psycho-linguistic trainin& (Kavale, 1979), treatment of

hyperactivitiy !Kavale, 1980), racial desegregation and academic

achievement (Krol, 1979), personalized college-level instruction

(Kulik, Kulik and Cohen, 1979), advance organizers (Luiten: Ames

and Ackerson, 1979), drug therapy and psychological disorders (Miller,

1977; and Smith, Glass and Miller, 1980), test validity in personnel'

A
selection (Pearlman, 19791, teachers' questioning style (Redfield and

1

Rousseau, 1979), psychotherapy and medical utilization !SChieslnger,it

Mumford and Glass, 1978), psychotherapy and recovery from medical

crisis (Schlesinger, Mumford and Glass, 1979), aesthetics edu4tion

and basic skills (Smith, 1980), sox-bias in counseling and psycho-

therapy (Smith, 1980), class-size and affective outcomes (Smith,

and.Glass, 1979), psychotherapy outcomes (Smith and Glass, 1977),

motivation and achievement (Uguroglu and Walberg, 1978), socio-

ecoriomic status and academic achievement (1976), relationship

between attitude and achievement (Willson, 1980), patient education.

grograms in medicine (Posavac, 1980), correlation of auditory

perceptual skill and reading (Kavole, 1980), diagnostic /remedial

instruction and science learning (Yeany and Miller, 198t), treatment
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of migraine and tension headache (Blanchard, Andrasik, Anies, Teders

and O'Keefe, 1980), effects of direct versus open instruction (Peterson,

1978).

Illustrations of Meta-Analysis

Meta-analysis has been misunderstood and criticiied, the

criticisms often7gathering their force from the misunderstandings.

But the objections raised to' meta-analysis are the subject of the

final chapter. "In the remainder of this chapter, we wish instead to

elaaorate on the verbal characterization of meta-analysis by describing

oriefly severalapplidations of the method.

Psychotherapy and Asthma. Twelve studies were located that
A

tested the effects of psychotherapy on asthma. Eleven studies used

treatment and control group designs; two designs were pretest versus

posttest.

The summary of the data and findings appear as Tabre 2.1

which offe1s the following items of information about each study:

a) Author(s); b) type of therapy; average age of subjects;

d) number of hours of therapy given; e) the nature of the control group

(no treatment, relLxatioptherapy, medical treatment); f) the number

of weeps elapsing between the end of therapy and measurement of the

outctii variable; g) the nature of the dependent (outcome) variable;
.

.h) the effect (ES) achieved in the study, the treatment mean minus

the control mean divided by the control group standard dev-
lation,viz.,

ES, X Xcontrol
psy

c control
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Study

(4)

Moore (1965)

Sclare, et al.__

Yorkstun et al.

Maher-Loughnan,
et al. (1962)

Citron, K. M.
(1968)

Croent. 'Pelser
(1960)

a
Barendregt

(1957)

Ago, et al.
(1976)

3
t3

Table 2.1

Findings of 11 Studies of Psychological Treatment of Asthma

Therapy Hours of Control Follow-up Dependent
Type Age Therapy Group Time (weeks) Variable ES7--

(b) (c)/ (d) (e) (f) (h)

Reciprocal 2 4 Relax 0 Lung functioning 1.41Inhibition
1/2 adults Training No. asthma attacks .88
1/2 children

Psycho- 30 21 PPysical 0 Relmission of .66dynamic (19-42) Treatment symptoms

Verbal Desen-
sitization

42 ,..

3 Relax

' Training
f 0 Lung functioning

t
1.00

96 Psychiatrist's
rating of improvment 1.00

96 Use of drugs. 1.52

HyOno-
Therapy

25 No

.treatment
0 Symptoms,

wheezing
.64

llypno-

therapy
30 12, Relax

Training
0 Symptoms,

wheezing
.5f

Psycho-

dynamic (group) 45 50 Medical
treatment

24 Rated

Improvement
1.36

Eclectic- /11'"

(4 dynamic) 42 100. Medical
treatment

0 Increased hostility,
decreased "oppression
damage; Rorschach .57

Ecleiftic

(4-somatic
34 20 Medical

treatment
120 Remission of

asthma
4-therapy)

'symptoms 1.51
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a/ Table 2.1 continued

Findings of 11 Studies of Psychological Treatment of Asthma
Therapy Houxs of

Study Type Age Therapy

(a) (b) (c) . (d)'

,Kahn (1977) Counter-
conditioning

12

Kahn, et al.
(1973)

Counter-

conditioning
11

Alexander
et at.

Jacobson relaxa7
tion training

12

McLean, A. F. Hypnotherapy 11,
(1965)

Arnoff, G.
et al.

M. Hypnotherapy 10

15

A

15

6

1/2

Control Follow-up
Group Time (weeks)

(e) (f)

No 32

treatment

Medical 40
treatment

40

Ifiti

No 0

treatment'

None

(pretest vs.

.posttest)

32

32 ,

40

0

None 12.

(pretest' vs.
i

posttest)

Dependent
Variable ES

(0. (h)

Use of drugs & .29

medication

Hospitalization .19

Asthma attacks .24

No. of ER visits .76

Amount of drugs & 1.11
medication

No. of asthma attacks .66

(one hospitalization
in control group, none
in therp.)

Pulmonary functioning .82

(peak expiratory flow)

4

Wheezing Score 1k.23

Forced lung
capacity

Peak air flow rate

Dyspnea

0.71 ,

7-
0.67

1.25
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A

The overall (i.e., summed across all studies) measure of

impact of psychotherapy on asthama is depicted in Figure 2.2.

Control
Group

Therapy
Group

_I

a 80th Percentile of
Control Cioup

Figure 2.2 Average effect of psychotherapy on asthma outcome
measures across 13 studies which>included 23 outcome
variables.

The average effect comparing therapy and control groups was

.85C-
x

, i.e., the average subject who received psychotherapy

was at .85 standard deviaeions above the mean of the untreated controls.

(The standard deviation of the 23 effect size measures is c
ES

.390;

thus, the 957. confidence interval of the true average ES is

.i.

.85 - 1.96 (.390) = (.69, 1.01,). It follows that the average
-I=

/
therapy subject exceeds 802 of the untreated controls on the aggregate

outcome variables.

30
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c
(.-......\ There were six outcpme measures in the thirteen studies -'ile

that assessed the use of medical services: use of medicine,

hospitalization, emergency room visits. The average effect size for

these six outcomes was ES = .73. The two summary effect sizes --

.85 for all outcomes and .73 for direct medical services -- compare

favorably with the effects of psychotherapy on outcomes such as

fear, anxiety, and self-esteem.

The relationshi4.between the effects of psychotherapy and

some features of the therapy and the patients is examined in Tables,

2.2 through 2.5.

Therapy Type: The average effect siz7s by type of therapy are

as follows:

Table 2.2

Type of Therapy

Behavioral PsYchodynamic Hypnotherapy ReleXation

n: 12 4 6 1

ES:
.80 1.03 .84 .82 /

.42 .41 .79 0
ES

The differences among the effects of different types of

therapy are not large, and in no case do they reach conventional

levels of statistical significance.
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Age of Patient: The distribution of patients' ages (averaged

7
within each study) is as follows:

Table 2.3

Age

10-15 16-20 2145 26-30 31-35 36-40 41-45

Frequency: 5 0 2 2 1 0 3

The linear correlation between age of patients (at the study

level) and ES is +.40, which is reasonably statistically significant

(standard error of r = .21).

Hours of Therapy: The distribution of duration of therapy in

hours for the 13 experiments is as follows:

Table 2.4

Hours of Therapy

1-5 6-10 11-20 21-50 51-100

Freq. 9 1 10 2 1 X. = 21.3

ES.: 1.03 1.23 .64 1.01 .57

The linear correlation of "hrs. of therapy" and ES across

the 23 outcome measures is - .15, not significantly different from

zero.

32
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Follow-uo Time: The follow-up times for measurement of effects

for the 23"outcome measures were distributed as.follows:

Table 2.5

Weeks Post Therapy

Frequency:

^,

0 12 24 32 40 96 120

11

.81

1

1.23

1-

1.36

4

.30

3

.84

2

1.26

1

1.51

7. - 25.9

The linear correlation of "weeks post thelrapy" and ES is

.34, not significantly different from zero at any, respectable

significance level.

Psychotherapy (primarily behavioral therapies and hypno-

therapy) shows impressively large effects on ameliorating the effects

of asthma. The effeC.ii*are even substantial on the reduction of

utilization of direct medical services, showing a reduction in utili-

zation such that only 23 percent of the therapy subjects used as many

medical services as half the control subjects. It is important to

note, in this regard, that in 5 of the 11 experimental vs. control

group studies, the control group received medical treatment that wat

not given to the psychotherapy group.

Psychotherapy and Alcoholism. In Table 2.6 appear data from

15 experiments on the effects of psychOtherapy on alcohblism. In

successive columns appear, following information about each study:

33
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In

g) The investigator(s) and year ofhe study;

b) The type of therapy administered (e.g., behavioral

modificationleclectic, psychodynamic); °

c) -The number of hours of therapy administered;

d) The number of months after therapy at which outtmes.

4
were measured;

e) A definition of ''success" for the outcome measure;

f) The percentage of "successes" in the tClerapygroup;

g) The percentage of "successes" it the control group;

hal' The differential success, G; f) minus g), above:

14
Summiry taiplulations of a f4yti.characteristics of tSe studies

in Table 2.6 are presented belo

t
Typed of therapy: 11 studies used non-behavioral therapy.

.4
9 studies used behavioral therapy.

Distribution of hours of treatment:,

Hours
1 _.

r

1 -10 11-29L 21-30 31-40 41 -50 51-60 61-754

Frequency;. 4 9 3 0 ' 2 1 1

Distribution of fbllow-up times:

Months Peat Therapy

0 1-3, 4-6, 7-9 10-12

:Frequency: 4 0 10 1 5

4

4 34 -

'1

AY.

G4*

p



Of course, interest centers primarily on the outcome measures.

There exist two approaches,to summarize the outcomes: 1) the data

can be pooled across all studies to calculate aggregate "success"

rates, or 2) the "success" rates can be averaged across the 15 studies.

The first method gives a study an importlke in the aggregate which

is proportional to its sample size, which bcould be desirable in some

instances but probably isn't in this instance. The second method

weights each study equally, in effect.

By the first method of aggregation, one finds 651 patients

treated .with psychotherapy with 269 reported as "successes" for a

success rate of 41 percent. The comparable figures for the control

condition are 638 cases, 222 "successes" for a "success"'rate otj

33 percent. The 41 percent vs. 33 percent difference is not very

-impressive; but it may not be very fair. Note that a.few studies

like Gallant (1971) and McCance and McCance OK carry unreasonably

large weight in determining these aggregates because b,etween them

they account for nevly half of all the therapy cases.

Averagipg success rates across studies seems preferable.
1B

Doing so yields "success" rates of 51 percent and 33 percent for.

psychotherapy and.control conditions, respectively. These figures

are probably more defensible than the 41 percent vs. 33 percent

figures. Even, so, a "success" rate of 33 percent for untreated

controls is unusual and indicatesthat the experiments were probably

conducted under favorable circumstances'with other'than chronic

35
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a)

Table 2.6

Results of Outcome Studies on

Psychological Treatment of Alcoholism

Type of Hrs. of Mos. post-therp. Type of Percent
Therapy Therapy for follow-up Outcome Success

b) c) d) e) in perp.

Vogler et al. '70 Beh. Mod. 15 8 Not relapsed 14
into alcohol-
ism

25 =

18Cadogan '73 Eclectic 18 6 Abstinence 20 =

Clancy et al. '69 Beh. Mod. 4 12 Abstinence 6

25 =
17Gallant '71 Eclectic 50 0 Sobriety 140 =
2Gallant et al. Psychodynam, 50 0 Sobriety 21 =

Gallant et al.'68 Psychodynam. 60 0 Abstinence 7

or nearly so 10 =
7Hunt-& Azrin '73 Eclectic 75 0 Abstinence 8 =

McCance & Psychodynam. 12 6 Abstinence '20
or nearly so 31 =

McCance '69 Psychodynam. 12 12
. 0 Abstinence 13-

or nearly so 30 =

McCance '69 Beh. Mod. 6 6 Absti-nence 2.4

or nearly so 45 =

McCance '69 Beh. Mod. 6 12 Abstinence
or nearly so

24

43 I

Percent
SuccesS
in

g)
cntrol A %o

5

56%;12 = 42% 6%

4

90 20 = 20 70

3

24 17 = 18
3

12 70 = 4

1

10 21 = 5

6

8

5

1

70 9 = 11 59
- 1 :

,,

.

88 8 =- J3 14

23
sx, .i..-.:

4
65 51 = 15 V1470

sT '711 A

23 * )01
43 --4.-9 *,17 --.44

23
53 51' = 45

23
53 49 = 47

44



-b)

Table 2.6 (continued)

Type of Hrs. of Mos. post-therp. Type of . :cent Percent
Therapy Therapy for follow-up Outcome iccess Success

in Therp. in control
e) f) g)

a) b) c) d)

Kissin et al.

Kissin et al.

'70

'70

Psychodynam.

Psychodynam.

20

20

6

6

Sobell & Sobell '73 Beh. Mod. 25 6

Sobell & Sobell Beh. Mod. 25 12

Levinson & Sereny '69 Eclectic 30 12

Newton & Stein '72
-...._,

Eclectic 15 6

Newton & Stein '72 Implosive 15 6

Ashem & Donner '68 Beh. Mod. 5 6

Storm & Cutler '70 Sys. desen. 12 6

a %

Abstinence
or nearly so

Abstinence
or nearly so

Full or part-
time employ.

Full or part-
time employ.

Slight or
much improv.

Not readmitted
to hosp. for
alcohol.

II t I
"

SObriety

Some or
marked improv.

22 2

62 = 35 44 = 5 30

5 2

33 =01.5 41 = 5 10

21 14
35 = 60 35 = 40 20

21 16
35 = 60 ;35 =,46 14

15 17
26 = 58 27 = 63 5

10 11
,15 67 16 = 69 2

7 11
15 = 47 16 = 69 1r- 22
6 0

15 = 40 8 = 0 40

10 39
15 = 67 62 = 63 4
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alc1holics. But even if the 33 percent base-rate figure is unreal-

istic, the 18 percent gap between treatment and control groups is

not. One can conclude that on the average 20 hours of psychotherapy

produces 18 "successes" (sobriety 6 months after therapy) out of

every 100 persons treated.

The percentage "success" rates can be transformed into a

metric measure of effect by means of the probit transformation (Glass,

1978). A discrepancy of 51 percent to 33 percent corresponds to a

metric measure of effect of -4-.96 standard deviation units.

Expression of the efect in this way will permit comparison of the

effects across probiltm areas such as alcoholism, asthma, and surgery.

The relationship of the differential success rate to follow-

up time and amount of therapy was also studied (sze figure below.)

The difference in percentages of "successes" between treatment and

control groups diminished across follow-up intervals. Immediately

after therapy, there were 37 percent more successes in the therapy

group than the control group; at six months after therapy this

difference dropped to 25 percent; at twelve months it was 3 percent,

i.e., the rate of sobriety is virtually the same in the treatment

and control groups, the treated patients having relapsed. Apparently,

for the benefits of the therapy to be sustained, it must be readmin-

istered at periodic intervals.

Finally, the correlation across the 15 studies between the

number of hours of therapy and the differential "success" rate was

positive and reasonably large: +.49. More therapy was better than

less.
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School Crass-Size and Achievement

The literature on school class-size and its relationship to

achievement has lain about for many years. Some of the first empiri-

cal research in education, that of Joseph M. Rice in the 1890's,

examined the association between class-size and learning. In graduate

school in the 1960's, I was taught that the two were unrelated and there

was little point pursuing the matter. A faint aroma of Chippendale

(unwieldy and antique) still clung to the topic when in 1977 a

friend at the Far West LaboratoTy, Leonard Cahen, suggested that'we

apply to the class-siAe literature the techniques we had developed for

integrating outcome experiments in psychotherapy. The 58;000 contract

he dangled bef.ore us, made the problem seem worthwhile.
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The literature on cuss -size and achievement had been reviewed

repeatedly. The reviewers disagree wildly. One could document this

confusion; it would be simple to quote reviewer X claiming that large

classes are better, reviewer Y that small classes are better, and

reviewer Z that neither is better. But to do so would only embarrass

others and add nothing to one's appreciation of the complexity of the

research. The problems with previous reviews of the*class-size

literature are several: (1) literature searches were haphazard and

often overly selective; dissertations were avoided, as a rule, and few

reviewers sought out large archives of pertinent data; (2) reviews were

typically narrative and discursive; the multiplicity of findings could

not be absorbed without quantitative methods of reviewing; (3) reviewers

that attempted quantitative integration of findings made several mistakes

tney used crudc classifications of class-sizes; and (4) they took

statistical significance of differences far too seriously-

Our search for class-size studies was carried out in three places:

r (1) document retrieval and abstracting resources; (2) previous reviews

of the class-size literature and (3) the bibliographies of studies

once found. The ERIC syktem am' Dissertation Abstracts were searched

completely on the key words "size," "class size," and "tutoring."

The dissertation literature was covered'as far back as 1900, and the

fugitive educational research literature was covered from the mid

1960's to 1978. Of the many hundreds of doctoral dissertations scanned

in Dissertation Abstracts, about thirty micro-film copies were purchased.

A cozen dissertations were eventually incorporated. The journal

literature on class-size was located in the traditional way; one or two
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current reviews of the researth;rwere found, the articles cited were

roc.ed, and the articles cited in these articles were located in

turn. About 300 documents were obtained and read. One hundred-fifty

of them were found, to contain no usable data, i.e., no datia whatsoever

,were reported on the comparison of small- and large-class achievement.

About 70 studies examined the relationship of class-size to non-

achievement outcomes and classroom process variables. Approximately

80 studies on the class-size and achievement relationship were included

in the meta-analysis.

It is difficult to estimate what portion of the existing litera-

ture was captured by this search. Even though 80 studies exceeded by

5Q percent tne most ,extensive reviews published to that time, perhaps

less than half of all studies that exist on the topic were found.

Some studies (credited to school districts) could not be located even

after several phone calls and letters. Other studies were surely

missed because of odd or nondescript titles. fortunately, the ERIC

system uses key words based on the contents of a papet and not titles

alone. Several studies found in the journal literauture by branching

off existing bibliographies had neither "size" nor "class-size" in the

title, evidence enough that several studies were missed because their

titles lacked the key words. Another complication concerns the use

of class-size as an incidental variable in studies focused on other

issues. There are probably many such studies, and Orly a few of the

most visible ones were located.
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The research on class-size and its relationship to achievement

evolved through four stages: the pre-experimental era (1895-1920);

the efficiency era (1920-1940); the large-group technology era (1950-1970);

and the individualization era (1970-present). The boundaries of the

eras are not impenetrable, and even today an atavistic throwback to

the 19th century will appear in a doctoral thesis. At each new stage,

the sophistication of research mathodology'increased, and the question

of class -size and its effect on achievement was examined with different

motives. One discerns in the narration accompanying the numbers the cult

of efficiency of the early part of this century, the rising birth

rate of the post-war '40's, the advent of teaching technology in the

'60's, and most recently the ,teacher labor movement and declining

enrollments. What was said about the data changed as new interpretations

served emerging purposes, even when the d'ata changed little themselves./

The meta-analysis was to determine-what the available research

revealed about the relationship of class-size to achievement. Drawing

boundaries around this topic was simple compared to the difficulties

encountered in defining psychotherapy, for example (Smith and Glass, 1977).

Conventional definitions of achievement seem scarcely to have changed

over eighty years; and class-size is relatively easily described and

measured.

The quantification of characteristics of studies permitted the

eventual statistical description of how properties of studies affect

the principal findings. Such questions car, be addressed as "How

does the class size and achievement relationship vary as a function

of age of pupils" or "How does it vary between reading and math
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instruction?" The first step was to identify those properties of

.

studies that might interact with the relationship between class-size

and achievement. There is no systematic logical procedure for taking

this step. One simply reads a few studies from the literature of

interest, talks with experts, and then guesses;modifications can

always be made later if needed. About 25 specific items were coded

for each study. Some were more useful than others; several items

were seldom reported in the studies. A coding sheet was devised onto

which the information about each study was transcribed. A single

study might fill several coding sheets, depending on how many different

class sizes were compared, how many different achievement tests were

reported separately for different ages or IQs, and so forth.

The major items of the coding sheet were as fellows: (1) year

of publication; (2) publication source (book, thesis, journal);

0) subject taught (reading, math, etc.); (4) duration of instruction

(number of weeks); (5) number of pupils in the study (different from

class-size since there might be many classes); (6) number of teachers

in the study; (7) pupil ability; (8) -pupil ages; (9) types of experi-

mental control (random assignments, matching, ett.); (10) achievement

melasurement (standardized test, ad hoc test. etr);* (11) quantification

of outcomes (gain scores, ANCOVA adjustment, etc.)

A simple statistic was desired that described the relatianihip

between class-size and achievement as determined by a study. No matter

how many class-sizes are compared, the data can be reduced to some

number of pairs, a smaller class against a larger class. Certain
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differences in the findings must be attended to if the findings are

Later to be integrated. The most obvious difference is the scale

properties of the achievement measure. Measurement scales can be

standardized by dividing mean differences in achievement by the within

group standard deviation (a method that is complete and discards no

information at all under the assumption of normal distributions).

The eventual measure of relationship seems straight-forward and

unobjectionable: .

where:

XS -

(2.1)

X is the estimated mean achievement of the smaller class which

contains S pupils.

.

. X
L

the estimated mean achievement of the larger class which

contains L pupils: and

C is the,ostimated within-class standard deviation, assumed to

be homogeneous across the two classes.

As a first approximation to studying the flats -size and achieve-

mint relationship, it is considered irrelevent that the particular

types of achievement that lie behind the variable X are quite different

knowledges and skills measured in quite different ways. Reports

of research frequently omit such basic descriptive measures as means

and standard deviations. .This omission frequently complicated
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the calculation of
-S-1,

but seldom obviated it. Transformations of

commonly reported statistics (t, F, etc.) into A's were derived (Glass,

1978).

In all, 77 different studies were read, coded, and analyzed.

These studies yielded a total of 725 L's. The comparisons are based
4111,

on data from a total of nearly 900,000 pupils spanning 70 years

research in more than a dozen countries. In Table 2.7 appears the

frequency distribu:ion of L's by year in which the study appeared.

I: is clear from Table 2.7 that class-size research was an active

early topic in educational research, was largely abandoned for 30

year after 1930, and has been resurrected in the last 15 years.

In Table 2.8,the comparisons are tabulated by the type of assign-

ment of pupils to the different size classes. Each of the first

three types of assignment represents reasonably good attempts at

eliminating gross inadequacies in design; these three conditions

account for slightly more than half of all the comparisons. Even

though half of the_ comparisons involved comparing naturally constituted.

/ and non-equivalent large and small classes, some of these were 'Based

on ex post facto statistical adjustments for pre-existing differences.

So the data are not half worthless; indeed, whether the experimental

inadequacies influencedthe findings is an empirit.al question --

Ai
rather than an a priori 413dgment -- which was examined in the data

1

analyses. In Table 2.9 appears the joint distribution of smaller and-

larger class-sizes on which the 725 A's ire based. For example, six

A's derive from comparisons of group sizes i and 3. (The table ccntains

only 550 entries instead of 725, 'since comparisons would not be
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N

recot1ded in this ,tabulation if S and L were contained within the

o

same broad category (e.g., if S 13 and * in 22.)
. ,

Table 2.T

Class-Size Comparisons (A) by .Year of Study

441.

Year No. of_L's
Cumulative

1900'-1909 22 3.0% 347,

1913-1919 184 2'5.4% 4.42

1520-1929 138 19.01 47.4Z

,1930-1939 4-7 6.5Z 53.9w)

1940-1949, ,1 - 0.01 53.9"

) 1950 - 1959,. 62 8.6% 62.5

V
1960-1969 . 150 20:87. 83.3

1970-i979. . 121 16.70 100.01

723 1D0.5%
N

Table 20,8,"

Class - Comparisons (A) by A4r5Mene of Pupili

A

to the Small and Large Classes

1

Type or. Assignment No. of 's

Random '110

Mateled 235

"Repea,ted Measures" 1 18 )-/--

Uncontroll

46'

362

2.5%

725 190.01

11#



;fable 2.9

Joint Dittribution of Smaller and
Er

LargerClass-sizes in the Comparisons As..L

CJ

84

Larger Class-size'

1 2 3 1 4-5 6-10 11-16 17-23 24-34 1-35

1 1 6

2 0

3

4 -5
.

.6-10

CJ

(117:.)

11 -16

17-23

24-34

>35

1 3 7

1 0 0

0 0 0

0 0

I - 8

-

w
A

47

1 34 '0

1 0 0

a 6 0 1

1- 2 0

5 2

19 44 27

78 106

. 197
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The simple statistical properties of the G's were interesting

in themselves, even though their full import required more sophisticated
4

analysis:.

Properties of Distrubution of Gs..L

a) N = 725. d) Standard -deviation = 0.401.

'b) Mean = .088'; Median = .050 e) Range: -1.98 to 2.54

. c) 40% of the
S-L

were negative;

60%, positive.

On the average, the 725 were positive, i:e., over all

zomparisons available -- regardless of the class -sizes compared --

the results favored the smaller class by about a tenth of a standard

deviation in achievement. This finding is not too interesting, however,

since it is an average across many different sizes of classes compared.

However, only 60 percent of the L'& were positive, i.e., favored

.the smaller class in acnievement. This is,so, even though every

effort was made to find studies spanning the full range of class-

sizes from individual tutorials to huge lectures. One suspects that

the odds (if observing a positive 4
S-L in the class-size range so often

studied (15 to 40, say) were even smaller, perhaps as low as 55 percent

, to 45 percent.

In these rough summaries, one of the fundamental problems is

'revealed that has made the class-size literature so difficult for

reviewers. If tne relationship one seeks has only 55 to 45 odds of

appearing and one looks for it wi4Put all the cools of statistical



analyses that can be mustered, the chances of finding it are slight..

One need'not wonder why,narrative reviews of 'a dozen or two studies

produced little but confusion.

To make sense'of the class-size and achievement relationship

one must account for the magniti;de of the A's and their variance in

(terms of the sizes of he Smaller and larger classes. What was needed

>

was a continuous qu titative model that would relate class-size

C to achievement Class-size and achievement might be expected
t_

to be related in 's,omething of an exponential or geometric fas 4ilon --

\ .

reasoning that one pupil with one teacher learns some amount, two

A -

pupils learn less,

three pilpils learn still less, and so on.

Furthermore, the drop in learning from one to two pupils might be

expected to'be larger than the drop from two to three, which in turn

is probably larger than the drop from three, to four, and so on. A

logarithmic curve represents one such relationship:

z = a - BlOgeC * E,
(2.2)

where C denotes class-size. Since3 could be zero or negative, the

Model in (2.2) does not preclude the data showing that class-size
A

and achievement are unrelated or that larger classes learn more than

smaller ones.

In formula (2.2),C(represents the achievement for a "class" of

one person, since log
e
1 A. 0, and 3 represents the speed of decrease in

achievemetit as class-size increases. Formula (2.2) cannot be fitted

to data ditectly because z is no;o00peasured on a common scale across

studies. This, problem was circumvented by. calculating
S-L

for each
49
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comparison of a smaller and a larger class within a study. Then,

from formulas (2.1) and'(2.2) one has:

A 2 (a - BlogeS + El) (a - 6logeL + c2)

= 5(10get. - lOgeS) El -E2

r

Eloo
e
(L/S)

-

a

(2.3)

The model in formula (2.3) was particularly simple and s;raight-

forward. The values of
-S-L

were merely regressed ono the logarithm

of the ratio of the larger to the smatler class-size, forcing the least-

squares regression line through the origin.

Figure (,2..:6

()

S;ZE
7

aC

Peoression lames for the reoression of

achievement(ex sed in percentile ranks

011/
onto class-si e for studies that were well-

controlled and rcorly-controlled in the 1

Assinnment of pupils.
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the form:

The least-squares estimate of the £ parameter was found to have

:(S-L)(
logeL/S,

i(1oqeL/S)2

The model in formula (2.2) was fitted to the data base as'a whole

and to many subdivisions of it. The strength of the relationship between

class-size and achievement did not vary with characteristics of the studies

(e.g., age of pupils, ability, subject taught) with one exception. The

relationship was much stronger for studies in which pupils were randomly

assigned to the cia es of different sizes than for.studies that used matched

or uncontrolled assignment; thus,' better controlled studies gave more positive

results. Hence,' we restricted our estimation of the 'relationship to the

100 or so - that arose from the well-controlled experiments. After fitting

the model in formula (2.2) to the data, estimating B and transforming z

to a Percentile scale, the relationships in Figurel.*emerged. Assuming

arbitrarily that the average pupil in a class of 40 scores at thg 50th

percentile in achievement, his improvement in achievement as- class- ize is

reduced as indicated by the upper curve in the figure. Whe e is taught

in a class of 15 his achievement rises to the 60th percen ile; in a group

of 10, he will score at the 65th percentile; and taught b himself (class-

size equal 1), he is expected to score above the 80th percentile. We

concluded our report with these words:

e'
A clear and strong relationship between class-size and ach ievement
has emerged. The'relationshfP is seen most clearly in well-
controlled, studies:in which pupils were randomly assigned to
classes of different sizes. Taking all findings of this meta-
analysis into accoat, it is safe to say that between class-

- sizes of 40 pupils and one oupli lie more tnan 30 oer7entile

ranks of achievement. The difference in achievement rgsulting
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from instruction in groups of 20 pupils-and groups of 10 can .
be larger than 10 percentile ranks in the central regions
cf the distribution. There is little doubt that, other things
equal, more is leaiSkled in smaller classes.

(Glass and Smith, '1979, p. 15)

The impact of our findings was immediate. At first the word
t

of the findings spread informally, through face-to -face contact.

A friend mentioned the study during the interview on an entirely

different subject with the foreign education-writer for the "London

Times." An article followe0 then several others as one thing led to

another. The process that ensued at that point more resembled Brownian

movement than linear, heirarchial dissemination. In a span of a year,

synopses of the findings appeared in magazines ("Today's Education,"

"Psychology Today," "Forum"), newspapers ("New York Times," "Denver

Post," "London Times," AP wire service), and were discussed in radio

and television interviews that must have reached millions of people.

The phone bagan to ring with questions and requests for documents. Parents,

teachers, administrators, politicians (Pennsylvania, Georgia, Nevada,

Colorado, North Carolina and Minnesota) -- they eitherread about the

study in the popular press or heard of it from an acquaintance. Teachers

unions waved the report under the noses of boards and administrators;

the latter criticized it as inaccurate or hired critics to discredit it.

Sex Bias in Counseling and Psychotherapy

Smith (1480) found 34 studies of possible bias of counselors

and psychotherapists toward male vs. female clients. A typical study

examined experimentally the possibility that counselors and therapists
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varied their diagnoses, recommendations and attitudes toward their

client depending on the clien'esgender. The 34 studies contained 60

assessments of possible sex bias.

There was wide variation in- the.designs used, tiieir adequacy,

and the extent to which "client" individual differences were considered.

'rlowever, each study was used in the meta-analysis regardless of its

qualities. Thus, the author's theoretical and methodological biases

had minima: influence. The studies were rated for design quality so

that the magnitude of sex bias produced by studies of different levels of

design ouality could be ascertained. A score or 3 wai given for studies

in which all experimental variables were controlled and the effects of

client characteristics. A score of 2 was given to stidies that merely

nad expecimental variables under control. A score of 1 was assigned

to studies in which experimental variables were uncontrolled or seriously

confounded.

Methods for transforming the analytic results or the studies into

a common metric followed Glass's (1978) specifications. Each dependent

variable frpm the studies was converted into an "effect_of sex bias"

(ESB) according to the following formula: ESB (M _ m
'Kale Female )/ .

in a study of the effect of client gender on therapist judgment

4

of client prognosis, for example, the mean for the prognosisen to

0 females was subtracted from the mean prognosis given to males. The

difference was divided by their average standard deviation. The resulting

ESB is in the form of a normal unit deviate. AniWB of 1 indicates that

the mean of the males on the dependent variable is of the magnitude of

1 SD nigher than the mean of the females on that variable. tae above



example, an ESE of 1 would indicate ;hat counselors gave males a much

more favorable prognosis than chat given to females; in fact, the average

T.-=ale prognosis is more favorable than the prognosis for 84 percent of the
,

females, assuming a normal distribution of the sex bias variable.

The ESB is standardized so that different measures can be

viewed on a common, convenient metric and combined with others to

form an overall picture of the sex bias effect. The dependent measures

were arranged so thata positive ESB always meant bias against females

or against nontraditional, noncomformist, or androgynous actions,

116

decisions, cr labels. A negative ESP indicated bias in favor of females

s
cr nonconnrming, nonstereotypic goals. One study illustrates this

process. Price-and Borgers (1977) compared counselors' ratings of

appropriateness of course selecti* for boys and girls. The mean

appropriateness rating given to boys was 3/5. The mean appropriateness

rating given to girls was 3.45. The average standard deviation for

boys and girls was .95. The ESB was .05. That is, the rated appro-

priateness was biased against females by a magnitude cf .05 SD units,

a very small amount.

:ransformation of dependent measures into ESBs was straight-

forward when means and standard deviations were given. »nen t, F,

or cni-square statistics were ,given, estimates cf ;. were found by

backward solution'of statistical formulas. For example, an estimate

of : can be found from a study in which only a value for F, the es,

and the treatement means are reported by using the following steps:.
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N.11Swonn,

where J is the number'of groups and n is the number of cases per group.

More complicated procedures permitted the estimation from designs

with blocking variables and covariates, as specified by Glass (1978) and

elaborated in McCaw and Glass ( 1980). Special prOblems arose in

the,calculations of ESB when the researcher reported only significance

levels of effects; when, for example, the researcher stated that client

sex produced no significant differences c1,5 the dependent variable. In

this case, an ESB of zero was entered for that variable.*

Another problem was encountered in studies.that reported item-by-

item siictticance tests on sex-role stereotyping measures. The item-

level data were converted to ESBs, and.the average (ESB) for the item

set was recorded fOr that study. Except for these few studies in

. which multiple item-level data were averaged, the practice was to

record an ESB for'each dependent measure that the researcher reported.**

Iable2.10contains the ESBs calculated for the studies.

The ESE measures were accumulated by.the domain under investi-

gation (counseling or Psychotherapy4 and by the construct measured

(attitudes, judgments, or behaviors) and for other variables of interest.

e

A check on this procedure was conducted after the meta-analysis
was completed. Neither altering the procedure nor eliminating these
findings from the summary chan4gd tne final ESB by more than a fraction.

**
A liter check on the effect of ESB calculated at the level of

the, dependent measure and at the level of the study showed no differences
in the magnitude 'of effect.
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The resulting summary statistics are contained in Table 2.2I.The means,

standard deviations, and the number of effects are presented; along with

(egs8)
the standard error of effects Whether the number of studies

n

in a meta-analysis should be considered-the entire population of studies

on a topic or rather a sample of a hypothetical population of such

studies .s problematic. if the latter is true, then inferential statistics '

miltst be appropriately applied to the effect-size measures, However,

appropriate sampling distributions for inferential s,tatistics in meta-

analysis have yet to be evaluated. Presentation of the standard error

of effects allows the reader a rough-and-ready measure of the significance

of difference of the means of two contrasting conditions (e.g., ESB for

well-controlled studies vs. ESB for poorly controlled studies).

A difference in means less than two standard errors in magnitude was

_ deemed unreliable and did not figure into the discussion of results.

10
Table 2Acontains the summary statistics for the sex-bias meta-

analysis. The overall mean of ESBs is given along with the mean for

each construct,domain, the source of the study, and the validity of

tne design.

The'results are clear. There is no evidence for the existence

of counselor sex bias when the research results are taken as a whole.

The average ESB is -.04, indicating that the counselor bias is near

zero cr even slightly in favor of. women and nonstereotyped actions for

women. The size of the sex-bias effect does not change from construct to

construct. Attitudes, judgments, and behaviors'all show about the same

seize of effect. Considered separately, the findings labeled clinical

stereotypes produced an ESB of .24, which recapitulates the conventional
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wisdom that clinicians hold negative stereotypes about women., When

the standard errdr of effects is used to evaluate this, one'ifinds that

the ESfi for stereotypes is not reliably different from the ES8 of the

data as a whole.

The analysis of sex bias found :n journals as opposed to

dissertations is extremely interesting. Journal articles were much,

more likely to show bias against women. Dissertations showed the

opposite. One is tempted to suppose that dissertations are more poorly

ta designed and executed and therefore less likely to be published. That

supposition would be. incorrect, as the average ratirg of design quality

was slightly higher for dissertations than for journals (2.57 and 2.16,

respectively). The best designed studies -- those in which experimented

variables were well controlled and provision was made to isolate gender

effects from personal characteristics -- yielded results opposite to

those of the sex -bias hypothesis. Studies with moderate validity.--

controlled variables but no provision for gender and case distinctions --

averaged zero on the ESB variable. Studies with poor controls cr

severvonfounding of variables yield .the results most supportive of

J.,
the sex-bias hypothesis.

Analysis of interactions of variables failed to yield reliable

results,.with one exception. There was a statistically significant

interaction between design quality and publication status, but not in

1 I 1 .. = .....

-----,--

the predictable direction. Table2i2contains the ESB and standard error

of ESB for the Design Quality X Source of Publication interaction.

Studies published in journals were morikely to show the effect of

sex bias, regardless cf the ciLLIity of tneir research design. Vieuled
P
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another way, studies most likely to be submitted or accepted for publi-

cation tended to be those that demonstrated the sex-bias effect, their

design quality notwithstanding.

Y
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Table 2 . 10

Author Source., Domain, Construct. Type of Effect, and Effect of .Sec Bias (ESB) of

AlIthor

\--,, Construct
Source Domain (Alt !holt

(Dissertation (Psychotherapy Judgment, or
or Journal) ,or Counseling) Behaioor) Validity

Aston (1975)
Broverman, Broverman, Clarkson,

At Vogel (1970)

Friellrsrlorf (1970)
Ilays & Wolleat (1978)
Marlin &avis (1975)
kesser 197 5 )

Mafield (1976)
Neulinger (1%8)
Smith _(1973)
Wirt (197S)

Abramowitz, Abramowitz, Jackson, & (.onus
(1973)

Abramowitz e al (1976)
Abranrowitz et al (1975)
Billingsly (1977)
Romero, Ilendrix, & Poet (1077)

Coen (1975)

Donahue (1976)

p

I)

J

I)

-1
I)

J

1,

I)

C
1'

P

A 2

At 2

A
A 2

A
A 2

A
A- 2

A
/'

2

2

1 ype of effect

Sex stereotypes

Sex stereotypes of mentally
healthy persons

Sex sti reotyped interests
Sex st enrol pis
Scx stereotypes
Acceptance of self

orientation
Sr x stereotypes
Gus stereotypes
Sex stereotypes
"1.yaluation"
"Potency"
,-Activity"

Psyi hological adjust merit
Prognosis
Psychological adjustment
1 real merit goals
Appropriateness of vocational

choice
Desire to treat
1/i grrr of impairment
Prognosis
Remuneration of vocational

choice
I duration required (or

oca I tonal (-Inner
Supers %stun required (itr

y oral lona! choice

23

56

(X)

31

56
-1 03

00
60
01

0i
87

14

22
01

00
tO

46
06

! it)
58
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Table 2.10 '(countinuud)

Fr !man (1976)

Author

(:oldherg (1976)

11111, l anney, Leonard, & Reiss (1977)

st.

1-.esser (1975)

Lewittes, Moselle, & 'Siinmons (1911)
Maxfield (1976)

Prier. & forgers (1977)

Snsith (197.1
Smith (1974)

Thernas & Stewatt (1971)

11111 (1975)

Tanney, Leonard, & Reiss (1977)

!abbey (1976)

Petro & Ilansen (1977)
SchlowTherg & Pietrotes.a (1973)
Stengel 9976)

Wirt (1975

e

aSource
(Assert atiori
or Journal)

D 4 !

, Domani
(Psychotherapy
or Counseling)

(

Construct
(Attitude,

Judgment, or
Behavior) Validity

2

2

2

J.

11

2

3

2

I yite of Olt cl

y t ypc
Degree of dist urharne
I reat merit type
Rvarliness for therapy
Willingness to treat
( onv en)ionalit y of chosen

occu pat ani
Sertousitesi of 'problem
Abtlitv to profit front

counstling
Attractiveness as client
NO sessions needed ,

Acceptance of self-
orient at ion .

Degree of pathology,
Degree ofdtsabilityP
Recommendation lot

winiseling
Prognosis
Re( onintendation for

hospitalization
1 )ragno'irs
Appropriateness of course

choice
Nerd for further counseling
Prediction of academic success
-RN ommended occupation
Acceptance_
Appropriateness of career grxtt
Need for further counseling

4unsilor behaviors (em-
pal by, r combined)

Vulva! fly

IS
*26

1 15
30

42
INt

24
17

111

(10

- /03

54
, 00

00
(15

24
04
(15

08

32

23/
gron:we e notion I 1

Speed)) y Si
( rontation
A (Tect iv e sensitivity 29
Sex-biased statements 168
Fnipathy (N)
Walm)ll

(N)

(:enumeness 00
Empathy (N)
Positive regard f21
t.enui enema 87



Table 2. 1 1
Summary Data From Set Bias Meta A naly sts
Means, .Standard Dettattons, Number of Effects
of Sex Bias (FSB), and .Standard terror
of t;:.Sit(chi,no) ,

I a Idc 2.12
Interne I, us Destg* I Wield y and Sourer
of Shed, Ilenns, IIN and Stnndnref terrors
of err h,oe

tt;

Variable

Construct
Attitudes
judgments
Behaviors

Domain
l'wyehotherapy
Counseling

Scrtrtee
Journals
Ihissertations

Design validity
fligh
Medium
Low

-Total

iESA aPSn trim,,

12

13

11

24

36 -

28
12

30
26

4

60

17

18

09
08

08
08

07
08
32

Pali (it y of
di sign

Low

Medium

I I net

Kirc of study

01
03

4107

-- 18
05

22

24

18
01

7(7

b4

59
15

66

43
48

41
46

38

4 1

63

47

Journals

hsti
dPN ---
ltNen = 4

h. Sit =
-,--

rt.sri = 14

eti,

77

12

19

.

05

Dissert -It ions

No cases

23
13

12

25

21

4
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Drug TherapY for Psychological Disorders

Miller (1978; also see Smith, Glass and Miller, 1980) sought

tso integrate a fragmannand widely scattered empirical literature on

the effgcts of drug therapy on persons with.ol'ebilitating psychological/ /̀

disorders. A conventional wisdom had long pervaded the field; ant4
4

both reflected and supported the political equilibrium that psychiatrists

and psychologists had struck. Ask most mental health, practitioners and

they would nave told yo4.,that verbal psychotherapy practiced by itself

on the seriously disturbed (schizophrenic, psychotic) is,a waste of .

time; but combine it withdrug treatment '(which is effective in isolation)

and the synergistic combination is much more beneficial than the sum of

their separate contributions. Psychologists who believed this would

serve at the pleasure of psychiatrists, who are empowered by law to

prescribe pharmaceuticals.

Miller found several thousand experimental studies that bore

on the question of the relative efficacy of drug and psychotherapy

effects. Most of these were Clinical trials comparing drugs against

placebos. From 'this huge literature, Miller samples at raxitom about

fifty studies. The remainder of the literature comprised about 125

experiments -that compared drugs and psychotherapy in various odd

combinitions (e.g., drug-plus-psychotherapy vs. drug vs. psychotherapy;
id

drug-plus-psychotherapy vs. placebo).

Miller calculated the standardized average difference on the 4
dependent variable for each of the outcomes measured it! the experimental

comparisons in the studies. Nearly 553 effects were thus calculated.

VY
4.

11

Summaries of the averages appear in Table 2.13. Mete one see', for

62
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example, that in 55 comparisons of verbal psychotherapy with an untreated

cort:o1 group dr placebo, the psychotherapy group averaged .30 standard.

deviation units higher on the outcome measure. In 94 comparisons of

drug-plus-psychotherapy with psychotherapy, alone, the former averaged

.44 standard deviation units higher than the latter on the dependent

riables measured it the Aperiments. Table 2.13 gives a parametric

structure for the comparisons with numeric parameters to be estimated

from the data. Suzn quantification is required of what are essentially

qr.iantitative questions about separate and inte:actite effects cf drugs

'and psychotherapy. Narrative and box-score summaries are quite at a

loss to cote with such problems.

to ider now the problem of combining data in Table2i3.to obtain

estimates-of the parameters. That the ,drug- plus - psychotherapy vt.-

drug comparison, which estimates + is a full one-tenth standaid

\ deviation- larger than the .30 estimate of from the first line of the

table might lead one to.kelieve that n is positive;'but the comparison

of the estimates of 6 t r and-6 (being .44 and .51, respectively)'

reverses this impression. Paranter estimation by inspection in this
4

way is too arbitrary and confusing. Several comparisons in the table

contain information about the same parameters; it seems reasonable that

a

every source of information about aparameter should be used in estimating

it. A complete and standard method of combining the data in Table 2.13

into estimates of the parameters is needed. Such a method is suggested

when one recognizes that the two middle columns of Table 2.13

63
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ale 2.13

Average Efect Sizes frtic Various Experimental Compalisons
44

Mace ln tne Experimerts on Drug anc psycnotneraoy

0omparlson
Parameter's\.

s:Imatec
Averace

ES r-S's

7

.PsycrotrT.eraoy vs. No -Trey amen:

:aoepo

Drug Tner'aoy vs. No-Treatment or
Placeo:

Dru; U Psycnotneraoy vs. Drug

Drug & Psycnotrerapy vS. Psycnotnerapy

Drug vs. Psienotnerapy

Druc & s.,:notneraoy vs. No-Treatment
or ,'Iacebo

!,

I

6

C

44.

r

1.

3:

.5:

.4:

.44

.:C

A:

ft I

35:

10

94

43

Note. cenotes tneseoarate or "man" effect of psychotherapy;

6 denotes tne searate effett o= drug tnerapy; and`

cenctes tner interaction.

4%.
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constitute a sv - of linear equations, :nree of :net independent

and containing tree unknows The method of least squares

statist;.cal estimation can be applied tc obtain estimates of the separate

.

and interactive effects of drug and psychotherapy. The estimates

obtained by application of least-squares methodology to the data in

Table 2.13 erg, as _.._lows:

, :he separate effect of psycnctnerapy = .31

, tne separate elVec: cf drug tnerapy = .42

to,

, tne interactive -effect cf drug-p-us-psychotherapy = .0-

lac effect is expressed on a scale of standalieviation units.

Thus,-f,le data cf Table 2.13 lead to tne conclusion -ha" witn the Coups

cf clientsstucied psychtne'rapy produces outcomes that are about one-

third standard deviation supericr to the outcomes from placebo or

untreated con,trol groups. The drug effect :s only about a third

greater than the psychotherapy effect. An effect of .31s
x
will move

an average client from tne middle of the control group distribution to

about the 62nd percentile; an effect of .42 would move the average client

to only ab ut tne 66th percentile. The effects of the two therapies Were

condurted for only half the time it took to conduct the psychotherapies

(2.6 months vs. 6.1 months). Any careful assessment cf the relative

value" of drug and psychotherapy will take both effects0 ,and costs into

0 a c c cint.

Arguments over the relative value of drug and psychotherapy

will oe simpler fcr the fact tnat tne interactive effect of combining

tne two :therapies is virtually zero (- = S2). Tnis mutt not be mis-
-

understood as imziying twat drug- lus-psycnotherapy is ineffective;

65
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J

The near zero lnterattlon effect means that wnen drug

and psychotherapy are coMoined, one an expect beneflts equal to the

sum of the separate drug and psychotherapy effects (.31 .42 = .73),

.
not acre or less.
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FINDINO, STUDIES

Reviewing and integrating
1.

a research literature begins,

obviously enough, with the literature --

variegated landscape of articles, theses,

:acksoh (1.97S, snowed how this first step

rather uncertaihlY bv reviewers.

4

1

often a widely-scattered,
Op

project reports and whatever.

was occasionally taker.

Of 36 reviews tnat .:ackson analyzed,

0-y one reported have- searched the Literature with tne help of

incexes like Psycho:az:cal Abstracts or Dissertation Abstracts;

only tnree of the 36 reviews reported searching bibliographies of

previous reviews of the topic. 'Whether reviewers do not take such

obvious steps in finding studies cr take t.hem but neglect to say so

may be immaterial from the reader's poinrApf view; in either case

it is difficult to judge whether the studies being reviewEd represent

most' of the eisting, evidence on the question or only an unrepresen-

t.ative portion. Earlier wetikened meta=analysis to survey research;

I.

;thus; finding studies is comparable in importance to sampling f.:Nores

and methods in survey design 'and analysis. Locating studies is the

stage at which the most serious form of bias enters a meta-analysis,

since.it is a potential bias whose impict is difficult to assess.

The best protection against inestimable sources of bias is a thorough

iestription.of the procures s used to locale the studies that were

found so that the reader can make an intelligent assessment off the

representativeness and-completeness of the data base for a meta-analysis.

1..,
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As an example of tne lengtns to wnich one oignt sometimes

nave tc go tc feel confidence of having. done a thorough job of finding

relevant studies, consider Miller's (1976) experiences in reviewing

an enormous literature on the psychological effects of drug therapy.

"To draw conclilsions about the entire realm Of clinical
drug research on psychological disorders, a sample was taken
fro= tne large numPer of exi sting drug therapy studies. An

attempt was =ade to draw a representative sample of all
publisned olinical drug trials an mentally 11.1 humans reported
in the Englisn language literature between 1954 and 1977.

The only design reouirement for inclusion in the sample was
tnat stuoies employ a nc -crug treatment or a placebo control
grout. Th.o.:g- previous reviewers were admonisned for inclusion

reuirements tna: were, in this author's opinion, too restrictive
'e.g., incluoing only double-blind placebo controlled studies),
_.its somenat arbitrary line was drawn because cf a tonv:;ction
that witnout a control group, spontaneous symptor remission
rampant in psychiatry would De recorded as a drug effect.
Case studies, experiential reports, pre-post designs, and
drug versus drug stucies were therefore omitted.

To idertify more clearly tne domain frog wnich to sample,
further restrictions were impoiec on selection of potential
studies. Studies of patients whose primary diagnosis was somatic
were excluded. Thus omitted were studies cf drugs used to treat
patients for organic. brain s::ndrome, epilepsy, pnenylketonuria,
=inimal brain. Camaze, oY town's Syndrome, and studies of
patients with psycnopnysiological,disorders (asthma, backache,
acm e, ulcer, enuresis, angina, ett.). This criterion did
not exoluse studies whose primary focus was examination cf
neurotic or psycnotoc patients or patients' with character
disorders whose somatization of siviptoms led to physiological
illness,

All studies cf normal subj ects and all studies that used
physiological outcomes (e.g., blood plasma levels of

amines, EEC's, urinalysis) weS omitted. Lastly, studies of
toxic psychosis (e.g., drug induce4 psychosis) or model
psycnosis (e.., using nallucinofens) sere not examined,

A Medical Literature and Retrieval Si:stem (MEDLARS)
earon from the University of Colorado Medical Center
computer search facility generated all research meeting
specified criteria catalogued berween .7anuary 7, 1966 and
,2anuary30, :977. ('one search specifications appear in
Table 3.1.) The facility catalogues all studies from approxi-
mately :1,432 journals.



C.

Studies could not be suppressed by design characteristics
or outcome'variables so though all listed studies met
tne inclusion requirements tnere was an unspecified
number ci stii;ies listed that met the exculsion require-
ments as well (e.g., there were some uncontrolled studies
and studies designed to assess only bio-chemical outcomes
of drug administration). Approximately 1,100 studies were
located by the =ARS search.

Several studies we're selected at random from the
tE:1.AFLS print-outs. As the referenced articles were
looateo and read, it became clear that many studies
lacked, control groups. Titles containing no allusion
tt tne existence of a control group (via such key words
as "double-blind," "crossover," "controlled," or "placebo")
portenced 5z-dies lacking tnis crucial.ingredient. Tnere-
fore, to reduce reference retrieval time by directing
gatnerinz efforts toward studies very likely to have
zontrol groups, articles with titles containing the
aoove-mentsioned key words became tne primary focus of
the rancor. sample. Forty suon s:.udies were randomly
chosen ft:v.0 tne XZDLAF,I bibliography.

Fr= the psychophaTmacological literature prior to-
:anuar... 1, 1966, the period ;Got covered by =LARS, a .

random sample of about fifty studies was taken frol
bibliographies of comprehensive review articles on the
efficacy of drug treatment in psychiatric cases and from
studies listed in Psvonclozical Abstracts betweenti954
and 1966 unoer the heading Tnerapy/7)rugs. These review
articles and the numoer of bibliographical referen-ces
mace in each are presented in Table 3.2. Shown as the
last reference in Table 3.2 is tne number of studies
sampled from the 1954-1966 PsychclOzical Abstracts that
became part of the pool of pre-1966 references from which
studies were sampled.

Once again the emphasis on title terminology that was
likely to 4dicate the use of a control group was-applied
to selection of studies frog. thes4bib,1iographies:

The selection, of the ninety or so articles (fifty
articles fro the 1954 to 1966 literature; forty articles
from tne 1967 tc 1977 literature) was stratified so
:nat approximately equal numbers would be represented
in tnree major drug categories: antipsychotic, anti-
anxiety, and antidepressant. Once these articles were
assembled a few articles were added tc assure that major
well-known studies and very recently published articles
(February and March, f1977) were not overlooked. Ninety-
sik articles or 000ks studying the effects of drug therapy
were :r.us col*cted, read and coded."

(niller, 1976, pp. 31-36.
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Table 3.2

:e=erentes Pre-1955
F.tutes Sarrted

r,0"'0.""G.'^:1 Stucles
l 5,1bbratry

Davis (65;

0avis 'a7.

t711ster,

iiC7;ster, ,.

;55,

(69;

(73,

4-t1-4,-essbn 43

Art7-30tress-;:r 41C

Art,-DePressicr 3-69

All Druqs 120

,All Drugs 241

Artl-A;gressltr 21

Klen art Cays. 69) a) Mlot L.tabilizer 472

- b) 'Aintr Tranqui7;zer 135

c) Anti-Psychotic 420

Klerman an Oble 155) Anti-Depression 341

Morris and Be:4 (74; .nti-Dewesslon 155

Sheard, M. (7-5) Anti-Agresslon 60

-Psychclocica1 Abstracts

1954-1965)

Therapy/Drugs 25

,n- A
16,10',1 2,963
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Miller's examPle has been reported here in rather more detail

than may seem polite to tht reader is.o make a point. Documenting the

methods used in finding research literature takes more space than

custom traditionally allocates to describing one's search. Bow one -

searches determines what one finds; and what one finds is the basis

of the conclusions of one's integration of studies. Searches should

be more carefully done and documented than is- customary.

The Landscape of Literature

Scholarly, empirical literature in the social sciences and/e

applied fields can be found in either primary or secondaty sources.

By primary sources is meant the archival periodical literature --

"the journals," hundreds, perhaps thousands, of them from all over the

world. ssertations and theses are also regarded as primary sources,

as well as "fugitive" literatures,ofgovernment reports, papers from

scholarL meetings, reports to foundations, public agencies and the like.

Secondary sources cite, review and organize the material

of the primary sources; they include review periodicals (e.g., Psycho--;

. ieg..cal Bulletin, Review of litcational Research, Sociological Review),

t

periodocal reviews (Encyclopedia of the $ocial Sciences, Encyclopedia

of Educational Research), and various abstract and citation archives.

Abstracts in Anthropology,

Child Development Abstracts and Bibliography
Current Index to Journals in Education
Dissertation Abstracts International
Education Index
Government Reports Announcements 6. Index
Index Medicus
Indix of Economic Articles
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Interagency Panel Information _System
International Bibliography of E:onomics,
International Bibliography of Political Science
International Political Science Abstracts
Journal of Economic Literature
Library of Congress Catlkog
National Clearinghouse for Mental Health Information
National Institute for Mental Health Grants and Contratts

Information System
National Technical Information Service
Psychological Abstracts
Research in Education
Smithsonian Science Information Exchange
Sociological Abstracts

Some systems are combuterized and quite scpnisticated. For example,

the Educational Resources information Center operated by the National

Institute Cf Education is a remarkable service that not only indexes

and abstracts the published literature in education (see Current index

to Journals in Education) but the fugitive literature as well (see

Resources in Educaton). More significantly,ERIC is a system

organized around a thesaurus of4topic descriptors assigned by ci

experienced staffs of readers of the documents; this feature represents

a significant advance over indexes that depend on author selected

descriptors dr the key words of titles.

Perhaps we have said enough at this level. The reader who

has gotten this far is unlikely to be a stranger to modern libraries

and the delights that they hold, And the technology of information

or

storage and retrieval is advancing so rapidly that whatever detail

we might giye here is likely soon to be,out of date.
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Litel-az:dre Searches in Met- analyses

y.

-Our topic is the methodolo lysis, so in the

re nder of this chapter we shallaimit 'ourselves. to a couple

of considerations about literature searching that bear directly on
'

meta - analysis.

Reiabilitv,cf Literature Searches

No ma:ter how ambitious and sophisticated are we's efforts.

to find all empf'rical research on a topic, the aspiration to find every-

0

thing must be inevitably:frustra4ed. There is simply too louch literature *.

40'
in too many strangeplaces to find it all. But reviewers can do a

bettlk job than they typically have done. The arbitrary exclusion of

.
. ,

vase amounts of ( el 4.1-terature5(e:g., excludihrgil dissertations or all

fugitive manuscripts: ERIC) is unsound and bespeaks more faintness of 17

. . . .,

heart than intelligence Df judgment. Nevertheless, the most conscientious

9
eff,orts fall short of perfect...;'There is less-tel4ability in searching

it

. for rese1tchiaud4Othah Would be tolerablein survey research, for

example; but- it Is an especially intransigent sort o4 unreliability

.1111. for which we have no faci'...1e answers.

. - .

4 We tes.ted the reliability of four, large study indexes by computer-5
_,

ized search on.cleziiptirs,foF "group homes. for) -delintluents." The

four, indexes-were ERIC ,(Educational RAotirces I. nfotination Center);,

...;- V

Psychological Abstracts, Dissertation Abstracts, and toundil foi

. .

'Exceptional Children Abstracts. A total cif 27 different' studies were
s*-1 , .

.

,5 t

. But they vere.distributed according to the following cross-
,

classifftation.

4
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Search

4
r

ERIC

.

ft
Numbers° of Listings from
Different Data Eases

7: : (Achievement (») Place) and (Teaching 40' Family)

(group home's for delinquents)

- PSYCHOLOGICAL
ABST'IkACTS

D:DISSERTATIONS
ABSTRACTS

CEC

ABSTRACTS

UNIQUE

2

',I

3

8 2

22

2

9

ERIC PSYCHOLOGICAL
ABSTRACTS

5 11

DISSERTATION CEC

:ABSTRACTS, ABSTRACTS

2 9,

4

ea

3

0

Is

For example, of 8 studies on the topic found in'the ERIC system,

two were also listed in Psycholocical Abstracts, and ti-;ea also appeared.

in ike 'CEC Abstracts: 'Five of the 8 ERIC studies did not appear in any

of the other three indexes. The greatest proportion tf redundancy

appears to be between Psychological Abstracts and CEC Abstracts on this
4

t, .

topic. The above table gives one pause. Perhaps the social and behaiiioral

sciences need insJexes of indexes:

Publication Bias and Meteanalysis

Meta-analyses may be'tholght of as a type of survey research.

4 'The.goal oftbe meta-analyst should be to provide an accurate, impartial,'

quantitative description of the findings in a population of_studies,on a
4

particuly topic. This may be done by exhausting the population or

.sampling representatively from.it.,m6i;io survey would be contidered valid
lir
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if. a sizable'subset (or stratum) of the popation was not represented

in the'cumulative'results. Neither should a meta-analysis be considered

010

complete;if a subset of its population is omitted. One very iaportant

subset of evidence is the subset of unpublished studies. To omit

dissertations and fugitive research is to assume that the direction and
a

magnituoeof effect .s the same in publilhed ant' unpuolished works.

4e
T. most vadital crititism of the assumption of equivalence is

the old saw that the published literature only represent: the five

percent f false positives in a population of studies wherein the

.

nu nypothesis is true. That is, the published stratum and the unpub-

lished stratum nave opposite average effects, and a meta-analysis contain-_

ing only published studies would be whblelyunrepresentative of the

population. Pmsenthal (1979) effectively countered this attack by

mathematical demonstration of the numbers of studies which would have

been languishing in file drawers to makeup _the 95 percent nul*results.

The existence of such huge numbers is considered implausible.

T he results of meta-analyses which did represent both publishe:

ind unpublished literature provide further evidenc'e on the assumption

. -,

of egurvalence. Table 3.3 contains the results. of 12 such meta-analyses.

.

/n every ope of the ten instances in which the comparison can be made;

the averageexperimenitai effects from studies published in journals
...

sts larger than.the'torresporiding effect estimated from theses'and
, 4NOX.

,
, IP,

dissertations. That is, If one ;integrates only
1

"pulished)I-4tneanirlg

h f
Y

*4
journal published) studies, the .mpresson of support for the favored

) .

, A , 1,

hypothesis is artificially enhanced over vhat'would be seen if the entire
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Table-3.3
,

, Relatitnsnip Between Source of Rublicaticin and Findings
. .

.
, .

.

in ;2'Meta-Analyses of Experimental Literatures

nvestigatpr(s, Top1C

Psycrollncuistic g:

. ;ire lninck

Conmu'.0r-tiasc .14

lns,truc.'

ES.:

Tutoring n:

osentnaT ('76, E'xnerplienter n:

. ES.:

riftn (;80a) Sex bias n:

psychotherapy

Cf.:
Ii

ith ('80b) Effects n:

aesthetics educ.
on basic skills 'ES.:

H.lberg ('79) Spec, er- room n:

placement
.

11 vs. rel. roan ES.:
placement

Resource room
plac. vs reg.'
room place.

n:

Source of Pub;ication

journal BOOK Thesis Unpubl.

13

.

16

.30 :37, /46

.36 I

13

.28

34

.54

.77

47

.40

1/

1.05

21

-1.02

50

.74

28

.22

3.2

1.08

\ 164

.48

56

.50

146

-.09 -.01

45

-.16 -.14,'

33

11

6

.

I.

77
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.7a.ple 3.3 c..ontinuned)

ller r79) Dru:;.tne7opy

Of psych.

cisoraers

n:

E5.:
.,4

336

.49 i

,

.

arold ('79)
i

Efcects of TV

or arti-social

behay.

n:

ES.:

262%,

.40

5UETOTALf r:

..I.
I-...d.

1025

.38

21

..56

122 96, 13

.14 .1B .23

1.77 473 268

.18 4i.32 .

".7

**_7, Glass ;.,

Miller ;'80)
..'sychotherabi r.:

--
C

1179 42 4' 483 . 61

.87 .80, .66, 1.96

TCTAL.5 n:

S..

2204 ,219 956 . 329

,64 0 .30 .48 .58
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J
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r
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literature were :!htegrated (i.e., journals books and dissertatiolas).

The bias in the journal literature relative to the bias in the disser-

ita tion literature is not in onsiderable. The m&an effect size for journals
v 1,

is .64 as compared with .48 for the dissertation literature; hence, the

tirbias is of the order cf .(.64 - .48)1.48: 100 B 33%. g, findings

reported is journalsiare, on the average, one-third standard deviation
1

more favorably disposed toward the favored hypotheses Of tne investigators

tnamfindinis rep:r:led theses or dissertations.
, t".

Comparisons of average eff.ec: sizes among other sources of

"publication are less clear, in Art pe7nap;,.., because of the amibguity

labels such as "unpublisned" or "book." In four of eight instances,

the average effect size for journal4 was larger than for unpublished

0
s:udies. unpublished-- studies seemed to divide along the following lines:

.one large group of old unpilolished studies, containing unremarkable

citigt anyone's attention, and a smaller group of

new studies circulating ti ro4h the "invisible college" while waiting

tt be puhlished.
110

Inthe meta-analysis of sex bias in counsel4ing and psychotherapy

(,Sitt, 1980a), no: only the magnitude but the; direction of effect was

A_,different in published and uMP4blished studies. A positive effect s,ize

sIndicated :he biasing effect of counselor attitudes, judgments, and

behaviors against ,female citets or against non-stereotyped Lies for

females. The effect size from published studies was '.22, demonstrating

counselor bias against female's. The effect size from unpublished studies

was -.2» demonstrating counselor bias in favor of females.
4

4;
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)From these data it is appropriate to conclude that faili g'to

represent unpublished studies in a meta - analysis may produce misleading

generalizations.

To omit dissertations because of their assumed lack of rigor is

also'unwarranted. Only after the studies have been quantified and their

results transformed to effect size measures can it be determined whether

published, studies on etopic were more rigorously designed than were

unpublished studies and whether rigor ci design related ;o magnitude of

effect. In the psychotherapy meta-analysis (Smith, Glass, and Miller,

1980); theri4 was nc reliable difference in the rigor of design_of

a.

published versus unpublished studies. the sex-bias meta-atalysis

(Smith, 1980b), the published studies that showd-biasf4gainst females

actually had. less rlgorcus designs than 'did studies (eith4 published cr

unpublished-) which showed no ':as against females.

To make these decisions a priori may inject arbi:rarinesi and bias

into theloilusions. If meta- analysis offers any improvement over

traditional methods of reviewing research, it is precisely in the area

cf retoving these sources of arbitrariness to arrive at an impartial

and represeltative view of "wh-at the research says."

4
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CEAPTER FOUR

DESCRIBING, CLASSIPYING AND
CODING RESWCH STCDIES

Meta-analysis is the statistical analysis of research which

worKs with research reports as its raw material. Thus, meta-analysis

entails tare quantitative description of :he characteristics:and findings
'A

of studies; tnis quantificatior'usually involves measurement in its,

metric Is 4.g., i.. wl-oat year was :his study done? What is the

Sar74:...e. size On which-- is based?) as well Is its nominal or coding

function (were initial differences corrected by analysis of covariance

? Yes = 1, _ii n = 2). Since meta-analysis entails the measurement of
0

study characteristics and findings, many concerjas that apply to measure-

meat more generally (e.g., reliability, validity) apply to measurement

*
as plied in meta-analysis.

.41,41111bk

Consider the example in Table 4.1.1 There' anvrecorded the

characteristics and findings of about twenty correlational studies of the

relationship oetween teachers' "indirect" tiach44 style (non=authoritarian,

encouraging disCussion instead of lecturing) "and pupils' 'learning. For
4 t

example, in Study P13 (Torrance and Parent, 1966), the -ineirectness of

ten teachlira' style was correlated with their pupils' mkthematics

Of
achievement for a year-long cour at. the nigh- school level; the data .

a'
were reported in the for of a Spearman rank-order correlation coefficient,

which is Itself the 00st estimateof the Pearson.r. The reported

orrelation of teacher indirectness and pupil achleVementwas

pupils of more indirect teachers learned more math.

On the face of problem, there are' six vopriables or characteristics

10

sr
.
I
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-A/

cescriptivemof eacn study: the number cf teachers studied (the sample
. .

size, in effect) , the e;rationof the period of instruction, tne ,sdbject

tested, the grade-level of he pupils, the form of the originally reported
A

findings (r's, F's, etc.), and an estimate of the correlation on :he
.

*

Fearson r scale. If one prooes deeper, even more characteristics of

studies are apparent Cr can be inferred from the research reports. For

_Nr: \

'example, the' year in v." the study was reported appears in :able 4.1

\)?andic.ld be an interes!ing property of .studies in a field sub:ect
,-----'II

''',

-0,1P

cc fads and trends. The identity of the researcne: is known, and some-

:Imes other cnaractersitics can be inferred from such knowleoe, e.g.,

Hai this researcner :one several studies cr dnl. one? Has he taken-

--a publfc-7bst-t-ion on wnat this research ougnt to show.' how many of the .

A
$

researchers are related as mentor -to- student or colleague-to-colleague?

Moreover, variables that appear smile and straightforward reveal
. l

unekpected complications after a closer look. Take, far instance, "grade

level' Table A study in which X and are correlated fir 4

students and teieners are spread among several grader (across fourth,

fifth and sixth but averaging grades five, say). It may be necessary,

"...hen, to code both the average or modal grads of pupils represented and

the range of grades as separate characteristics of the studies. Measure-

Dart of-study findingt is likewise complex. :t is necessary to transform

the findings of each study to a obmmon scale of Pearson's r'so that

comparisons and contrasts can be made; but studies come reported in ,a

bewildering variety of odd statistics. For example, in S4udy weber

82
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ft 9.1
Results of Studies on the Relationship Be'tween Teadre Indirectness and Pupil Achievement

(After Gage, 1916) ,

Study

Flanders (1970)

2. Alters (1970)

3. Flanders (1970)

4 Flanders (1970)

5 Flanders (1970)

6 Cook.(1967)

7 Funist (1967)

8 Medley-Mitzel
(1959)

9.. "Powell (1968)

0

10. Snider (1966)

11. Weber (1968)-

No. of

- Teachers
Duration of
Teaching

Learning
Tested

Subject,

15

)116

30

15

16

8

15

9

17

(`10 in

analysis)

Lab,

2 semesters

2 weeks

2'semesters

2 weeks

2 weeks

2 semesters

4 one-hour
lessons

2 semesters

2 semesters

2 semesters

3 years

2 semesters

2 semesters

language skills
number skills

social studies

Composite MAT

Socil Studies

Mathematics

Discussion - Lab Work.

Economics

Reading

Composite SRA
Reading

Arithmetic

Science '

Creative Thinking
Verbal Fluency

Wor4 Meaning -

Social Studies,

Mathematics

12. Thompson X
Bowers (1968)

43., Jorrance-
Parent (1966)

e4

15

la

4

Grade-

Level Reported Statistics

2 r = -.073

4

6

7 t

8 r - .428,

10

r = .308

r = .224

r = .181

10, 12 p1,13 7..15

3-6 r - .20

3 F=5.85 F=10.68
F-1.30 df=1,164

12, Mann-Whitney U:
U = 18 U = 12
U.= 13 U= 14

F = 10.58
cif = 1,176

4 F< 1, F= 2.0
df - 1,13

Equivalent
Value in
Terms of

r
xy

-.073

.308

.224

.481

.428

.09.

.07
N.

.11

.26

.20

.23

.11

.31

.29

.00

.00

.06

.30

.34

.46

7-12 rho = .32 .3P



Study
No. of

Teachers
Duration of
Teaching

of

Table 4.1 Continued

(earning
Tested

Subject
Grade

Level

14. Allen (1970) 18 2,semesters ikrithimetic
1

15. Soar (1966) 55 '2 semesters Vocabulary; Reading ,

Arithmetic (Concepts)
3-6'

Arithmetic (Problems)
Arithmetic (Total)

16. 'Soar (1971) 35 months Reading Readiness K
20

1

17.. Hunter (1968) v 11 2 semesters Reading, Spelling & ages
ArithMetfc 8-14

18. laShier (1967)b 10 6 weeks Biology 8 ---1
19. Pinney (1969) 32 2 45-minute

lessons
Social Studies &
English

8-9

Reported Statistics

p = ,83;

p = ,83;

p.= .79

r = .068
r = .021

00843

r = .081

r = .00
r = .30

r = .62

T = .60

F = 4.2

df = 11430

a

Eguivi,lent

Value in
Terms of

rxv

-.23
-.23

-.19

. 063

.021

.034

.083

.081

.00

.30

. 62

.60



divided the 26 teachers into two groups (above and below average or.

"indirectness") and then performed an analysis of variance F-test or. '

their pupils' creative thinking test scores. Transforming the-resulting

F-ratio into an-equivalent megsure of r took some statistical magic;

hence, the form of the translation and its assumptions are character-

istics of the studies that could be coded.

The point of this measurement and coding of study characteristics

:s tc relate the properties of the studiei (their subjects, investigators,

technical qualities and the like) to the study findings. For exgmple,

by comparing the r's for studies done at the elementary (K-6) and

secondary (7-12) levels in Table 4.1, we were able to discover that
AP

.

the correlation between teaches indirectness and pupils' learning is higher

(: w .30 basahon eight cases)' at the secondary level than at the

elifentary level w .16 based on ten cases), perhaps because young

pupils need more direction or perhaps bicause lecturing style is le'ss

relevant in earlier grades (class et al., 1968).

The example of a meta-analysis of teacher indirectness was

rather long; we hope that it helped make the point that the measureent

of study characteristics and findings requires,ingenuity and care in

the definition of properties of studies and their quantification.

'GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

Measurement.of.study characteristics and findings can be evaluated

with'resPect to both its vdity and reliability, as are other instances

of measurement.

A,

"?
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0

elYValidity. The validity of measuring stu properties and findings is

a very broad consideration. Most things that bear on the meanins,of

a coded or measured characteristic are matters of validity. These

considerations include such thingssas clarity of definitions, adequacy

of reported information, he degree of inference a coder must make in

detertining from the written report what characterized the research,

and the 14 e. Some problems of validity can be corrected by greater , )
. )

care in re4ing and codingstudies: making definitions sharper and more

detailed, splitting broad concepts into more refined ones. Other problems
lk

of validity c
k
not easily be corrected: one must infer that in a

particular stud the assignment of subjects to experimental conditions

was non-random because random assignment was not specified and there

are significant differences on most pretest variables. There probably

aren't any useful general technical guidelines for making study measure-

ment more valid. Examples may have to.substitute for prAciples.

Consider a somewhat extreme example of measurement of study

characteristics that was pursued with more than normal care for tile. sake

of the validity of the measurement. Smith and_Glast (1977) performed

a meta-analysis of nearly four hundred controlled experim4nts on

psychotherapy outcomes. One characteristic of studies that was of

principal interest was the type of psychotherapy being evaluated (e.g.,

Rogerian, Adlerian, behavioral, etc.). Even the simple labeling of the

psychotherapy in a single study grew unexpectedly difficult at times.

1

Could a psychotherapy described as "non-directive reflection of feeling

Plus empathic understanding" be properly coded as Rogerian in the

86
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411absen e of the investigator's having labeled it Rogerian or otherwise

i

referred to Carl Rogers? Yes, it Probably was safe to do so. But

wha. of tougher cases?. SOpose an investigator reported a study in

whit?' he compared "psychotherapy" against a wait-list control group;

rather than naming the specific type of psychotherapy he merely referred

to the therapists attempts "ro interpret clients' defense mechanisms

and help them gain insight into the causes of their difficulties."

Is it safe.to assume that the therapy was psychoanalytit psychotherapy

and code it as such in the meta-analysis? Or would it be more prudent

to classify the therapy as "eclectic insight.therape? There's no

general answer since questions at this level woull'be resolved by

particular considerations of purposes we haven't 'Specified. The examples

merely ill4itrate tihe complexities of defining and recognizing qualities

(requisites of measurement) of studies from written reports.

In our work on psychotherapy outcomes, complexities of measure-

ment (or claSsification) were encountered again at a more general level.

More than twenty specific types of psychotherapy appeared in the nearly

400 experiments. These twenty were fairly easily grouped into ten more

general typeof psychotherapy: Rogerian, Gestalt, Rational-emotive,

Transactional Analysis, Adlerian, Freudian, Psychoanalytic Psychotherapy,

Behavioral Modification, Systematic Desensitization, and Implosion. It

was deemed worthwhile to. attempt to group these ten.psychotherapies into

a small number of more general class so as to address additional questions

in the meta-analysis. But questions remained about how this grouping

might best be done. On the basis of what evidence or what process of

judgment would therapies A, B and C be deemed to belonFf to Therapy Class I

87
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and therapies D an4F. to Therapy Class II? In a general sense, the

question was one of measurement validity, even if measurement in this

ivtante was only classification and coding. Perhaps the least valid

grouping of the:lies into homogeneous classes would have been 'based

on our own unexplained judgment of which therapies were similar to which

others. Instead, we enlisted the helpof about twenty-five clinicians

and counselors. For about ten hours we studied and discussed the theory

and techniques of each'of the ten psychotherapies. Then the therapists

gave their rankings of the similarities among the psychotherapies using

the method of multi-dimensional rank-ordering (Torgerson, 1958).

The therapists' similarity judgments were then subjected to analysis by

multi-dimensional scaling (Shepard, 1962). A graphic representation

?stilted of the therapists' petceptions of the similarities among the

ten psychotherapies (see Figure 4.1). In the three-dimensional space in

Figure 4.1, the distance between two therapies (represented by black

circles) is inversely related to the similarity between the therapies in

the perceptual space of the judges (therapists). The four amoeba-like

figures in Figure 4.1 cennect therapies that are near each other ;.n the

space. Thus, Rogeriai and Gestalt therapies form a class of psycho-

therapies, as do Rational-emor,ive and Transactional Analysis: In this

manner, four clisses of psychotherapies were derived,, and they were

derived so as to reduce the influence of arbitrariness and idosyncrasy

thus, one hopes they represent a more valid classification (measurement)

of studies than might otherwise have been done.

88
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Figure 4.1. Multidimensional scaling of ten psychothernpies

by 25 clinicinris and counselors
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Reliability, Reliability in the generic sense of ehe word
-----

refers to consistency of measurement. What is the extent of agreement,

among different measurements of the same :hing? There exist ?any

alternative ways in which the measurements to be compared for agreement

may be different. For exable, in the familiar instances of the reliability

of measurement of human behavior the most prominent sdurce of different

.

measurements are temporal variations in the behavior itself. A

psychologist may ....ia:- to measure peoples' mood on a 'scale of Thappy. .

sad." He may use tne same fifty-question standard inventory with each
11.

m&asurement so that different scores could no: arise from some

instability .n the more mechanical aspect of t'e testing; .but he may

discover nonetheless that he obtains relatively inconsistent scores

for persons because their moods are fleeting: happy in the morning,

apathetic by lunch, melancholy by evening. If the psychologist chose

instead tb measure mood by clinical interview, the potential scources

of unreliability might multiply: instability in peoples' moods across

sa

time, differences among questions posed by interviewers from one

occasion-to'the next, differences in the stari(ards of judgment employed

by. the interviewers, and the like. -Crotbach and his colleagues have

brought psychometrics around to the notion that the question of measurement

reliability is basically the question of the elative contribution to

inconsistency of measurement of multiple sou, es of differences among the

conditions of measurement (CroAtch, G1 ser, panda and Rajaratnam, 1971).

This point of view helps one think more clearly about problems of



measurement reliability that arise in research meta-analysis;

The measurement problem in meta-analysis is the problem of

measuring (quantifying, classifying, coding) the chdTacteristics and

findings of studies based on wrItten reports. That the thing measured

is a written report that cannot change from one day to the next 4.te

for sp:ri: "ditto" copies tnat eventually fade into illegi,biolity?)

eliminates a major source of inconsistent Measurement that plagues

measurement of indiv18ual o group actions. The pu.ncipalsource of

measurement unreliability inmeta-analyses arises fro= different readers

(coders) not seeing or judging characteristics of a Itudy in the same

way. Judge-consistency or rarer- agreement is the most important consider-

ation for our purposes.

There is no total remedy for thefinconsistency that arises. among

different coders of the same research study. Explicit instructions,

specificity in definfng characteristics and GrUndlichkeit will all

help-reduce the problem somewhat, but there are limits to what can be

t specified befbTe-the fact and how much detail can be imposed on coders

before they quit. The guideliltes we propose are 1) good sense and

reasonable care at the outset., 2) assessment of the extent of disagreement

by hayipg multiple judges, reade,set df common studies, and 3) correcticip

of flagrant ,inconsistencies discovered at step f2. Step V2 is the

import'ant one; all but the simplest meta- analyses should be subjected

to an assessment of the reliability (in thi raker- agreement sense of the

word) of the coding .procedures.

An example may help clarify this recommendat n. In assessing

tr,2
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the comparative effects of drug vs. psychotherapy, Smith, Glass and

Miller U980) developed an extensive coding systeeor

characteristics and findings'of 151 experiments eolledt from the

scribing the

literature of psychopharmacology. To test the reliability of the

coding, 2 judges were enlisted to.code 5 studies.. One judge coded 2

studies, and one coded 3. The judges were unfamiliar with the psycho-

pharmacological literature, but well-practiced in general coding and

effect-size calculatIon common in meta-analysis.

The 5 studies were included in the 151 stbdies gathered for

the meta-analysis. Eachtudge received a drug-only study and a study

'cf drug-plus-psychotherapy. The studies were chosen at random fro= all

studies under ten pages in length. This restriction of length was

adopted to reduce the time necessary for the judges to devote to the task.

A brief list of coding conventions was given to each judge, with a.

request to code only the effect size for one or two dependent variables

if there were many from which to choose.

One hundred sixty-two ratings were recorded by the 2 judges over

the 5 studies (not including the effect sizes themselves) and were .

matched with an equal number of ratings by a third judge. One hundred

twenty-two (75 percent). were identical'amd another 13 (8 percent) were

within one or two scale points for five-point rating scales or continuous

variables such as patient age, duration of treatment, and the like.

Seventeen percent of the ratings were placed into the wrong category

t or were off by more than two scale points.* These incorrect codings

included such inconsistencies as the rating of an outcome measurd as

92
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hospital adjustment rather than work adjustment or as somatic symptoms

instead of anxiety. The codings of the two judges did not differ

substantially from the codings of the third.

Agreement between eaoh judge's calculation of effect sizes and

an earlier independent calculation was substantial. A sixth study 1..as

added exclusively to give another test to the replicability of effect -

siza calculation. This study was chosen to represent a relatively complex

case for calculation. Calculated by the second judge, it is reported

last in Table 4.2 below.

Table 4.2 Effect sizes for top judges compared to those of a third judge

ES for ES for
Study judge judge no 3 Sae of error

Judge 1 Study 1 0 50 0 54 0 04
Study 2 0 64 0 67 0 03

Judge 2 Study 3 1 15 0 95 0 20
Study 4 I 0 87 0 85 0 02
Study 5 1 58 1 58 0 00
Study 6 1.08 ° 93 C2-15

ES .. 0 59 ES + 060 Average 0 07

The ES's, effect sizes, referred to in Table 4.2 are mean

differences divided by standard deviations, a measure of experimental

outcome already encountered several times in this text. It may strike

the reader as curious that in only one of six instances in Table 4.2 did

the two judges make calculations of effect size that agreed through two

decimal places. Be assured that the discrepancies (none terribly large

and on the average quite small, viz., .07) do not seem surprising at all

to us. As will be seen in Chapter tr, although the definition of ES is

very simple, its calculation ill particular instances can be extremely

complex, frequently calling on complicated judgments about how to

aggregate sources of variation, about when to make simplifying

93
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assumptions and when not'to, and often .entailing arduous chains of

calculations in which accuracy may be compromised by rounding off a

six-digit answer to four digits at some intermediate stage.

CHARACTERISTICS OF tTUDIES

The characteristics of studies that are most important in a

meta-analysis (apart from the findings, of course) can be roughly

classified as either substantive or methodological. Substantive features

are those characteristics of studies that are specific to the pr9blem

studied, e.g., in a meta-analysis of drug treatment of hyperactivity the

substantive characteristics might include.1) the type of drug administered

(caffeine, amphetamines, etc.), 2) the size of the dose, 3) the age of

the subjects, 4) the presence or absence of checks for ingestion, and

so on. The methodological characteristics of studies are more general;

they may)oe nearly the same for all meta-analyses of a general type,

such as experimental studies, correlational studies or surveys. They

include a virtual table of contents of research methods books: 1)

sample size, 2) test reliability, 3) randomization v. matching v. non-
.

equivalent groups, 4) degree of subjeCt loss, 5) single-blind, double-
.. '

ndeblind or unblid, and the like.

The purpose underlying coding the substantive and methodological

characteristics of studies is the same: one wants to learn whether the

findings of the studies differ depending on certain of their

is

character-

istics.istics. ,meta-analysis seeks a 11, meaningful statistical description

of the findings of a collection of studies, and this goal typically

entails not only a description of the findings in general but also a

description of how the findings vary from one type of study to the next.

94 1



'Ar. example might clarify the use of both substantive and methodological

study citaracteristics in.this respect.

In a metaanalysis of the relationship between school classsize

And pupil achievement, we coded nearly thirty substantive and methodological

features of each study-including the findings, viz., the standardized

average difference in achievement between the'larger, L, and the smaller,

S, class (Glass and Smith, 1979). The characteristics coded for each

study included where the study was published, in what country the

research was performed, the date of publication, which subjects were

taught to the pupils, and many others which can be seen in the facsimile

of the coding sheet that is reproduced as Table. 4.3. -Using statistical'

models that will be presented in Chapter V, the data from over 700

comparisons of pupil achievement in smaller and larger classes were

integrated into an aggregate curve descriptive of the relationship

as revealed by the empiriCal researcliterature. But the analyses did

not stop there.. Many persons feel that the nature of the relationship

between classsiie and learning may vary depending on what subject is

taught (math learning may flourish in small classes, but not physical

education, for example) or 'the age of the learners. *Moreover, it is

possible that a flaw in4research methods (unreliable tests or improper

statistical analysis, for example) obscures the classsize and achievement

relationship in some studies. To check for these possibilities, we,

analyzed the classsize and achievement relatiorthip separately for

various subdivisions of the data. For example, all studies involving
4

pupils in grades kindergarten through six were separated from those-done
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Table 4.3,

CLASS SIZE CODING SHEET

U

IDENTIFICATION:

1) Study ID#: 2) Authors: . 3) Year:

4) Source of data: Journal Book Thesis Unpublished report

5) Classification of study: __Class size _Ability grouping Tutoring
_Psychol. experiment --Secondary analysis

6) Country of origin:

NSTRUCTION:

1) Subject taught: Reading Math Language

2) Duration of instruction: hrs. weeks

3) Supplemental vs.'integral: Instruction supplemented other large group instruction.
Instruction constituted entire teaching of the Subject.

4) Adaptation of instruction to class size:
Type of instruction in smeller class:

Type of instruction in larger class:

4
Smaller Clast Largel.Class

5) No. of pupils:,
6) No. of instructional groups:
7) No. of instructors:

8) Pupil/instructor ratio:

9) Accuracy of estimate of radii: Lo Av Hi , Lo Av Hi

10)'Instructor.type: Teachers Adult aides of tutors Both

11) Sex of teacher: M F

12) Years teaching experience: years

CLASSROOM DEMOGRAPHICS: .

2) Pupil ability: IQ < 90 90 < IQ < 110 IQ > 110

2) Percent pupils female:

3) Ages: 4 5 6 7 8 .9 10 11 12 13 14 .15 16 17 18

4).Average age: years
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Table 4.3 (Continued)

STUDY CONDITIONS:

3

4'

1) Study setting: Regular classroom Experimental setting"

2) Assignment of Ss,to groups: Random, Matched' __:Repeated measures"

Uncontrolled

3) Assignment of instructors'to groups: Random Matched "Repeated measures"

Uncontrolled

4) Percent attrition: Small,class: % Large class:

OU7COME VARIABLE:

1) Type of Outcome Variable:

Standardized achievement test:

'Ad 'hoc achieVement test:

Pupil attitude:

Teaching behavior:'

Pupil3P4acher interaction:'

Teacher attitude or satisfaction:

-2) Quantification of Outcdme:

Gain scores (simple)

Residualized gain scores

Uncorrected dependent variable

3) Congruence of instruction and outcome measure: Low Average High

4) Follow-up time: weeks from the end of instruction to the Ihasurement of
outcomes

5) Standardized. mean differete (Small-Large);
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with pugils in scondary school ( a substantive -characteristic):

The st4tistical curve describing how achievement is related-to clasS-,
._ L--
size wa then derivedsfor\each of these two parts of the data.s It so

hapliened that thEttwc curves were nearly 'the same (ithin statistical

a

error) so that Xilere was no need modify ihe,c0Alusion of a Class-

aChievement relatiOnship for different agi-groups o£- pupils.

one methodological characteristic of the studies'wa-S
.

,
. . \.

strongly related to our conclusions. 'Over100,comparisdns of aChieve-
I

,

'merit in smaller and larger classes came from studies in which the * ,

, ,

threat of'preexisting differences between classes was control;led.
II

by random assigFent:tother*o ,;lasses'', the remainieg comparisons

came from studies in which poor controls were achieved (e.g., naturally
,

occurring smaller and larger classes were compared). The studies were

thus distinguished withlrespett to a characteristic of research method.

When the statistical curves were ierived for these -two parts of the

data, Cluiteadifferent picture emergedfrom what was, seen when

elementary-grade and secondary-grade studies were compared. The graphs

of the two, curves allear in Fire 4.2. Not only what we said about the

class-size and achievement relationship but what we 5pncluded about 4110

trustworthiness ofresearch on the question, were affected by our dis ery

that the study findings varied as a function of metimodolosical character-

the studies themselvds.

...
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An Example of Study Coding

In our meta, analysis of psychotherapy outcome experiments

(Smith, Glass and Miller, 1980), we developed a long list of substantive

and methodological characteristics for describing the} research literature.

0

The numeric codivi of each study extended across nearly three computer

cards -- 211 digits of coding in all. A facsimile of the coding sheet

appears as Appendix A. It 6ontains the following variables on which

eaCb:study was classified: date of publication; form of publication;

professional affiliation of the experimenter; the degree of blinding

used in the study; whether more than one treatment was simultaneously

compared against the control group client diagnosis; previous hospitali

zation; intelligence; age; sex; sim4.1arity of client to the therapist;

the means by which the clients were obtained for the study; means of

assigning clients and therapists to comparison groups;mortality'(loss

of subjects from samples; internal validity of the study; the type,

i l l :
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duration; modality, and location of the treatment; sample size;

therapist experience; type and reactivity of outcome measure and the

time after therapy when.it was measured;_ whether factorial effects

were tested; and the statistical prOcedures for determining the size

of effett produted by chi therapy. Each variable is further described

below.

Each study was read and a coding form was ccmpleted 'for each

outcome and each comparison sin the study. This task presented a'

range of-difficulty depending on the clarity of the research report

and the conformity of the eximerimenter to standlard research practices.

A list of coding conventions was developed during the pilot phase of

the project and was used to guide the classification of studies

whose characteristics were ambiguous. These conventions are exp ined

in the following paragraphs.

Date of Publication. This was recorded as stated on the

manuscript. Some studies wereputlished more than once, and

in this case the en list date was recorded.

Form of Publication. The study, was classified according

to the for in which it appeared: journal article, book,

it
dissertation, or ,unpublished manuscript. If more than one

form was used, such as a dissertation later published in a

journal, the study was designated in its most accessible forM.

Professional Affiliation of Experimenter. The study was

classified, according to the affiliation of the experimenter,

as either psychology, education, psychiatry, social work, or

1 0 1 1
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"other." This classification was determined'by the institutional

and departmental identification on the manuscript, or by member-

ship in the American Psycholog4.cal Association.'

'4 4

Blinding of Experimenter. This variable represents the

degree of blinding that prevails in the assessmentdf outcomes or

in the administration of these in the study. If the experimenter

oryzhe 'Outcome evaluator was, kept uninformed about whether each

subject was in the control group or the treated group, the st4y

was classified as "single blind." If no information was provided

that showed that the experimenter. or evaluator was kept uninformed

about group composition, the study was categorized as either

"experimenter did the therapy" or "experimenter knew the composition'

of the groups but didn't personally treat the client."

Client Diagnosis. In the meta-analysis, the diagnostic

label that the experimenter used was recorded and classified

into a twelve-category diagnostic system. The categories were

(1) neurotic or true (complex) phobic, (2) simple (monosymptamatis)

phobic, (3) psychotic, (4) normal, (5) character disordered,

(6) delinquent or felon, (7) habituee (e.g., alcohol, tobacco,

drug addiction), (8) emotional-somatic disordered, (9) handicapped

(physically or mentally), (10) depressive, (11) mixed diagnoses,

and (12) unknown.

Hospitalization. The number of years of previous hospitali-

zation,as stated or'implied by the author, was another indication
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of the severity of client distress and was recorded.

Iliellgence. Intelligence of the client it frequently

cited as mediating the effects of psychotherapy. The intelligence

of the group was rated as "below average" for IQ scores less

than °5', 'average" for IQ scores between 95 and 105, and "above,,

average" for IQ scores above 1t5. The source of information,

about client intelligence was also recorded. In 4 percent of

the studies, IQ was reported by theretimenter. In 61 percent

cf the studies, IQ could be inferred (at least with the accuracy

necessary to make the three gross distinctions) from the client's

placement in some, institution, such as.a college or a treatment

facility for the mentally retarded. In 35 percent of the cases,

client intelligence could not be assessed from the report and

therefore was estimated as average.

Client - Therapist Similarity. The socioeconomic and ethnic

similarity between client and therapist is alio thought to

influence the outcome of therapy. The cultures of the therapist

and the client are similar in the sense that they share*common

languages, value systems, and educational backgrounds. The

incire healthy the.client, the more he resembles the therapist.
/
The studies were rated for similarity between the client and the

typical white, middle-class, well-educated therapist. The

highest value (4) was used for studies df white, mi141e-class,

well-educated, and mildly or moderately distressed clients. The

lowest value (1) was used when.the typical therapist treated
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lowerclass minority or severely disturbed clients. ,

Sclicitation of Clients: The use of volunteers in thetlapy

studies has been sufficient cause for same previous reviewers

to disallow these studies as tests of therapeutic effect. Yet '4"-

in the case of most analogue studies, the volunteers reported

symptoms, requested and were given psychological treatments to

remedy them. It is possible that they differ only .n degree from

"real" clients who independently seek treatment. The studies

were classified according to whether (1) the subjects were

solicited-for therapy by the experimenter (usually by offering

treatment to psychology students who obtained extreme scores on

anxiety measures); (2) the subjects came to, the treatment program

in response to an advertisement; (3) the subjects recognized,the

existenie of. a problem and sought treatment; (4) the SubjEcts

were re erred foi treatment; or (5) the subjects were committed

to the treatment, with no choice.

,Assignment to Groups. A characteristic often afforded most

importance in judging the validity of a comparative study is how

the experimenter allocated subjects to treated and control
1

groups. Random assignment insures, within probability limits,

.

that the two groups are initially'comparable and that differences

between the oti the post rest areiittributable either to

chance (with probability equal to the significance level) or

io the treatment and to no other source'of influence. Matching

'pairs of subjects is the next best method, although using it
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presumes that,all sources of influence on therapy are known

and can be used asibatching variables.

V

Moreover,

it readers significance levels meaningless when calculated in

the usual ways. Ex post ffacto matching, covariance. adjustments,

and equating on pretest scores are less satisfactory allocation

methods, but still 'better than no matching at all.' Spies were

clissified according .to the assignment of both clients and

therapists to groups.

Experimental Mortality. Dropouts from treatment and control

groups represent a critical-problem in psychotherapy research.

-tysen ck and Rachman deClared that a dropout must be considered

a treatment failure. Yet early termination can be.explained by

a variety of reasons other than treatment failure. These include

economic problems, family or work problems unconnected with the

psychological difficulties, ameliOration of symptoms, scheduling

changes, physical illness unrelated to treatment, and even death.

Unless these alternative explanati s are accounted for, the

premature terminators cannot be cla ified as either successes o
#

or failures. Yet the decision to include or exclude terminators

from final statistics may have a substantial effect on the findings

.....

of g study. Because the decision is made on professional judgment

.c ,..n,

rather than independent empirical justification, the decision

invites bias.

Premature termination is best regarded as a-ploblem of the



Internal validity cf the study and not confounded with outcome

measurement. In this study, the percent mortality was coed

separately for treated and untreated groups. These figures were

occasionally difficult to ascertain and involved comparing

degrees of fteedom in post-test analyses with the numbers of

subjects orginally allocated to groups. A study might also

have different rates of mortality at the times of the post-
.

test and the follow-up. These different mortality percents

were notee.separately.

Internal Validity. The internal validity of a study was

judged on the basis of the assignment'of subjects to treatment

and the extent of experimental. mortality in the study.. To be

judged high on the internal validity scale, a study must have

used,random assignment of subjects to groups and have a rate of

\
mortality less than 15 percent and equivalent between the two

groups. If mortality was higher or nonequivalent, internal

validity was still rated high if the experimenter includiA the

scores of the terminators in the post-test statistics or established

the initial equivalence of terminators and nonterminators.

Medium internal validity ratings were given to (1) studies with

nandOmization but high or differential mortality; (2) studies with
4

"4fal4ed" randomization procedures (e.t., where the experimenter
(/

began by randomizing, but then resorted to-other allocation

methods, such as taking the last ten clients and putting them

into 't.e control group) with low mortality; and (3) extremely
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well-designed matching studies. Low validity studies were those

whose matching procedures were quite weak or nonexistent (e.g.,

where intact convenience samples were used) or where mortality

was severely disproportionate. Occasionally, statistical or

measurement irregularities decreased the value assigned to

internal validity, such as when an otherwise'well-designed study

employed different testing times for treated and untreated

groups. This measure of internal validity was not contaminated

by sample size, reactivity of measures, or the degree of blinding

employed in the study. All four constructs were assessed separately.

I

Allegiance of the Experimenter. ,Faith in the therapy on

the part of the therapist has been mentioned.at a"putative cause

of positive therapeutic effects. From the tone and substance of

the research report, it was usually possible to determine whether

the experimenter was partial to the treatment evaluated. For

example, when the report contained enthusiastic endorsements

of the therapy, this variable was coded as pitositive. Where a

second therapy was clearly a foil for the favored therapy, this

variable was coded as negative. Placebo treatments were always

coded as negative. Where the experimenter was the therapist,

this variable was coded positive.

Therapy.1.11cdilitv. Each study was coded for the modality in

which the therapy was delivered -- individual, group, family,

mixed modalities, automated, or "other."
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Treatment Location. Each study was coded according to the

location in which the therapy was delivered -- school, hospital,

mental health center, other clinic, private practice, college

facility, prison, residential facility, or "other.'!

Therapy Duration. The duration of therapy, both in number

of hours and weeks, was recorded. The rate (hours per week) of

therapy was computed from these two variables.

Therapist Experience. The number of therapists used in the

study and their experience in years was recorded. Because

reports were frequently lacking this information, the following

conventions were developed for translating relevant bits of

-inforiation into years of therapist experience when no more

speCific information was given:

Undergraduates or other untrained assistants = 0 years

MA candidates

MA-level counselor or therapist

Ph.D. candidate or psychiatric resident

Ph.D.-level therapist

1 year

f'

w 2 years

8. 3 years

5 years

Well-known, Ph.D.-level therapist = 7+ years

Outcome Measurements. Previous reviewers have struggled

with the philosophical and technical problems connected with the

selection acid measurement of outcomes. A reviewer might count a

study as supportive or not supportive of the effectiveness of

psychotherapy based on tire statistical significanceiof the outcome

loan!)



measure. Yet most studies employed more than one outcome measure,

using - different instruments or the same instrument given at

different times after therapy. When different measures produced

different results, several'strategies were employed to cope with

this problem. A study could be counted twice, for example, with

one vote for) and one against the therapy. Or, if a study showed

posive effects at therapy termination, but no effects at the

follow -up, that study could be listed as a negative indicator of

therapeutic effectivei'ess. This strategy exemplifies a confusion

between the use of empirical research for theory building and

research done for evaluative purposes, i.e., to determine the

effects and practical value of a treatment. The direction of

desirab1e therapeutic effect was obviout in nine out of ten

cases by examiting the research hypotheses stated by the

experimenter or the narrative description of results. In the

remainder of cases, the Mental Measurements Yearbooks were

consulted, Or other studies that had employed the same measure..

Each outcome measurement listed by the experimenter was used in

the meta-analysis. Each measure was weighed equally; however,

redundant measures were eliminated. If, for example, a second

measure matched`the first in outcome type, degree of-reactivity,

follow-up time, and approximate size of effect, the second measure

was deemed redundant and ordinarily not included in the meta-

analysis. When subtest stores of multifactorial test batteries

(e.g., MITI) were reported, and the subtests yielded results that

\were only randomly different from one another, an average of the
1$0.



subtests was used. Total test battery results were used in

favor of separate subtest scores.

The specific outcome was recorded and grouped into one of

twelve outcome types: (1) fear or anxiety measures; (2) measures

of self-esteem; (3) tests and ratings of global adjustment;

(4) life indicators of adjustment; (5) personality traits;

(6) measures of emotional-somatic disorders; (7) measures of

addiction; (8) sociopathic behaviors; (9) social behaviors.

(10) measures of work or school achievement; (11) measures of

ii

vocational or personal development; and (12),physiological measures

of stress. The table below contains the outcome measures that

were grouped within two outcome types: life indicators of

adjustment and social behaviors:

Outcome labels grouped into two outcome types

Outcome type

Life indicators of adjustment Social behaviors

Number of timits hospitalized
Length of hospitalizations
Time out of hospital
Employment
Discharge from hospital
Completion of tour of duty
Recidivism

Interpersonal maturity
Interpersonal interaction
Social relations
Assertiveness
IPAT sociability scale
Acceptance of others
FIRO-B
Dating behavior measures
Problem behavior in s6huol social setting
Social effectiveness .

Social distress
S000metru. stattfs
Social distance scale
Social adjustment

S
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Reactivity of Outcome Measure. Highly reactive instruments

are those that reveal or closely parallel the obvious goals or

valued outcomes of the therapist or experimenter; which are under

control of the therapist, who has an acknowledged interest in

achieving predetermined goals;,or which are subject to the

client's need and ability'to alter his scores to show more or

less change than what actually took place. Relatively nonreactive

measures are not so easily influenced in any direction by any

Ythe parties involved. Using this definition of reactivity,

it was possible to define a five-point scale with the low end

anchored at unreactive measures, such as physiological measures

of stress (e.g., Palmar Sweat Index) a;d anchored at the high

end with therapist judgments of client improvement. Points on the

scale are further illustrated in the following table:

Conventions for assigning values of reactivity to tests and. ratings

Reactivity
value Tests and ratings of therapy outcome

I (lowest) Physiological measures (PSI, Pulse, GSR), grade point average
2 Blinded ratings and decisionsblind projective test ratings, blind ratings of

symptoms, blind discharge from hospital
Standardized measures of traits having minimal connection with treatment or

therapist Rotter 1-E)
4 Experimenter-constructed inventones (nonblind), rating of symptoms (nonblind),

any client sclf-report to expentr-znter, blind administration of Behavioral
Approach Tests

5 (highest) Therapist rating of improvement or symptoms projective tests inonblindi,
behavior in the presence of therapist or nonhlind evaluator to g , Behasiotal
Approach Test), instruniettis that have a direct and obvious relationship with
treatment (e g , where desensitizatJon hierarchy items were taken directly
from measunng instrument)

12,.
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Treatment. To determine whether the therapeutic effect

produced in'a study was related to" the type of treatment used,
. A

\__, a system for-categorizing treatments was developed.

I

A

1) ,sychodynamiPtheravies weretivose employing concepts

such hs
111

unconscious motivation, transference relationship,

defense mechanis#s, structural elements or-personality (id, ego,

superego.) ego developmett and analysis.,

S.

Se'

2) Dynamic-eclectic. .therapies are based on dynamic personality

theories, but employ a wider range of therapuetic techniques

and interactive concepts than the more orthodox Freudian theory.

3) Adlerian therapy (Adler is referenced by Dreikurs and

:other) is based on the never-ending strivings of the

personality to escape fr*cm a sense of inferiority. Striving

for superiority alienates people from love, logic, community

life, and social responsibility.

4( Hypnotherapy (Wolberg)is one type of therapy that uses

A
,hypnO(ils at a tool'for increasing relaxation and suggestibility

and weakefllg ego defenses, As described by Lewis Wolberg,

hypnotherapy is closed related to psychodynamic theory, suggesting-

that such neurotic sta as anxiety, hysteria, and compulsOns

are susceptible eo this treatment.

-5) Client-centered or nondirective psychotherapy is

- associated with Rogers, Truax, khuff, Qendlin, and Axline

(nondirective p1aY therapy .with children) among b4ers. The

key concevs'of this ther'apy include the necessary conditions of

therapist congruence, empaly, and unconditional posdtive regard

1 2 3
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for the client.

6) Gestalt therapy was developed by Perls (Penis, Hefferline, f r-

and Goodman) and, like Rogerian thetapy, is humanistic and

phenomenological in philosophy. The key concepn this th:apy

is awareness. The healthy person can readily bring into awareness

all parts of his personality and apprehend them as an integrated

40

whole. Therapy is a process of heightening awareness trough

immediate here-and-now emotional and physical experiences and

exercises and integrating alienated elements in the person

(e.g., healing the "splits" between body and mind, conscious and

unconscious).
C.

(7) Rational-emotive psychotherapy was developed by Ellis and

rests on a cognitive theory of human personality and therapeutic

: intervention. The ABC theory holds that human reactions (C) follow

from cognitions, ideas, and beliefs (B) about an event, rather than

from the event itself (A). The beliefs may be either rational

(logical, empirical)or irrational. These irrational beliefs

are common for people in distress and pervasive in our society.

They include the notion that one must be universally loved, or

406.

that failure.at a task is utterly catastropic. The therapist

demonstrates the ABC theory in relation to the client's problem,

,ponvinces the client of the truth the theOry, confrons the

irrational reactions, and teaches the client to confront them

. himself. The objective of therapy is to replace the irrational,

self-defeating cognitions with logical and empirically valid

cognitions.

11312,1
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8) Other cognitive therapies comprise a family of

therapeutic theories related to Ellis's rational-emotive psycho-

therapy in that the place of cognitive process faulty beliefs,

irrational ideas, logically inconsistent concepts -- is central.

Theorists in this family include George Kelly, Victor Raimy,

\-11.nd Donald Tosi. They are similar in that the therapies are

often active'didactiC, directive, sometimes bordering on being

hortatory-he therapists confront logical inconsistencies,

interpret faulty generalizations and self-defeating behaviors,.

assign tasks to work on, and generally use suggestion and

40

persuasion to get the client to give up his self-defeating belief

system.

9) Transactional analysis is primarily associated.With

Eric Berne who developed a personality theory based on three ego

states the parent, adult, and child -- and the interrelationship

of these ego states within a person and between parsons. All

beliefs, cognitions, and behaviors are under the,control of

:these ego states. .,therapy consists of on -g" (usually group)

diagnosis and interpretation of the structural elements of

communication and interaction, withithe goal of imprved reality

testing and complementary tradsactions.

10) Reality therapy is identified With William Glasser

/and is based on the idea that persons who deny reality are

unsuccessful and distressed. Mental illness does not exist

only misbehavior that is based on the denial of reality. Reality

is achieved by the fulfillment of the basic needs -- to love and



and be loved and to feel selfworth (success identity).. The

therapist establishes a personal relationship with the client;

attends to present behavior rather than historical events or

feelings; interprets behavior in light of the theory; encourages

the formation of value judgments about correct behavior and a

plan for changing behavior, rejecting excuses for a failure to

change, and-the development of selfdiscipline.

11) SAFI atic desensitization is a therapy ,based on

scientific behaviorism, primarily associated with Wolpe. In

this.therapy, anxieties are eliminated by the contiguous pairing

of an aversive stimulus with a strong anxietycompeting or

anxietyantagonistic response. The usual procedure is to teach

the client deep muscle relaxation (a response antagonistic to

anxiety) and then introduce anxiety provoking stimuli, arranged

in hierarchies, in connection with the relaxation until the

client can confront and overcome the anxiety directly. The

behavioral principles involved are reciprocal inhibition, counter

conditioning, or extinction.

12) I,mplosive therapy,_developed by Stampfl, operates on

many problems similar to those addressed by systematic desensiti

zation, arid is basedon classical conditioning models. The

therapist directs the client's imagery so that he is forced to

imagine the Forst'possible manifestation of his fear, and the

connection between conditioned stimulut and conditioned response

is extinguished.



13) Operant-respondent behavior therapies are a family of

treatment programs in which the scientific laws of learning are

involved. The client is viewed as a passive recipient of reinforce-

ment-or conditioning. Proponents include Skinner, Staats, Bijou,

and Baer.

14) Cognitive behavior therapies are a family of therapies

in which laws of learning are applied to cognitivelprocesses.

Unlike the strictly operant or respondent theories, in cognitive-

behavioral therapies, the client is more of an active agent in

his own therapy, occasionally even administering the treatment

himself (e.g., self-control desensitization). Modeling treatments

are included in this family of therapies because the client must

identify with the model and adopt the behavior for which the model

(but not the client) is reinforced. Among the proponents of

cognitive behaviorism are Donald Meichenbaum, Albert Bandura,

and Mahoney;

15) -Eclectic-behavioral therapy is a collection of treatments

that employ behavioral principles in training-programs designed

to affeft a variety of emotional and behavioral variables.

Assertivenesa training is the principal therapy, and Lazarus and

Phillips are among the proponents.

16) Vocational-personal development counseling involves

providing skills and knowledge to clients to facilitate adaptive

development. Frequently, a trait and factor approach is used with

aptitude and personality testing, diagnosis, prescription, and I
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interaction with the client to facil4tate the development of

personallsOcial, educational, and vocational skills. Among

the proponents are Theo Volsk*y and Williamson.

17) "Undifferentiated counseling" refers to therapy or

'counseling that lacks descriptive information and references that

would identify it with proponents of theory. It is usually

practiced in schools (i.e., the clients were given ordinary

counseling), but sometimes is used as a foil against which a

more.hiahly valued therapy can be compared. That it cannot be

attributed to any single theorist or group of writers is indicaAve

of its lack of theoretical explication.

18) Placebo treatments were often included in an experimental

study of thertpeutic effectiveness. Placebos were'used to test

the effects of client expectancies, therapist attention, and other

nonspecific and informal therapeutic effects. The placebo

treatments tested inthe meta analysis were the following:

relaxation training,. attention control, ,relaxation and suggestion,

relaxation and visualizatioof scenes in an anxiety hierarchy,

group discussion, reading and discussing a play, informational

-meetings, pseudodesensitization placebO, written information about

the phobic object; bibliotherapy, high expectancy placebo,

visualization of reinforcing, scenes, minimal contact counseling,

Tscppe therapy,, pseudotreatment control, and lectures.

A scale was developed to indicate the degree of confidence in

classifying therapy labels into therapy types. Tht greater the



number of concepts, descriptions, and proponents named bythe

experimenter and associated I'dth a major school f thought,

the higher the value assigned to this scale. highest value

(5) was given to a study when the major proponent of a theory

actually pareicipated in the study, or when the therapy sessions

were recorded and rated for their fit with the theory. The low

point of the scale (1) was given to studies when the experimenter

provided almost no key concepts or references. On this fivepoint

scale, 15 percent of the studies fell into the highest category,

42 erceat in the next highest, 24 percent in the middle category,

. and 19 percent in the lowest two categories. The mean for the

confidence of classification scale was 3.5 (standard deviation = 1.0).

We have presented, so much detail about the psychotherapy study

characteristics and the conventions for coding because we can imagine

that many of the items, particularly those dealing with experimental

methods, are of general usefulness. This chapter concludes with an

example of a study coded according to*the conventions described above

and the items on the psychotherapy study coding form in Appendix A.

The study used as an example was performed by Krumboltz and Thoresen

(1964) -and is reproduced in Appendix B. Its description appears as

Table 4.4.
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Table 4.4 -
Classification of a study by Krumbola and Thoresen (1954)

PubliLation date 1964
Publication form Journal
Training of experimenter Education (known by institutional affiliation)
Blinding Expenmcnter (evaluators) did not do therapy. but did know

group composgion (no information spout blinding of
evaluators was given)

Diagnosis Vocationally undecided (students who asked for counseling
about future plans, grouped in "neurotic diagnostic

) tYPc 1
Hospnallution None
Inte111gcnce Average {estimated. in the absence of othM informations
Client-therapist similarity Moderately sirnilrr (ages differed, but socioeconomic status

of community indicated similarity))
Age 16 (1.1 Ign school Juniors(
Percentage Maie 50% (sample str.itifiec by client sex)

'Sol)citation of clients Clients volunteered atter being given notice that counseling
would be available

Random (stated)As,. :nnent of client
Ass.znment of therapist Random
Expersment.i' mor.a111. No subjects lost from any group (stated)
Internal validity High
Simultaneous comparison Yes (2 treatments groups and placebo group compared against

control,,

Type of treatment (1) Model reinforcementCogniuve behavoral subclass
(students were shown tapes of models being reinforced
for information - seeking behai tor. but students were not
reinforced personally)

(2) Verbal reinforcementBehasioral suociass (counselors
is. verbally reinforced clients for production of Information

seeking statements)

(3) Film discussion Placebo (clients saw and discussed a

film. to control for nonspecific effects of counselor
attention)

Confidence of classification Rated 5 (highest) (because of thoroughness of descnption,
know letife of expenmenters theory andprevious work)

Allegiance Equal allegiance paid to exh of treatments No alkgiance to
placebo condition

Modality sib, Mixed (students were randomly assigned to individual and
group treatments but modality did not interact with out-
come, so the two modes were combined for the meta-
analysis)

,School (stated)
2 hours. 2 weeks (2 sessions, time estimated)
2 years festinated by status in counselortraiting program

plus training for this experiment)
Two outcome measures were used frequency and variety of

information-seeking behavior as estimated from
responses to structured interview questions Reactivity
was rated "4" for both. because measures were sclf

- report of clients to nonblind evaluators These wet
classified as measures of vocational or personal
development

Statistics repoi,cd as treatment means and mean squares from
a Cfactorignalysis of variance

Location
Duration
Experience of therapists

Outcome a

r Effect size

) The elf, sizes were asiollnws
Frequency (of Vanety (of
Informatick information

seeking seeking
behavior) behavior)

Model reinforcement t 29 0 77
Verbal reinforcement 1 05 I 39
Placebo 0 21 0 27

t'
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CHAPTER FIVE

MEASURING STUDY FINDINGS

All quantitative, empirical studies aim to assess a particular

phenomenon. In the case of experiments, that phenomenon is an effect of

an independent variable on a dependent variable and it is measured'by a

difference between means, perhaps more than one such difference from a single

experiment. 'In the case of, correlational studies, the phenomenon of principal

interest is tne relationship between two variables, its strength and direction,

usually expressed on a scale derivative ofsPearsor's.notion of product-

moments. In surveys, attention often focuses on a simple rate or incidence

figure, e.g., 37 percent of people live in multiple- family dwellings. In

a meta-analysis, it is the findings- of studies that correspond to the

dependent variable. They are to be measured in quantitative and ccmparable

terms, then described and accounted for by reference to the "independent"

and "mediating" variables ..that are the study charbcteristics discussed in

Chapter Four.

In this chapter, we shall first consider the crudest level of

'quantification of study findings, a level that is typical of recent techniques

of research study integration. At this first level, studies are classified

only as "statistically significant" of "nonsignificant." This primitive

translation of complex findings into crude categories proves to have some

Ifnexpected drawbacks; and in modified forms, it may yet prove to have some

advantages in'a few special /instances. Then we shall discuss at length the

properties and uses of LE. the standardized mean difference for describing
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experimental effects. A special aspect of this problem that will be

addressed is the measurement of experimental;effects, o , for dichotmously

measured outcome variables. A brief section will be devoted to the

measurement of findings in correlational studies. The chapter concludes

with a description of a measure of effect size recently proposed by

Kraemer and Andrews.

Vote- Counting and Other Crude Measures of Study Findings

Tne most commonly used method of integrating research studies is

what Light and Smith (1971) referred to as,the voting method. There

exists a virtually huge n ere such reviews, and no purpose would be

served by citing examples, here. Light and Smith characterized the voting

method in these words:
4

All studies which have data on a dependent variable and a

specific independent variable of interest are examined. Three

possible outcomes are defined. The relationship between the

independent variable and the dependent variable is either

significantly positives significantly negative, or there is no

significant relationship in either direction. The number of

studies falling into each of these three categories is then

simply tallied. If a plurality of studies falls into any one

of these .three categories, with fewer falling into the other two,

the modal category is declared the winner. This modal categorizWon

is then assumed to give the best estimate of the direction of the

true relaticnship'between the independent and dependent variable.

(p. 443) 132
Light-and Smith pointed out that the voting method of

study integration disregards sample size. Large samples produce



more "statistically significant" findings than small samples.

Suppote that nine small-sample studies yield not quite significant

results, and the tenth large-sample result is significant. The

vote is one "for" and nine "against," a conclusion quite at odds

with one's best instincts. So much the worse for the voting method.

Precisely what weight to assign to each study in an aggregation

is an extremely complex question, one that is not answered

adequately by suggestions to pool the raw data (which are rarely

available) or to give each study equal weight, reglipless of

sample size. -If one is aggr ing arithmetic means, a weighting

of results from each study accordiril; tot 7 might make sense,

reasoning from an admittedly weak analogy between integrating

study findings and combining independent random samples from a

population. The problems of proper integration of statistical

findings are not simply problems of sample size; if pursued foi-

long, they lead back to the ambiguities of the concept of a "study."

Some of the complications of sample size can be avoided post

hoc if the sample size, n, of studies is not systematically related

to the magnitude of the findings of the studies, for example, mean

differences or correlation coefficients. Glass and Smith (1976) ,

found for over 800 measures of the experimental effect of psych-

therapy versus a control condition that the effect size had a

linear correlation of only -- .10 with n and essentially no

curvilinear correlation. Smaller size studies tended to show

slightly larger effects, but the relationship was so weak that

it is doubtful that any weighting of findings would make any

133



difference in the aggregation.

A serious deficiency of the voting method of research Integra-
,

tion is that it discards, good descriptive information. To know

that televised instruction beats traditional classroom instruction

in 25 of 30 studies -- if, in fact, it does -- is not to know

whether TV wins by a nose or in a walkaway. One ought to inte-

grate measures of the strength of experimental effects or

relationships among variables (accordi* to whether the problem

is basicallyiexperimental or correlational). Researchers commonly

believe that significance levels are more informative than they

are. Tallies Of statistical significance or insignificance tell

little about the strength or importance of a relationship.

An example will demonstrate that the aggregation of even

simple statistical information can create unexpected difficulties.

There exists a paradox attributed to E. W. Simpson by Colin

Blyth (1972) which has a counterpart in aggregating research

results. Imagine that researcher'A is conducting a study of

the effect of amphetamines on hyperactivity yin sixth-grade

children. (It is alleged that amphetamines act as depressant4 on

prepubescent children.) In As study, 110 hyperactive children

receive the amphetamine, and 70 receive a placebo. After six

weeks' treatment, each child is rated as. either 'improve01 or

'worse'. The following findings are obtained:

I mprove0 !

worse I

Study' A
Amphetamine Placebo

50 30 1 80

60 40 100

1,10 70 180

The improvement rate for the amphetamines exceeds that for the placebo:
.45' vs. .43.
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1

1,

Suppose research} .B is studying the same problem at a

different site and ItItsans the )bllowing results:

7

Study
Amphetamine Placebo

improved I 60 90 1 150

Worse I 30 50 1 BO

90 140 230

I

Again, the improvement rate for amphetamines is superior to

that for the placebo: .67 vs. .64.

. 5y the voting method of aggregation, the score Would be 2-0

in favorof amphetamines. However, an aggregation of the raw
a

data prOduces the opposite conclusion:

Studies A E. B Combined
Amphetamine Placebo

Improved

Worse

110 120 I 230

90 90
1180

200 210 410

The improvement rate for placebo,now exceeds that for amphetamines:

.55 for amphetamines vs. .57 for placebo.

44hich method of aggregation is correct? Obviously they cannot

both be corre?t, since they lead tt contradictory conclusions. In

pondering this paradox and its implications for research integration,

.it is helpful'to note that (1) the parfadox has nothing whatever to

do with statistical significance, (2) the sizes of the differences

in rates could be made as large or small as one wished by juggling

.0#
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the figures, (3) the basic problem is related to the problems of

unbalanced experimental designs (Simpson's paradox could not

occur if amphetamine and placebo groups were of equal size

within each study), and (4) the practical consequences of.the

paradox are not negligible -- it occurred, for example, in

a study of sex bias in graduate school admissions (see Bickel,

Hammel, & O'Connell, 1975; Gardner, 1976).

Hedges and Olkin (1980) discovered some intriguing and unexpected

deficiencies in the vote-counting method of integrating studies. They

assumed that J studies each with sample size n are performed.' In each

study, the same effect size = (u - v c) /g is estimated.

The findings of each study are evaluated by a two-tailed t-test

of mean differences at the .05 level of significance. Each-result is

classified into one of three categories: negative significant, positive

significant, or statistically insignificant. The decision rule is-that -

pe over-all result is regarded as supporting the hypothesis (that u

is greater, than u c) if a plurality (i.e., greater than one-third) of

the studies fall into the "positive significant" category.

Hedges and Olkin assumed normally distributed variables and thtn

calculated the probabilities for various sample sizes and numbers of

studies, J, that more than a third of,the studies would fall in the

"positive-significant" category. In Table 5.1 appear the one's

complement of these probabilities; thus, the tabulated probability is

the probability of failing to detect an effect size,,--of a given

size by the one-third plurality rule. Consider, for example, the case

125
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TABLE 5.1

Probability that a Standard Vote CounsicFails to Detect an
Effect for Various Sample, Effect and Cluster Sizes. Each

"If the J' "replicated 'studies has a common sample size .n.

A two:-tailed t-tesyis,used'to test mean differences at tke
.05 level of sIgn-ficance. An effect is detected if the pro-

' p tion oi positive tillifiCant results exceeds one- third.

Number, J, of

studies to be

integrated

,Sample size,

n, per study
Effect size,AB (lig - Ill%

.1 .2 .3
.

.4 .5 .6 .7 .8

.

'

1

10

10,

15

15

15

P
15

20

20_

20

20

20

(:V
'*25

25,

25

25.

50

50

50

50

50

-

410

\..

.

--\

...

-

.

..

'

10

20

30

40 '

#50

10

20

30

40

50

10

20

,30

40

'50

10

20 ,

30

40

---'173N-

20

'30

40 ,

50

,t

1.00

1.00'

.999

.999

.999

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

.999

1.00

1.00

1.00,

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

.999

.998

.995

-.9J1

.986

1.00

1.00

.999

.999

.997*

1.00

1.00

1.00

.999

.991

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.g0

.998

.990'

.975

.950

.914

1.4

.999

.994

.983

.962

1.00

.9*

.993

..978

.948

1.00

1.00

.998

.992

1.00

1.00

1.00

.999

.995

.994 .985

.966 .906

.906 .947

.813 .547

.694' .358

.999 .997

.991 .958

.958 .824

.885 .604

.770 .373

.999 .997

.988 .941

.941 .747

-4.834 !463

M672 .222

1.00. .999
,

.996 .,971

.9 .815

.892 .519..

1.00 1.00
---

1.'60'.'.994

.994 ^.862

.942 .461

.773 .124

.968

.987

.502

.254

.105

.991

.862,

.549

.246

.080

.989

.800

.400

.119.

.023

.997

.863

.448

.121

2.60

.915

.363

.036

.001

;935

.606.

.252

.073

.016

.975

.672

.244

.049

.006

.966

.545

.118

.011'

.001

.986

.610

.120

.008

.998

.589

.035

.000

.000

.880

.395

.089

.012

,001

-.939

.419

.064

..404

.000

'.914

.265

.016

.000

.000

.954

.291

.013

.000

.986

.174

.000

.000

.000

r
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of 15 studies in each of which L is estimated from n = 50 cases and

the true effect size being estimated equals .40, a fairly large effect.-
. .

Hedges and Olkin's table shows that the probability of a21 deciding

JA that there is a,positive effect using the vote-counting strategy is

.770,'i.e., the probability of error is greater than three-quarters! What

is even more remarkable is that for L< .40, the probability of'making

tne err indicated intreases as the number of studies integrated

increases: Clearly, there is much that is unacceptable in research

.

integration by means of vote-counting.

integrating Significance Tests

Some researchers have set forward as the principal' problem of

research integration the combining of significance levels into a joint

test of a null hypothesis. Gage (1976) eontributed a considered and

illuminating paper on integrating studies on teaching. Following an

astute critique of the Voting method, he posed the aggregation problem

as a pc5ob1em in determining whether several individual studies, many

of which showed nonsignificant Correlation, constituted in the aggregate
4

sufficitnt evidence to reject the null hypothesis at a high level of

significance. He employed the chi square method of K.'Pearson (1933).

and E. S. Pearson (1938) via Jones and Fiske (1953). If k independent

studies yield significance levels, pi, 22.. . . , 4, then under the

common null hypothesis' tested in etch study:

2 E log p
' "X2L

.127
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This approach seems defensible and more powerful than a binomial

test -- testing whether the probability of "positive" findings is different

from .5 -- where statistical hypothesis testing is a genuine concern.

For most problems of meta-analysis, however, the number of studies will

be so large and will encompass so many hundreds of subjects that null

hypotheses will be rejected routinely. Perhaps it is more realistic

to think of the typical meta-analysis problem as residing in that vicinity

the statistician calls "the limit," where.all null hypotheses are false

and inferential questions disappear. The statistical integration of

studies probably ought to fulfill descriptive purposes more than inferential,

ones though obviously it may fulfill both.

. If the Pearson 7
2

test of combined results begins to play an increas-

ingly important role in research *ntegration, methodologists will need

to scrutinize its assumptions, and properties. It is probably quite

sensitive to nonindependence of studies (cf. Jones & Fiske; 1953, pp.

317-381). Furthermore, the extreme tails of distributions are exotic

places about which more would have to be learned. For example, violation

of normality assumptions.has little effect on 95th and 99th percentiles

of land F distributions, but conceivably can change a p_ of .001,

under normality, to a 2. of .0001, which is a dist rbance in natural

lcgarithms from -6.91 to -9.21.

Rosenthal. (1978) recently evaluated nine different methods that

have been used at one time or another to aggregate statistical signifi-

cance measures from
\
Nany studies. These methods include addition of

logs of p-levels mentioned aboo as well as adding probabilities
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(Edginton, 1972a), adding t's (Witer, 1971), Stouffer's method of

adding Z's (hosteller and Bush, 1954), adding weighted Z's (Mpsteller

and Bush, 1954), testing the average 27lievel (Edgington, 1972b), testing

the average Z (Mosteller and Bush, 1954), counting (vote- method), and

blocking-(see Rosenthal, 1978, p. 190). Rosenthal's summary of the

advantages and limitations of the various methods appears as Table 5.2.

Table 5.2

thaniages and Limitations o' .Vine Methods of Comoining ProbabsIthes

Method

Adding logs

Adding ps

Advantages Limitations Applicable when

Well established

Good power .
(4.

Adding is Unaffected by N of studies,
given miglifirni dJ per
-sit tudy #(4

Adding Zs ButinelraRplicable, Assumes unit variance
%simple . "I a whenwhen undertsome

., sae d it ions Type I or
.'Type'll errors may be

it
increased

Adding weighted Zs Routinely applicable, Assumes unit variance,
permits weighting when under some

conditions Type I or
Type II errors may be
inareased

N4 studies should not
.,. be less than four

No assumptio/Ltof unit Low power when N of
variance '''S studies is small.

Simple and robust Large N of studies is

Cumulates poorly, can
support opposite
conclusions

Inapplicable vilien N of
studies (or ps) is large,
unless complex correc-
tions are introduced

Iiliable when is are
iimedin very few.dJ

Testing mean p

Testing mean Z

Counting

_Blocking

Simple

Display4all'means for
inspection, thus facili-
tating seat* for
moderator Vartaps

needed, may be low
in power.

Laborious when N is large;
insufficient data may
be available.

of studies is small
(55)

of studies is small
IP 5. 1.0)

Studies are not
based on too
few dJ

Anytime

Whenever weighting
is desired

N of studies >4

N of studiek

N of studies is large

N of studies is not
too large

After Rosenthal (1978), reprinted by permission of the author
and publisher.
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Scaling Experimental Findihns

For several reasons and in Several ways it may occur that the findings

of a comparative study exist only in the form of a report whether one

mean (median or whatever) is higher or lower than another. This'most basic

report of a finding can arise from 1) very rudimentary reporting in a brief

article; 2) the desire to avoid making dubious assumptions, or 3) incomplete

data which obviate the calculation of a metric measure of effect or cor-

relation. Thus, a data analyst attempting to integrate the findings of

many studies may have in hand data of the following type: in 75 comparisons

of treatments A and B, A exceeded -8 45 times on the outcome measure, and B

exceeded A tne other 30 times. The key to converting these rudimentary

results into metric measures of effects or correlation lies in traditional

methods of psychometric scaling. In particular, if one can assume normality,

then Thurstone's "law of comparative judgment" can be applied directly and

the proportion of times A exceeds B can be translated directly into a

measure of standardized mean difference between A and B (see Torgerson,

1958, p. .159ff).

We have applied this rrocedure in connection with a meta-analysis

of research on the relationship of class-size to achievement (Glass and

Smith, 1979).

P Only the post-1960 studies were included in the scaling analysis.

The regression analyses show that studies done prior to 1960 showed little

relationship between class-size and achievement (probably because of poor

dasign, poor measures, and becadse genuinely small classes--less than a

doilan pupils, say--were seldom studied). The post 1960 studies produced

246 values of
S-L'

for which one needs only to note whether t, is positi-ve
*or
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negative. In addition, there were a small number of studies thaft yielded

only comparisons of the sizes of the achievement means for the small and

large classes, but no metric information from which C, might be(calculated.

The principal study of this type was Forno and Collins (1967). The

findings from thesestudies could be included in the scaling analyses even

though they could not be included in the regression analyses. The total

number of paired comparisons was 559.

The class-size dimension was broken into five categories in an

attempt to obtain an even distr*ibution of comparisons. These categories were

as follows: 1-11 pupils, 12-22, 23-32, 33-42, 43 or more pupils. The actual

average class-sizes falling into these categories were as follows; 2, 18,

'28, 38, and 84 pupils. These averages will 15e used to represent tne

categories. Thus, a. comparison of achievement means for classes of sizes 4

and 30, for example, will be spoken of as a compat=iton of classes of size

2 and 28.

The followinglfrequency matrix was obtained by counting direction

of superiority in ±he paired comparisons:

2

18

28

38

84

2

Paired Comparison Frequency Matrix

18

Class Size

28 384.' 84

- 7 of 8
N.

45 of 46 3 of 3

of 8 - 1'11 of 160 124 ot 157 2 of 3

1 of 46 49 of 160 - 109 of 167

0 of 3 - 33 of 157 58 or 167 - 1 of 6 ,

1 Of 3 4 of 9 5 of 6 -
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This matrix is read as follows: each entry represents the number of times

the row class-size had a higher achievement mean than the column class-size. For

example, there were 46 comparisop of class-siz,2 and class-size 28; in 45 of

\ them, achievement was superior in the class of 2.

It was decided at this point that some comparisons were so infrequently

represented that including them in the scaling analysis might greatli overweight

their unstable estimates. It was decided arbitrarily to include only those cells

with.more than a nalf-dozen comparisons. Thus, the following three cells (three

on each side of the diagonal) were eliminated: row 1 - column 4; row 2 - column

5; row 4 - column 5. Tne resulting frequency matrix is then transformed to a

proportions matrix, r, e.g., 111 of 160 = .69 and then to an X-matrix where Xij

is the unit normal deviate below which lies ri prciportion of tne normal curve.

The r and X matrices are combined in the following figure:

2

18

28

38

84

2 18 28 38 84

_ r = .88

X = 1.18
.98

2.05
4

.12 .69 .79

-1.18
.

.50. .81,

.02 .31 .65 .56
-2.05 -.50

-

.39 .15

.21

81

.35

-.39

.44

-.15
.

The solution for scale values follOws Gulliksen's (1956) least-squares solu-

tion for incomplete data. A vector Z is formed by summing the columns of X:

-Z
T
= (3.23, 0.57, -2.01, -1.20, -0.15). A matrix of N of order 5x5 is formed

such,hat a -1 is entered in each off-diagonal cell in X that is not empty, a
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Os.
zero is entered for each empty cell, and the diagonal entry is the number of non-

,

(cpty cells in the corresponding. column of X. the last scale value, correspond-

ing to class-size 84, is arbitrarily set equal to zero, and the last raw and

column of M are deleted. The reduced matrices, M1 'and ZI, are Fombined to form

the normal equations of the least-squares solutiOn for S
1
the scale values:

1
S

1
= M

1
Z
1

The estimates and their solution are as follows:
h

1

Si =

,T
=

2 -1 -1 0

-1 3 -1 -1
-' -1 4 -1
0 -1 -1 2

1.625 1.250
1.250 1.500
1.000 1.000

_1.125 1.250

(2.60, 1.38, 0.59,

-1

3'

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

0.39,

3.23

0.57
-2.01

-1.20

1.125

1.250

1.000

1,625J

0)

3.23

D.57
-2.01

-1.20

Tne graph of the scaled relationship between class-size and achievement

appears as Figure 9. The scale values on the ordinate of t% graph are arbi-

trary. Tne quadratic equation which btst fits the five points by the least-

squares criterion is as follows:

s m 2.78912 - 0.09318(Size) * 0.000715(Size)2

The multiple R-squared is 0.99. The following estimates of achievement (on

an arbitrary scale) for various class-sizes were obtained from the regression

curve:
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.

Size

I

Estimated Scale Value
for Achievement

Decrease in Achievement
From 10 More Pupils-

1 2.70 .86
10 1.93 .72

A

20 1.21 .57
30

,

0.64 .43
40 0.21 .29
50 -0.08 .15
60

70
-0.23

-0.23
, 0

80 -0.09

The curve in Figure 9 showi the expected and quite plausible decreasing

deceleration in achievement as class-size increases.

3

V.

r

.

...

,

I
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figure 5.L Relationship between class -size and achievement (arbitrary units)-

obtained by psychometric scaling of comparisons 147



FINDINGS OF EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES

The description of findings in experimental studies so that results

can be aggregated and their variability studies present several technical

problems. The findings of comparative experiments are probably best

expressed as standardiZed mean differences between pairs of treatment
r

conditions. It will seldom be satisfactory to express experimental .

findings as a measure of association between several levels of an

independent variable and a metric dependent variable. Such association

measures (e.g;,w
2

) are descriptive of a complete, somewhat arbitrary,

set of experimental conditions an investigator chooses to investigate

in a single study. For example, if one'wished to determine the

comparative effects of computer-assisted and traditional foreign language

instruction, then it is irrelevanethat a televised instruction condition

was also present in a study, and one would not want a quantitative

measure of effect to'be influenced by the irrelevant,condition(Glass &

Hakstian, 1969).

In what follows, reference will be made to the comparison of a

particular experimental condition with a control group. Of course,

there may be no "control" group in a traditional sense, and one could'

imagine that two different experimental conditions are compared. Thr

most -informative and straightforward measure of experimental

effect size is the mean difference divided by within-group standard

deviation:

Sx i.

.1 '16
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Suppose that four experiments were performed in which either nialonide

or iproniazid was compared with a placebo for efficacy in relieving

depression. Three of the experiments measured outcomes with the MMPI D

scale; the fourth study used the Be Depression Inventory. Suppose the

following results were obtai . (The data are hypothetical, but the

findings are close to those reported in Smith, Glass and Miller (1980)).

Study No. Comparison Test Means St. dev. A-B

1 Nialomide vs. Placebo MMPI 70.10-70.50 9.50 -.04

2 Nialomide vs. Placebo MMPI 61.45-62.31 11.25 -.08

. 3

4

Iproniazid vs. Placebo

Iproniazid vs. Placebo

MMPI

Beck

60.21-65.15

110.75-121.45

7.80 ,

20.50

-.63

-,52

In the above data, the average effect of nialomide is -.06,

i.e., si)e-hundreths standard deviation superior to a placebo; the average

effect of iproniazid is -.58, more than a half standard deviation.

The meaning of 4 is readily comprehended and, assuming some distri-

bution form, can be translated into notions of overlapping distributions-

of scores and comparable percentiles. For example, suppose that a study

of the effect of ritalin versus placebt.on reducing hyperactivity reveals

an A of -1.00. -One knows immediately that the average child on ritalim.

shows hyperactivity one standard deviation below_that of the average

child on placebo; thus, assumi,n'g normality, only 16 percent of the placebo

children' are less hyperactive than the average child on the drug,

and so on.
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Another way to interpret the,magnitude of the effect size is to

compare it to other effect sizes, particularly for effects that many

people have external references for how strong the treatment was., One

TV program that the American public has enthusiastically endorsed is Sesame

Street. Effects of Sesame Street on social behavior, such as cooperation,

were included in a meta - analysis. However, the primary aim of Sesame

Street, particularly the first year, was cognitive skills instruction --

prereading, language, and math. These cognitive outcome measures were not

considered in the meta-analysis, but are considered by many parents and

Preschool teachers to be substantial.

In 1970 and again in 1971, the Educational Testing Service (ETS)

conducted a field studyGeAluation of Sesame Street. Both years had numerous

measurements, several subsampies, several research des'igns, and confounded

results making a single numerical summary statement difficult. The most

easily interpreted results compared two groups of 411 to 5 year old disadvan-

taged children, of 'which one group had not seen Sesame Street while the

other had watched for one season. The criterion measure was a special

test developed by ETS covering the cognitive skills taught on the program.

The tendency was for those who watched mire to gain more although

viewing differences were confounded with intelligence and other background

vafiables. The effect sizes for four levels of viewing versus no viewing

all favor the Sesame Street viewers, varying.Prom .53 to 1.45, with a mean

of 1.00.
I

. dr

410 A more controlled analysis was possible the second year with 283

children randomly assigned to groups who either had,or did nothave a TV to

view the program. A set of covariance analyses (covarying on pretest score,
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%pretest PiabodyI0, and SES) resultp in seven effect sizes, varying from
,

--...04 tb .64 Dropping the "parts of whole" test that was a low fttlier

the mean effect size,was. .45 with a.starinard deviation of .085. -The remaining

11101°
4

teill4 covered the topics of number, sorting, forms, pre - reading; relational
. .

terms, ale c1assificatior7.
111

Electric Company; the Sesame Street sequel for older children, was

,evaluated by ETS in .197i.hnd,Z974.' Again, there were numerous analyses,
4

but using the total score on an ETS reading test as the criterion mea-Sure,

. for'Chfildren in ii8es one to foun in two cities comparing those who were 4

encouraged to watch the progeim at home Versus those who were nbt encouraged

h rage effect siie was .17. This effect is low partially because410
non - encouraged children alsb waihed the program, thus this effect size

is,a measure of increasereading achievement due.to increased watching

when encouragR by.-a teacher to view the program after school.

Both the firsT.oad.second year evaluation, also had an in-school

.experimental 'design component. Two locationt with large-numbeq of

either Spanish speaking or black children were assigned to teachers who

were encouraged to show the program regularly during the4.year or who-

- were asked no to. amount of viewing and supplemente17istrUction

ob, was teacher determine
. Two outcome measures, the ,E(T! reading test and

the Metropolitan AchieNment Test provided similar results, Averaging.

the data frog two locations, grades one through,three and the two years,

resulted i4 An effect size of .43'(S.D. .30) for the ETS reading test

and .35 (S.D2A14) for'the Metropolitan Achievement test. The overd11-'

average is6.39, wi,th"scores ranging from ,-.01 to:1.02:

Obe
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Interpretations of effeOt sizes, A in terms of percentiles

(e.g., if t' = +1.00, then the average person in the experimental group

has a score that exCAds 84 percent of the persons' scores in the

control group) depend, of course, on assumption,about the shapes of the

distributions of.the variable in the two groups. Normality is a convenient

and unbbjectionable assumption in many instances, but its convenience

should not blind one to the fact that it is an assumption that may occasionally

---
be false. Kraemer and Andrews (1980) have called attention to this Problem.

Suppose, for example, that the scores in the experimental and control groups

qre dist ibuted according to the exponential distribution (Hastings and

Peacock, 1974, pp. 56-59) with the following parameters:

Group Distribution . Mean'- St. 4ev:

, 14
Experimental P(XE) = ale

-a
1
r

1 /a 1
1/a

1

. , .

Son,rol P(Xc) = a2e-a2x 1/a
2

1/a
2

Now the effect size t
E-C

equal to

XE - XC

. .

c

will estimate, in the case of exponential distributions,

= 1 /a1 - 1/a2

1/a2-

= a
2

- al

a
1

(2)



a

ap.

Suppose that a particular experiment yields summary statistics

as follows:

X
E

= 18
'

s
E

. 16 ;

X 10 ,
s

c
10

The value of t equals (18 - 10) / 8 =' +1. If it is assumed that the

two distributions are normal, then the G of +1 has the usual interpretation:

the average person in the experimental group exceeds 84 percent of the

persons in the control group. Suppose, however, that the average

experimental group person's score is exprest'ed as a percentile in the

control group, assuming exponential distribution in each group. Then

the percentile rank of X = 18 in an exponential distribution with

paramenter a2 = 10 is given by

18 18

P(x)dx =I* 10 e. 10X

0

Thus, ,assuming exponential distributions within essentially

experimental and contaol groups gives,essentially the same interpretation

of +1 as the assumption of normalpdistrubutions (.83 vs. ,84). This

example is not meant to suggest that the exponential distribution

is in any sense interchangeable as an assumption with /the normal distribution.

The_assumption of distribution shapes may be important and it should be
. *

checked when possible and the most reasonable assumption made.

141 /)5,J1
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The cnoice of the standard deviation with which to scale the

differences betweep group means to determine c is crucial. Various .choices

con result insubstantial differences in effect size.

The definition off,L appears uncomplicated, but 'heterogeneous

group variances cause difficulties. Suppose that experimental and control

groups have means and standard' deviations as folio's:

)

Experimental Control,

\ Means

StaNdard Deviations

-C'E 7.52 y C= 50

SE 2
SC= 10

Tne measure of experimental effect cald be calCulatold eitArsby use 1-

of SE or S or sane combination of the two.

Basis of Standardization L.

a) SE 1.00 ----

b) Sc 0.20

c) (SE SC)/2
0.33

The average standard deviation, c), probably should be eliminated

as a mere mindless statistical reaction to a perplexing choice. But

botn the remaining 1.00 and 0.20 are correct; neither can be ruled out

as false. It is true, in fact, that the experimental group mean is one

standard deviation above the control group mean in terms of the experi-

mental group standard deviation; and, assuming normality, the average

subject in the control gro6o is superior to only 16.percent af- the members

1421;),1



of the experimental group. However, the control group mean is only

one -fifth standard deviation below the mean of the experimental group

when measures in control Group standard deviations; thus, the average -

experimental group subject exceeds 58 percent of the subjects in the

control group. These facts are not contradictory; they are two distinct

features of a finding which cannot be expressed by one number. In a

meta-analysis of psychotherapy experiments, the problem of heterogeneous

standard deviations.was resolved from a quite different direction.

Suppose tnat metncds A, B, and Control are compared in a single

experiment, with the following results:

Means

Standard deviations

Method A

50

10

Method B

50

1

I

Control

48

4

If effect sizes are calculated using the standard deviations of

the "method," then LA equals.0.20 and LB equals 2.00 -- a misleading

difference, consideringthe equality of themettrad means on the dependent

variable. Standardization of mean differences by the control group

standard deviation at least has the advantage of allotting equal effect

sizes to equal means. This seems reason enough to resolve the choice in

favor of the control group 4tandard deviation, at least when there ate

'more than two treatment conditions and only one control coftdition.

_ Estimation of

9

Given that
ti

u:
A

-
g

G
, (3)A -B

1111/1/
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a

and assuming for tne moment an understanding of which of many possible

choices of is implied, the intuitively reasonable estimator of is

ci

A -B
13 ,

s

y
(4)

wnere the sample means are conventionally defined and sy is the square

root of the unbiased estimator of c
2

. Hedges (979) showed the error

of intuition with regard to (4), and he derived the maximum likelihood

estimator of r assuming normality and a single sample estimate of

Hedges (1979) examined the stikstical properties of

as an estimator of

X
t-C . E

- X
C

s
c

E-C uE - uC

cc

He was able to show that

E-C
(n

1
n
2
/(n

1
+ n2))11 is distributed

as a non-central t variate with non-centrality parameter

E-Cs (nln2
/(n

1
n2)) and degrees of freedom equal

to n
2
-1 where Li

1
and n

2 are the sizes of thesamples for the experimental

and control groups, respective,ly. Of course, this finding rests on the

assumption that X is normally distributed for bath the experimental and

control groups.

144156
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It followed as a consequence of this theorem that the expected value of

E -C
is given by

E. ( ) = G . [7( -1] , where

K (n2-1) = r(n2-1)
2

n2-
n2-2

2 --T-

( 5 )

Hence, G is biased as an estimator of G . The degree of bias is a

function of the ratio of two gamma distrfibutions as can be.seen atkve.

In Figure 5.2 (from Hedges, 1979), the bias in !..as an estimator.of

is depicted by graphing the ratio E(t. ) /t against.n2-1. As can be

seen there, ; is pdsitively biased for small n; beyon6 sample size 12

of 20, the bias is 10 percent of less.

Clearly, an 'unbiased estimate of G could be obtained by multiplying

by the correction factor K (n -1). Hedges (1979, p. 11) provided a

table of values of K (n2-1) which is reproduced as Table 5.31stly

modified form with his kind permission.

Hedges (1979) pointed out an unexpected and important property

of effect sizes as estimators. Suppose that one obtains a series of

observations of effect sizes, Vii,
i'

each of which estimates the same

parameter value

aggregate estimate is obtained by averaging.: thus

. Assume further that for J such estimates, an

J

is estimated by / J.
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Figure 5.2. Ratio of the expected value of the estimated effect size

to the parameter value as a function of the control group

sample size, n2. /,5-7



Table 5.3

Value of K(n
2
-1) for n

2
to be used in obtaining unbiased estimates of 0

2 0.56419 21 0.96378 40 0.98111

3 0.12160 22 0.96545 41 0.98158

4 0.79788 23 0.96697 42 0.98202

5 0.840/5 24 0.96837 43 0.98244

6 0.86861 25 0.96965 44 0.98284

7 0.88870 26 0.97083 45 0.98'322

8 0.90210 27 0.97192 46 0.98359

9 0.913n7 28 0.97293 47 0.98394

10 0.92775 29 0.97387 48 0.98428

11 -0.92996 30 0.974/5 49 0.98460

12 J).93594 31 0.97558 50 0.18491

13 0.94098 32 0.97635

14 0.94529 33, 0.97/07

15 0.94901 14 0.97775

16 0.95225 35 0.97839

17 0.95511 36 0.97900

18 0.95765 37 0.97957

19 0.95991 38 0.98011

20 0.96194 39 0.98062

e



Denote this latter estimator by G, as did Hedges. He showed

that ". . . G is not a consistent estimator of t. as J . That

A(/-------
is, even thougn the number of experiments combined increases, the

estimator does not necessarily approximate the true value 6 more closely.

In fact, the estimates can differ from f by a considerable amount

depending on the sample sizes. To see this, consider tne example of

a collection of experiments with 5 subjects per group. The estimator ie

nas a bias which results in overestimation of .1 by approximately,25

percent wnen four degrees of freedom are used for c . Each estimator c

has the same bias, tnerefore G is biased by the same amount as eacti'Li,

= 1, . . J. As J increases, the bias is unchanged, but the variance

-of G tends to zero. Thus as the number of studies increases, the

estimator G estimates the wrong quantity more precisely."

(Hedges, 1979, pp. 8-9;
notation altered slibhtly.)

The inconsistency in G'as an estimator of c can be corrected

l'?), using Hedges' ea 'ter result, viz., correct each estimate 2i by

0( I) before averaging them.

Although t, is simple, it can present many difficulties in

both conception and execution. Many research reports do not contain the

means d standard deviations of experimental conditions. Where there
4

are mar than two experimental conditions and means are net reported,
A

there is ittle hope of ever recovering an from the report. There

are severe circumstances of incomplete data reporting in which a harmless

assumption d some simaie algebra will make it possible to reconstruct

measures

(4w'



1. One knows the value of t and whether XE or X is larger.

2. One knows the significance level of a mean difference and the

two sample sizes.

3. One knows 7(
'

7 ,. . ., and the value of F.
1 2

4. One knows and and the value of some multiple comparisons

statistics sych as Tukey's a or Dunn's or Dunnett's statistics.

One example worked out in detail, should suffice to illustrate how to

proceed in the' general circumstances. The report of an experiment

contains J means T1, 72, . . . ,77, the sizes of each group (n1, . . ,

,.and an F statistic. Suppose that 71 is the mean of the experimental

condition of interest and that a second condition is a control yielding,

7
c

.

The value of the F statistic was calculated by the original
10

investigator from the following formula:

Zpvil 552A./. 1) MS,F-
1..(n, 1)32/(N J) .

where the'only symbol which might not be obvious is.N, which' equals

2
,

nl+n2+... + nriinclertneassurrrptiontnattnevariarIce.SJin

each group is the same, the above expression can be readily solved to

obtain S
x

2
, the assumed homogeneous variance:

:2 =
MS°

The effect size follows directly:

i G-1
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4

2Howtocalculatewhen.Sj is not homogeneous and how to define S
X

in

multifac:or experimental designs are more than simple technical questions.

As will be seen later in this chapter, they raise basic concerns about

the definition and meaning of A .

.

One commonly encountered lethod of reporting results presents

unique difficulties. Reports sometimes give only the sample sizes and

an indication of whether a mean difference was statistically significant

at a customary level. A conservative approximation to the L can be

derived Dy setting a t-ratio equal to the critical value corresponding

to tne reported significance level and solving for (TE - TO)/ Sx, under

tni assumption of equal within-group variances. For example, suppose that

a report contains only the information that tne mean of the n1 experimental

subjects exceeded the mean of the 22 control subjects at the .05 level

of significance. At the very least, then,

Clearly,

,Se

A' Z.
t r -196_

11 1 1

/11+ n21

s,
\

, ni ,i2

I

gives a conservative estimate of the experimental,effect. This small bit

of'algebra also indicates how one obtains t when given only t andni

and n
2. r

,L = _1_1 1

/ 1 1

/1,

p

(6)

1 GL2
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When the n's in the two groups are eaual, the effect size is

simply tne value of the t-statistic multiplied by the square root of the

ratio of 2 to n, the common sample size. This calculation permits a

two-way tabulation in which t; can be found given t and n. Such a-,

table is reproduced as Table 5.4. As an illustration of how it is

read, consider a study in which the means of two groups of 12 persons

eacn were compared with a t-test and a t-statistic of,4.2.10 was obtained.

From the table, the value of G is +.86.

The homogeneity of Variances Assumption in- Transforming t and F
Statistics-

. In many studies where the empnasis in reporting is on inferential

statistics, only pooled information is available about the within-group

vari-ances. Since the statistical tests used in these cases depend on an

assumption of homogeneity of within-group variances; the test statistics

frequently obscure whatever differences in variance might have existed.

When the results df an experiment are expressed as a t-statistic

which is reported along with n1, and 22 but without means and variances,

one can calculatelan effect-size,
, vie the formula

tp = + 1/n2.

(7)

The Subscript 2.indicates that is based

on a "pooling" of variances. Suppose, to the contrary, that the sample

variances are unequal, end' that one wishes: thethe mean difference

standardized by the control group (group 1, for example) standard deviation.
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Table 5.4. Table r converting t-statistic to effect size, A

gi eq. equafsample sizes, n.

6 10 12 14' 16 IR 20 25

n

30 35, 40 45 50 57i...4,0\ , 65 -70 75 80 85 90

1.

95 100-

t

0.130 0.00.
.96

.12

.17

.23

.29

.3S
4n
.45
.52
.59
.64
.69
.75

.01
,.87

,

1.18
I .15
1.21
1.27
1.33
1.39
1.44

1,56
1462
1.0/
1.73
1.74

14/
1.91
1.96
PO?
2.00
2.14
2.19
2.25
2.71

0.00 ',0.03'0.co
.05 .04 .04

.10

.15 .I3, r2_.11

.20 .10 16.
75 .22 .20..

.30 '.27 .24

.35 .31 .241

.40 .36 33

.45 .40 .37
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.S5 .44 .45
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Assuming n1 = 22, the ratio of 4c to can be derived:,

Lr s2

2 (1 + )÷ 2 -

P sl
(8)

As can be seen in Formula (8) A
C P

is exactly equa1 to when

variances are equal. The bias in the approximation is negative and no

greater than about Z5 percent when control group variance is less than

experimental group variance; however, the bias can grow beyond any

bounds when the inequality in the variances- is reversed.

As can be seen in Figure 5.3, A
C
is exactly equal to the surrogete,

but accesible, value t when Va nces are equal. The bias in the

approximation is hegative'and no greater than about 25 percent when

control group variance is less than experimental group variance; however,

the bias can grow beyond aoy bounds when the inequality in the variances

is reversed. This indicates to us that the &proximation of .,vias

a t-statistic (or presumably an F-ratio, as well) could be Unsafe if the

sample variance of the experimental group substantially exceeds that for

the control,group.

- A psychological experiment performed by Hekmat (1973) illustrates
41.11,

the problems of this section and concerns of earlier sections about

choicf the control group standard deviation and neon- normality.

HekmAkompared three methods of treating a phobia against an untreated

control group. -Ten persons constituted each (pf the four groups. A
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Table 5.5

-1'.4T Cost,11'1,,S1\t, \11.1\S ANL STASTIAJW DiAlATioNS Tt\TILL BEHAVlok.t.
V)L \ EST, !EAR StVal SCITEDULE

Beim ,-r a.otdance test I ear Sur,. e) Schedule d

Post- l'...,,t-
Nrtest conth- i'ret.,: cuncli-

score .t.lohing score uormg
SCOT: score

.11 SI) .11 SD if Si) If ST)

vstemsuc desensatz..ati.,n 10 183 8.2 5 0 , 3.39 4 6 31 2 7 67
Semantic neserksauzauor. 10 18 4 87 4 5 3 17 4 6 31 , 2.5 .84
Imptosive therany 10 140 081 18 6 96 4 6 .51 4 9 .31
Con Leo. 10 18.2 i 17 8 G3 I 4 6 51 4.4 52

Nate On the Feu Surety Feoheci,e the teant role Kota! I the un,iessant 7 Tne maximum thobta score wastyhotel ve. mud, tear n minimum oto-e '1 wiwn indicates no tear

Ito

4

a

AEI
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Behavior Avoidance Test and a Fear S vey Schedule were administered

to each of the forty persons before an after the treatment., The means

and standard deviations for the four groups on the two measures appear

in Table 5.5.

Since persons were assigned randomly to groups, the pretest

statistics may be disregarded. Notice the wide discrepancies among

posttest standard deviations: on the BAT, the standard deviation for

the systematic desensitization group is more thafive times as great

as that for the control group. If the effect lize,- L , comparing

tne systematic desensitization group against the control group is

calculated by dividing'by the experimental group standard deviation,

its value is 4
5.0 - 17.8

3.39
I

If, on the other hand, the control group standard deviation is used,

the value of the effett size is

5.0 - 17.8
= -20.32

.63

-Am effect size of twenty tandard deviations is an absurd figure.

.)Suppose that Hekmat had nly reported t-statistics instead of

means and standard deviations. The t-statistic for the compirison of

the 'systematic desensitization and control groups would equal

t
ft- 5.0 - 17.8

=-11.74

12 ,

f 11.889
)

2

I

Converting this t-statistic to an..effect size, assuming homogeneou5

1 G:)
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variances as is necessary, gives a of -5.25.

Effect sizes that bounce around from 20 to 3 to 5 to whatever

else depenoring on one or another assumption indicate that something is

fundamentally wrong. In the case of Hekmat's data the problem lied

with the measurement scales. They undoubtedly would show, upon

inspection of distributions of the data, severe ceiling and floor effects

wIth resulting asymmetry and ndn-normality.

Studies Without Control Groups

Suppose that in a meta-analysis of experimental evaluations of

science curricula tnalvtypical studies -involve the comparison of a new

curriculum (e:g., Science Curriculum improvement Study (SCIS) or

Science: A Process Approach (SAPA)) against traditional science curricula

Group lecture, teacher-centered and oriented toward knowledge acquisition

rather than develorting inquiry skills).. From such studies, effect sizes

comparing SCIS or SAPA against Traditional could be calculated in the

usual way, e.g.,

SAPA
-

T

s T.

wnere tne Traditional curriculum is thought of as a "control" condition.

Experiments will exist in wnich SCIS is compared to SAPA and

no Traditional comparison is involved. It makes no sense to pool in the

same analyses some effect sizes based on SCIS vs.Jraditional comparisons',

some based on SAPA vs. Traditional comparisons, and a th4rd group based
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on SCIS vs. SAPA comparisons. (For if SCIS' and SAPA are both superior

curricula, their large and positive effects snigild not be lumped with

comparisons between themselves whic would be small. The problem can be

resolved by means of control referencing of the effect sizes. Each effect

size based on a direct comparison of SCIS and SAPA can be broken into

two effect sizes-that reference the curriculum against a hypothetical

control group (in this case, the Traditional curricul6).

Assume that there exists some number of effect sizes calculated

from comparisons of SCIS and Traditional curricula; denote the average

of these effects by T. Likewise, denote the average of all effect,

sizes gotten by comparing SAPA and Traditional by 'SA. A single study

in which SCIS end SAPA are compared' without a Traditional group yields

one effect size,'
SC-SA . We wish to break

SC-SA
into two effects,

SC
and

SA' that estimate the effect sizes that would have been

obtained in this study if a Traditional group had'been 'included.

Two reasonable conditions may be imposed on ,1L'sc and L'sA,-the
0

control-referenced effect sizes:

1)
LSC-SA L -SC '1 SA

and

2)
r, SC

c c
SA SA'

( 9 )

(10)

These copditions imply 1) that the observed difference from the

direct comparison is preserved in the control-iferenced'comparison,

and 2) that the error (the deviation of a control- referenced effect from
w .

the average of all similar non-control-referenced effects) is equally

shared.between the two rNrenced effects. These two condittons establish
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a pair of pendent linear equations in two unknowns that can be solved

for the two control-referenced effects:
4

00"
=

SC
(

+"SC-SA -SC -SA
) /2, and

SA =CSC . -SC-SA'

Consider this illustration. In 100 comparisons of SCIS and Traditional

curricula; the average effect size for tne dependent variable "interest

in science' is 0.7E. For 200 comparisons of SAPA and Traditional, the

average is 0.48'. An experiment in which SCIS and SAPA were compared

showed an effect size on "interest in science" of t = .30.
SC-SA

The two control-referenced effects, then, are given by

`''SC
.76 + .48)/2 = .77, and

SA 77 .30 = .47.

4

Findtn? a Standardizing Variance for
fildies Without Control Groups.

Among the research reports relevant for a particular meta-analysis

may be some which provide experimental comparisons of twotreatment

conditions of interest (say A and B) but include no control condition C.

Such studtes.will provide, at best, standard deviations for the two

treatment 6pndi.tions but neither of these is'appropriate for reasons

discussed in the previous section. An estimate can be obtained however.

If all sttdiesri4ich A is compared with C are taken, the observed

control group standard deviations can be regressed on the observed
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treatment A group s andard deviations to give:

= b0 + bisA .

to
(12)

similar regression can be established for st and sB from those

studies comparing treatment B With control C. Non-linear regressions

are itossible, of course. From a study comparing only treatments A and

B,theobservedstandarddeviationss.and s
B

can be substituted into

their separate regression ecuations to provide two estimates of sc.

These two estimates could be pooled to provide the standard deviation with

,

wnicvn to scale the mean difference
.yA"..-.),n). From information.from

other studies about effect sizes for A and B against control, thjs effect

between two treatment conditions could then be converted to separate

effects between the treatment and control (see previous section).

Experiments witn quantitative independent variables (time, size, etc.

often rave no untreated "control" condition. (A general approach to

integrating effects from experiments with quantitative independent

v/ariables is described in Chapter Six.) For studies of drug dosage,

amount of instruction and so on, a control condition of no treatment can

be defined and included. For studies of an independent variable such as

class size, one investigator's control can be another's treatment.

But each, study involves some number of comparisons of a small condition

(S) and a 'Large conditic (I.) and yields two means, Ts and T1., and two
Mt

standard deviations s
S L

and s, .

16C /
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:c the standard deviations vary wi the value of the independent variable;

:nen some value of tnat variable can be chosen as a reference point and its

stand'ard deviation used f'67- converting all treatment mean differences to effect

sizes. The problem is to find a way of converting from the observed ss and sL

on tne variable used in a given study to an estimate of s
R'

the standard

deviation for the reference group on that variable.

all studies, the ratio of the observed standard deviations can be

recessed on tne values of the quantitative independent variable Used in the

comparlson, small ;S, and large (L). The resulting regression function,

vv7: tia

t

SsS,
) b

o
+ blS + b2L .

(13)

a standard deviation s5 is. observed in a particular study for condition

S, the standard deviation for the reference condition R could be estimated,

ic R > S, as.

ip ss/(bo + b S,+ b2R) . (14)

A second estimate s
R
can be obtained from the observed s

L
in the

same study. The mean of the two estimates could be used. (If R < S or R > L,

the regression equation can still be used but with substitutions appropriately,

reversed., The observed mean differences (7s - 7L),can then be scaled to effect

sizes for the corresponding dilerences in the value of the independent variable

as:

6.
S-L

sp

(15)
4



METRIC FOR MEAN DIFFERENCES

Final Status Score

in a study with random assignment of subjects to treatment and control

conditions, means can be obtained on a criterion measure y as YT and .

The mean difference can be scaled to an effect size by the control group

standard deviation on this measure, s . Final status, as the scale of the

criterion measure, nas seyera.1 advantages over derived gain measures such

as raw and residual gen scores and covariance adjusted final status scores.

First, it is pnenomenolog4cally more relevant and, therefore, Provides results

more readily interpretable, Particularly by lay 4udiences to whom a meta-

analysis mignt be addressed. Second, the variance of the derived gain

measures cortah corfoundec "measurement error" which can significantly bias

results.

Wnere there are pre-experithent group differences, the use of a post-

treatment status scale will also be biased. it is with such biases that

tne derived gain measures were designed to deal. That they do not deal with

. them adequately is one problem. That they exprdss tne group comparisons on

a scale different from tnat used in randomized stu6ies with on,ly a "final

status measure is a furtner problem fOr meta-analysis. If the final status

scale is to be preferred then procedures must be found for converting results

of studies using other scales to this one whilg minimizing the biases due,

to pre- experiment differences. This paper suggeSts such procedures.

Conversions From Other Scales

Raw Gain Scores. If the gain score from a pre-experiment meastre

(x) to a post-experiment criterion measure (y), for person i in the control

group is:

G
Ci Ci

- X
Ci



it is obvious that the mean gain is'simply the difference betweeirthe post-.

experilnent mean (Y C) and the pre-experiment mean (7,..). The difference

',between treatment and contrbl 'group means gains will be:

- rc ('T - ) - (XT

For the computation of an effect size on the final status scale the

mean difference required is (7_ - T.); It is better, however, to use

7
:a :f tnere are no pre-treatment. differences between tne groups,

.e.,
C '

) = 0 the two will be identical anyway. If there are 'Pre-

treatment- differences, as tnere often are in studies in which gains are

resorted to, tnen - Tr) nasthe advantage tnat it is not contaminated

s: clrectly by tne pre-treatment differences.

Residual Scores. The residual elment of tne final status score,

for person i in the control group, unexplainable from that person's status

on a second variable X is:

gTi YTi (Ti

Ti
- {T. bpx (X-.

(YTi.- by:x(x7i ;7..)*
(18)

The rtErart,d1fference between treatment and control groups in residual scores

will be:

5T 9C (T7 7C) by-x(7T
(19)

Again, altnougn the mean difference of interest for the com'utation of4an

effect size on the final status scale is (7, -.7
C

)

'

it is better to use

If there are no pre-Oxperiment differences, the two will be the(g gr)
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I
same. If there are, at there often are in studies in which residual scores

are resorted to, tnen -
l

nas tne advantage tnatit is not contaminated
u

s: direqly by the pre-treatment differences.

Covariance Adjusted,4cores. Since the covariance adjustment of final

scores is conceptually similar to the computation of residual final status

scores, the same ocints may be made. The adjusted group means for ANCOVA

will be the g in the previous section provided that the residuals there

are computed using a regression line through the grand centroid

witn a pooled within-group estimate of slope.

Use of the regression line fitted to tne total bivariate distribution,

ignoring grOL1.7 membership, is inappropriate. If there is a treatment effect

wnich 'shifts the relative levels group performance on Y, unpredictable from

their relative positions On X, this treatment effect will be in part

removed in the computation of the residuals. Use of a regression line through

:ne grand centroid with a pooledwithin-gro9p estimate of slope removes

only those final status' differences attributable to pOrior status differences

and none due to treatment effects. If the total group regression line has,

been used in a study it will be difficult tO include its results in a

meta-analysis unless the prior and final' status means are provided.

The difference between the covariance adjusted group means then,

will be:

(7' - 7.) (7 ) - b(w) 43: -7 C 7 C y.x 7 C

4'

'3C
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Acnievinc "Comparability" When Isere Are Pre-Treatment Group' Differences.
A

The uses df. gain scores, residLfill scores, and covairance adjust, nts when there

are pre-taxperiment group differences are attempts to rend groups

&Comparable. ; In ,,:tna,taTanalysi s there is a different problem o

*If the are no pre-.treat t di fferences, then mean differences computed

between gro ups Wi 1T 'be the me whatever the scale. That is:

cqmbarabil,ity.

177
T - T (7;7 ... -

I

(2+)

The cnoice Of scales will influence the estimate s of course, even
Y' 9

where it does not affect tne mean di ffr.ence , Wherethere are pre-treatment

mean differences, then it is i nappropri ate to 4s e (71. 7c) ; but the cues dk

is wni cn of the others to' use. Some siUdies ,to be included in the meta-

analysis may report resultwith gain scores , others may report residual

or covariancvd(justed scores. There seems to be no. a priori' reArs for

preferring one to. the other. It is a choice that the reviewer undertaking
/ .

. a part-itular metazakalySis must take and should report: Cons4tenv is
.

I- important: Res ul is on °pre 'seal e can be .converted to ,the mg:
.

IL,* Z.

y6d0:If

di fferbaces used for the -.computati 0% of effect Ai zes, will then

al 1 be leither (73. .Tc ) or the same \iii-.iefy of adjusted group di ffere.pces,., s

,uSed "as art approximations of the final' stalett, differences for 'inftially.
,

'comparable-groups. She foram of the mean difference s, houlp be recorded

so that any systematic d.ifferences in 'effect sizi related' to410" form of /

its culatifn can be revea
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Choice of Standard Deviation for
Scaling Mean Differences

01

The cnoice of the itanoard deation win whic.n to scale the dif-
.

ferences between group means is crucial. Variations in choice can beirlected

in substantial differencl.s in effect size. Recording the ice made in

each case can'allow the investigation of any systerratit interaction between

the choice lnd.thi effect size computed but, unl2ss the relatiOnshiis
. 1

simple, other important relationships with effect size may be obscured.

For mast problems, items preferable to standardize group mean

d'fferehces by the standard deviation of the final status variable, not by
.,00 ,

standard deviation of some type of gain, change or residual score. 'The

cnoice of a standardizing metric is hardly trivial. Consider an experimental

study, in which pretests and posttests were adm4histered and in which no

pretest mean differences existed. Suppose further that the pretest-posttest

corAtion is :75, the posttest mean difference is 10 points and the .

posttest standard deviation is 15. The effect size, Z%_).
Y"

in-terms of the

- final 'status measure is:

L, 10
= .67.

y 15

As will be Seen below, the standard deviation of residual scores in thp

`inst'ance is 15.4-.752 k 9.92. Hence, the effect_size in terms of the

metric ofresidual scores is:

A 10

M = 1. 01
r "T

0bviously the choice of metric makes dfuite a difference in the calculated

effect. Neither calculaIipn is wrong; they merely reflect alternativ,e
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expressions of the *general phenomenon of the experimental results. No,

rigid rules about tion metric is best woult be advistble,butu:Lne metric

of,the final status measure seems preferable. Final status (i.e., "posttest

score") is a pnenomenon more -readily perceived and experienced than cnange

or gain; nence, the expression of results on tnc sale of final status 'is

Anomenologically more meaningful. In addition, there are several ways to

a

measure change or gain that 'are equally good, or bad (Cronba,ch and Furby, t
70

197t,. ' "Simple gain," "residual gain," "estimated true gain," and others;

ea:, nas a different variance and woUld gi've a different value of S.

seems, bettor to avoid them all and StandardiZe grOup mean differenfes in

terms Of final status.

rortrbl Group Staroard'DeviatIon.on Final 'Status

Direct .Use Of .Control GroupStandard'Deviation. where the standard

deviation for a control group on'final status 4cores is available it should

be used. The relative effect of treatment with respect to no treatment can

then br,rea5V), described in terms of the distribution of scores for untreated

suoje;ts. Of course, separate effect sizes could be estimated .using both

tontro-1 group and experimental groupjstandard deviations. These effect

A

sizes nged different interpretations since they express the mean diMerentes

in terms of different distributions,'The most straightforward procedurle

to use the control group distvribution as the point of reference. .

For" cases in which the treatment and,control group standard deviations are
41.

not homogeneous, the treatment group standard deviation will vary with

.. x. .

the nature of the, treatment.- Attemptirig to keep\track Of such' variations
,

..,
. .

. )- ..

through analysis and interpretation will unnecessarily complitate t.te anAlysiss .'
-4

\w`,

A
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Retrieval From Standard Dswiations on an Adjusted Metric

In the preceding discssior of choice of standard deviation, all

standard deviations were taken to be expressed On tne metric of, the final

status scores. If those scores have been adjusted in some way, the

standard deviation onthe final status metric needs to be retrieved from

tnat he adjusted metric. Pnocedures,f.pr making such adjustments are .

described in this section.

Raw Sain Scores. Wi-th raw gain score defiqed by .16) the variance

of tne raw gain stores can be shown to be:

- 2,
(23)-G -X " xy-x- 11

1r

wricr, i t it car De assumed that :
x

=
y'

reduces' to:

2 ,2:711 ;):
Y. xy

If tne control grou: standard deviationprovided in tears of raw gain

scores -as s,S, is standarc oevia !non the final scores ,an be obtained

_from:e

9

s
G

xy

(25)

in many studies reporting in terms of raw. gain scores, no information.is

0
oroyided about the correlation betweeb.tne two status measures., It is

also important to note that the correlation reouired is r for the control
xy

- group or, at least, a pooled witnin groups estimate of it. If the dor-
' N.

relation is 'not pr vided, a reasonalle gUess can probably be made if some-.

791
1 .

thing is known out the tests involved. For standardized tests, a published,
. , )

test-retest rsl-iabili'ty might be appropriate.

AP 1\ -Residual Status Scores. With residual status scores defined, by (18)

tne variance ,of the resioual scores can be.snown to! be:
d--
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c2

g

c2(1
-

y
)

witnout any necessary assumption about eciAlity of
x
and .u

(25)

If the control group standard deviation is provided in terms of

residual scores as sg, its standard deviation on the final status scores

can be obtained from: 4'

Sv irmfr2
Xy

4401.
(27)

j

Ir4ormat:ior about tne correlation between scores or tne two status measures

7S more 71kely tp De provided ln. studies using residual scores' tear

studies'using'raw gain scores. The correlatior reduired 7S the pooled withihl,

tor group correlation not tne control group correlatior. Since the residuals

are calculated using a pooled estinate of slope, and not separate group

estimates, it is with the pooled estimate of correlation that One unreduced

standard-oeviation can be recovered. the control grout standard deviation

on residual scores, sg,ls available it should be useerather that *pooled

es`imeo

Cdvariance Adjusted Final Status Scores. One effect of covariance

A adjustments is to reduce'the Within-groutistandard,deviation in a manner

similar to that described for residual scores.' If the standard deviation for

the control group ondltri residual scores is given, the standard deviation

for the final status- scores can be estimated using formula (27).17
f

If only the covariance adjusted pooled within-group mearkruare,

is known a pooled estimate of the within-group standard deviation on final

status scores can be obtained from:

44,

5

MS'
w

(df
w

- 1)

(1 - r2 ) (df
w

- 2)
xy1
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retrieval FrPm Hicner Order Factorial Desicns

Mary experimerta1 comparisons of a treatment and a control condition

use more complex designs `tan tnes1mItle oomoarlson of two groups. Some

I

introduce otner*4,actors into a higher-order anPlysis of variance design to

examine interactions. In the process these de igns, create a new "definition
v

of within -call variance. Others introcuce stratification of subjects

(matoning cf pairs peing an extreme example) ;c reduce the error varianc4101

and obtain a tore power-usignia%a test. The use of rooa.'or measures

cesigns in wnicr subjects are ma:one,: with :nemseives is intender to acrieve

even more power by the same means.

:r reoorts of studies of this tyoe, orly the pooled information In

analysis of variance tables 's provided. Means must be fOuncrto retrieve

a- appropriate estimate of tne control group stannard deviation.

e.co'tion Factors of 7neoratice.,:nterPst. := a hicner or:ter analysis

nor yam' ante is used' ti explore interactions oetween tne treatment anc dtner,

I'act:-s, tnat intormation snould not be los' but s#1oulo instead be cooec into

tne meta-analyis. :". is just sucn interactions that meta-analysis may

reveal between studies. Any results whion reveal such interactiors,witnin
:

stuolesishoL,id be preservec 7n the data tne meta-analysis. For example,

a stucy to nom:are treatment and control conditions (Factor ,T) may stratify

tne sample ofsubjectsinto males and females (Factor B) to study the

interaction cf tne treatment witn the subject's gender. For an effect'size

baser on tne difference between the overall treatment and control means

/7-
- the appropriate standard oeviation would be that for the total

control group. A pooled estimate-o= tris wouldbe given. by:

cc. - cc - cc

s

'df.' tIr cfw),,,;

1 s3

29
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An effect size for males alone would be based or the
*
mean difference

,

- ;. appropate stancIrd ceviation would be tne one for the-

control group, males for wnich a pooled estimate would be given by:

s = VP7
Y

(30)

Stratification on a Continuous Variable Correlated witn Outcome. .n

some studies suoje:..ts are'stratified on a continuous variaole which is tor-
,

related witn tne tinal status measure. Tnis oesion allows tne witnin cells

sub' of squares from tne corresponding unsatifiec design to be partitioned as:

Cc: = C: SS, A

W\r
z

/
',..31)

as 'or tne case where B is a factor _;f tneoretical interest. Altnougn tnis

oesigr also allows amore powerful test of tne treatment efect, there isf

usually no substantive interest in the between levels variation or the

treatment oy levels interaction. The control ,grow:, standard deviation

-snould be- obtained As the pooled estimate in formula (29).

:f tne st-natifidation,44Tnieved oy matching pairs, there will be

no SSw(As).term Only the terms SS3 and SS, will exist to be pooled. Where

the matched pair:sdata are analyzed by a oepencent croUps t-test,, the

standard error of tne mean dif rence between pairs is:

C
n

(32)

Where o, and 7 are. the standard deviations be the treatment and control

groups', br the correlation between pairs and n is tknumber of Pairs
lu

the standard ceviations for exoerimental and control conditions.are

tassumed to be homogeneous, then (32) bec.omes:

o

d

.15

(i33)
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tne standard error of the mean difference between pairs is reported, the

contro' gr3;:o stancart ceviation on :ne final status_measure can be estimated as:

.r

s =
u

(34)co -
1*

Since tne correlation between pairs, r_r., will prooably not be

reported it mutt be estimatec. The matdninc will have been on on some

variable / measurec befget tne experiment. The Partial correlation of scores

on the outcome measure Y4between memberi of oairs, controlling for tne common

X score for mempers := eadr.

,.X

, A
will be:

-

(1 ,2

;35)

:f tne correlation between X anc Y is the same for each' grouo, shat is

"XY'
en:

an d, therefore,

2 ,
""" "XY

(1 2

XV

z (1 ,2 ),

-TC ".XY " "XY'"TC.x

1,1

,60

0(37

*
If all that members of a pair nave in commoipFan be accounted foe

. .,.

by their:. common Scores on the matching variable, then the partial correlation

between their scores on any other variaofli oartia.lindp-Iput their scores on

tne matching variable, should be zero. A reasonable estimate of the ,

odorrelation between pairson the final status measure tnen would be:

r = r2
TC

I Sti

immorldIL ."

( 38)



:=.rx, ,witrir co rJo s no: provitec n :he report, a restraole gJess

oA mada if some:r'ng 's Known aot tne tests irio'vec

Stratifica",tior on a Continuous Varia:+e c" Theoretical :nteres:. t

some studies stratification on a continuous variable may be used to introcuoe

a factor in wnicn tnere is theoretical interest. For example, resear:n

on ability groUping some studies test only overall mean parforrhancos of

students taught in nomogeneous grou:s and stucentf taugnt neteroceneous

rouos. %Otner stuojes examine, as well :120ipeibility o' tifferential

eness, oreser:-rglanitescing :rte sigri'loarce C4 t""ererces oetweer

Vorrogeneous an neterogeneous'.,, grouped' students a: various levels of rill

:fett szes car DE estimate: for both tne overall mean differences and

tne mean cifferences'at 4iferent ability levels. The question is, owever,
110 -

whitr, standard deviation shoUTe. beUsec to scale tne mean differences

specific ao7;lity levels - -the total . control crouo standard deviation (or a

Poole: estimate of it), or tne stantard deviation,for the sub-test of tne

control groUo4t tnatlev4: (or a pooled estimate of it).

The cnoicer w17 depend on'botn the interp"'etation to be mace of tne

effect sizes 341c tne extent of aggregallon of elk': sf2ts. mean

effect Sizes over all levels are tb be comouted, or if effect sizes for

.

varelous abilityallievels are to be compared, they should be scaled *Oin terms

':= tne standard ceviatiOn of tne whol.e.control group. If, from the analysi's,

it emerges tnat there are different effect sizes for different ability

levels;..new effect size estimates based on the control group for each

'Particular level can be calculated. These effect sizes will be Andices of

the efficacy of treatment - at a particular ability level wtin reference to

the tistribution of the stores of the nelevatiuntreated groups at t-nat level.

111=1
17.215t,
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. a study presents data fon only a part of tne total t7strlou:Aor

A..1. be necessary : estimate tne stanoar: dev-ation for tne wnc'e

control oop.lation from vie viailable standard deviation for a truncated

sectiorof Otherwise tne effect sizes calculated will vary according

1 t.
to tne nomo2enel;y of tne ilincaoed portion used. For this .estimation,

informati...* -,'11 be required about tne correlation oetweer the stratifyting

variable an: tne final Status measure and tne selettivity of tne sub-grout

or tne grouping variable.

Ar alternative to estimating tne total control group standard deviation,

nowever, wou.c be to use tne reoorteo standard deviations anc to rate tne

extent of tne trunoation cf tne oistributior or.i :rune tnree to ive Point

scale. These ratings could be correlated won tne effect sizes to oetermine

wnetner tnere is any relationthip.

Reoeated Measures Ara uses. Where the treatment and control condition's

are sub :rat tney car both be eoPlie3 tqtne same sample, repeated measures'

resigns are sometimes used to avoid inter-sutjrt variability between groups.

:r the simplest case, wnere treatment is one factor (A) and subjects tbe other

tne error term fore testing the si3nificance Of tne difference between

tne treatment gro.up means is i.e 4.'x S interaction -mean square. An estimate

of tne aporopriate control group standard deviation can 'be obtained if the

sums of squares; for S and A x S are pooled. Similar approaches to pooling

can oeguseo for mixed model designstin wricr subjects .are Tested under some

4dditional fa,ctors but tro;sed with treatments.

174
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TRANSLATION OF SIGNIFICANCE LEVELS INTO EFFECT-SIZE

Imagine that in the report of a study it is recorded only that a

particular test statistic (e.g., -t or,F or Fisher's 2,-transformation of r.)

was calculated orb n cases and that its level of significance (i.e., tail 'N.

area unver the null hypothesis) was D. Now can one transform this meager

informal on into a measure of. effect size or correlation? Provided that the

-p-value was reported Otactly and not rounded to coarse approximations such

as .05 > p ? .01- On which case some very crude conventions must be

adooteci, tne transformation is straightforward. I.f , for example, it 'it

reported that a two. group t-test with ni = 111.2 = 6 was'significant at the
e

p = .02 level (two-tailed test), then it is a simple mattersof looking

up the value of t in a t-table:

.99
t
10

= 2 76.

Thus, one knows
'

n* n
2

and the value of the''t-test; hence, one can
1

proceed to via the conventional steps derived and illustrated elsewhtre:

+.

n12

1

2.76
V

6 +

= 1.59 .

4

The reasoning and methods are similar for all of the other test- '

statistics for which we have derived transformations tibroor ,!.see Glass,

1977; Smith, GlaSS & Viller, 1979; and the first and.seconCcuarterly
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repents). A slight complication may arise at this, point. Some investi-
,

gators- attempting an integrative analysis have routinely transformed any

o value into its corresponding unit normal deviate z, then into an 4, or

The transformation via z introduces small errors into the resulting estimates;

when tne particular test statistic on which is based is known, then it is

more accurate to transform via that statistic. For.example, in the il-

lustration above with D = .02 and ni = 112 = 6, the transformation/ is z

(vinich' essentially ignores the "degrees of freedom" .problem) givel the

`ollowing estimate of .

4

.99
z = 2.326

- ES = z +
1 1

tol

2.326 +
6

1.34 .

0
4

The earlier estimate equaled 1.59; the error introduced by transforming via

6

z instead of t is over 15% of the value of n .

Aside from this mihor coTplication, the transformation of 2. values,

1

given n, into 41 or r is rather obiiodS, and'it proceeds by means of

conventional statistical tgb1Rs of significance levels and formuThs pre-
.

vicuisly developed for transforming test statistics,.

r
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TRANSFORMING NON-PARAMETRIC STATISTrtS

Ag Suppose that a study involved the test of axpull hypothesis about

equivalent locations of two distributions, and a'MAnn-Whitney U-test

was performed and reported. The U-test competes with a

bution t-test of means in these circumstances; the U-test was once

popular because -it was believed to be safer when parametric assumptions

were violated. The safety proved largely illusory, and today the t-test

is the method of choice. But many studies reported U-test results, -

and it is necessary to consider how information about o , say, can be

AP
retrieved from them.

No.simple transformation of U into .1. is.possible since the U-test

and most other non-parametric'tests do not test simple hypotheses about

populati8n means. However, one could'substitut'e
at,

for the reported U-statistic

the value of t that has )e equivalent level of significance. For example,

with ni = 22 = 10, a U = 23 has a two - tailed significance level of a = .05.

The corresponding t is
975t-18

2.10. From this t-statistic an is '

found in the conventional manner: A

= .939 .

The above series of transformations appear sensible and adequate,

but one refinement may be possible. Uonparametric tests are known to have

less power than parametric counterparts where. the latter exist., Thus, a

U-statistic significant at the p_ = .05 level probably corresponds to a

t-statistic that is significant at the .03 or .02 level. For example,

`177. 1 :JO



4

it is known that in many circumstancet the power of the U-test is about
4k

95% as large as the power of the t_ -test, a situation illustrated below:

The area tc the right of C under the curve Hi:t is pt, the power of

the t -test against the particular alternative hypothesis illustrated. The

area above C under H .111U) is p
u'

the power of the U-test. It is generally

true that o /p
t

3/r as n -.cc (Mood, 1954). -Now suppose that p
u

is .

approximately .94 in a particUlar situation. Then the corresponding power

of t is p'u(n/3) .94(1.0472)-.4'.984. For large n1 and n2, the values of U

(app-ropriately standardized) and t that cut off 94% and 98.4% pf the area

under roughly normal curves are 1.55 and 2.14. Hence, the small 5% dif-

ference in power.gives rise to quite large differences in test statistics

and, hence, in approximations of A's or r's. .The prevalence and importance

of these differences depend on the relative powers of various non-parametric

and parametric tests.



0
TRANtFORMING DICHOTOMOUS OUTCOME

'

VARIABLES INTO EFFECT SIZES

Experimental outcomes are frequently measured in crude dichcr

toqies where refined petric scales do not exist: dropped out vs.

persisted in school , 4.emained sober vs. resumed drinking, convicted

vs. not convicted of a crime. It seems inappropriate with such data

to calculate means .and standard deviations and take a ccnventional

ratio. One approach to this prcoiem is to attempt to recover under-

lying but unobservable metric (e.g., motivation to stay in school), the

experimental and control groups are distributed normally as in Figure 5.4.

It is assumed. that there exists a cut-Off point, Cx, such that if motivk-

ticn to stay in school falls beloW'Cx, the pupil will drop t. What can

be obierved are-the proportions P.E and Pc of the groups which fall below

C. Under the normal distributions assumption,

where.

:£

pC
J \-T7'

Sr

p

(39)

Cleanly, ZE is simply the standard normal deviate which divides the

curve at the 100P
E
th percentile and can be obtained from any table 'of the

normal curve. Likewcie, ZC is that value of the standard normal variable

which cuts off the bottom 100P percent of the distrubution. Since,
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and

c_ I r
,IF

c%--jTc-zc=

Control

s,-

.

Experimental

Figure 5.4

X E X

Model of the recovery of metric effect-,:/, ,litasures from dichotomous
findings

it,can be shown under the assumption of homogeneous variances that

ZE S,

q

-.Thus, effect-size measures on hypothetical metric variables cane

be,pbtainsimply by differencing the standard normal deviates corresponding

to the percentages observed in the experimental and control groups. tie
7reasoning followed ere i4 essentially the same as that which underlines

probit.analysis in biometrics (see Finney, 1971). Whete the unobservable

metric distributions ought to be assumed skewed in an e,xpected direction,

the methods of logit transformation will be more appropriate (Ashton, 1972).
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Table 5.6

Probit Transformation of Difference

In Proportions to Effect Size

Pe

1

.05 .101 .15 .20 .25 .30 .35 .40 .45 .50 .55 .60 .65 .70 .75 .80 .85 .90 .95

.05 0 36 .60 .80 .97 1.12 1.25 1.39 1.51 1.64 1.77 1.89 ,2.03 2.16 2.31 2.48 2.68 2.92 3.28

.10 0 .24 .44' .61 .76 .89 1.03 1.15 1.28 1.41 1.53 1.67 1.80 1.95 2.12 2.32 2.56 2.92
:15

41
0 .20 .37' .52 .65 .79 ,91 1.04 1.17 1,29 .1.43 1.56 1.71 1.88 2.08 2.324 2.68

.20, 0 .17 .32 .45 .59 .71 .84 .97 1.09 1.23 1.36 1.51 1.68 1.88 2.12 2.48

.25 0 . .15 .28 .42 .54 .67 .80 .92 1.06 1.19 1.34 1.51 1.71 1.95 2.31

.30 0 .13 .27 .39 .52 .65 .77 .91 1.04 1.T9 1.36 1.56 1.80 2.16

.35 0 .14 .26 .39 .52 .64 .78 .91 1.96 1.23 1.43 1.67 2.03

.40 0 .12 .25 .38 .50 .64 .7 .92 1.09 1.29 1.53 1.89

.45 _4 0 .13 .26 .38 .52 .66 .80 .91 1.17 1.41 1.77

.50
0 .13 .25 .39 .52 .67 .84 1.04 1.28 1:64

.55
0 .12 .26 .39 .54 .11 .91 1.15 1.51

.60
0 .14 .27 .42 .59 .79 1.03 1.39

.65
0 .1 .28 '.45 .66 .89 1.25

.70
0 .15 .32 .52 .76 1.12

.75
0 .17 .37 .61 .97

.80
0 .20 .114, .80

.85
0 .24 .60

.90
0 .36

.95
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The trhstormation of dichotcroas information to metric information

via,,,grcbits or logits makes-jt possible to expand greatly the data base

of a meta-analysis. 'Frequently, studies on a single topic will enccmpas$

both metric and dichotomous measurement of outcomes. Haying to integrate

findings separately by type of outcome measurement is inconvenient as well

as less than the broadest, most comprenensive.integration of research
.

Possible.

'Table 5.5 provides the tne raoid-caltulation of given and

For example, supoose that pe = .60 and Pc = .40; frQm.4.-be table,

the value of L. is pound to be .50. Suppose, as a second illustration.

that Q. = ..35 and pc = .70. Then the sign of ne effect size wil,Jpe

reversed after referencing Table 5. with .70' for columns and .35 foe

rows: -.91..

Several minor technical problems have arisen in connection with

this technique: 1) what should be done when the distributions underlying

the dicnotanies are not ndrmal?, 2) what if the two distributions (that

giving rise to pe and that yielding 2.c ) have different variances?,

3) how does the probit transformation compare to treating the dichotomy

as an ordered metric and simply calculating A= 'clDe PcP4c(1 Pc) '?,

4) how can a probit transformation be carried out when a equals either
t

zero or one?

N

Non-nonrality.

We have examined alternative underlying distributions that could

serve as a basis'of transformation method like probits. Two distribdtions

182 19



seem particularly useful: a) the logistic distribution, and b) the beta

distribution-. Their probability density distributions are as follows:

Logistic: P(x) = {sech2[(x-a)/21(] )/4k

Beta: P(x) = [Xv
-1

(r-x)w 1]/B(v,w), where B(v,w) is the beta

function.

The logistic curve has slightly "thicker tails" than the normal

distribution to recommend it, it is a symmetric curve, slightly more

. peaked in the center and thinner in,the intermediate regions. than the

normal. The following comparisonnor ordinates makes these features clear:

z-score

Ordinate of -4 -3 -2 -1 0 . .

Normal,' .0001 .0044 .0540 .2420 .3989 . .

Logistic .1013 .0078 .0458 .2186 .4535 . .

Although these differnces in ordinates appear small, they yield large

differences in estimated effects when transformed firit to percentiles then to

z-scores.
4

. A

The beta distribution is a large family of curves bounded'betwgen 0 and 1

for the variate x and encompassing symmetric abd asymmetric 'curves,of widely varied

shapes. The beta 4istributioilfor v = 4 and w = 2 is depicted below.
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:5
g r e

1

Figure 5.5 Probability density function for the beta
variate 8: v, w.

By changing v and w, the beta distribution can be givendpny desire'

skewness. Thus, it is a useful distribution for describing asymmetric

variables. FtIrthermore, its percentiles have been extensively tabluated

(Pearson and Hartley, 1962).

We applied, where appropriate, probit'transformations and metric

calculation of effect sizes on a body of literature !n drug therapy and

psychotherapy. The discrepancy between the average effect sizes for the

two different methods prOved to be relatively large, as Table 5.7 below

reveals. r
,,4

It must be emphasized that the comparison in Table 5.7 is bSsed on

two sets of data not necessarily equivalent in all important respects.

However, the direction of the difference (favoring the probit transformatiqn

by nearly two-tenths standard deviation units) is consistent with the

expectation tha ?'violations ofothe normality assumption of the probit

method are likely to inflate effect-size estimates, bgarticularly.where

dichotomies are extreme (.95 vs. .05 or worse).

041t
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Table 5.7

Comparison of Average Effects Calculated by Either Probit

Transformation or Metric Statistics From 112

Experiments on Drug and Psychotherapy

No. of

Method
Average

Effect Size,

'Probit Transformation

Metric Statistics

53 .651

351 .494

Heterogeneous Variances. Suppose that one observes pe as the

proportion of cases exceeding some fixed'point, C, on a scale of measure-

ment for which Z
e normally distributed with mean and standard' deviation

we and Ge. The quantity pc is similarly defined With,Zc having mean and

standard deviation u
c

and G
c

. Now if p
e

and p
c
are transformed into the

unit normal deviates, z
e

and z
c'

that cut off the. upper 100p
e
% and 100p

c
%

of the normal curve, then:

C - ur C - u
cz

e
- ' and z

c GG
E c

It is easily shown thAt:

-

Z
C e
-\/(0

e/0
) L.- L C

c

u

141.))
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the mean difference standardized against the-control group standard

devia.tion. If one knew the value of
c /cc or had a good hunch about it,

tnen a could be easily calculated by weighted ze by_the ratio ce/cc.

But it is more realistic (because c
e
/c

c
will nearly always be unknown)

and important to ascertain how A/ is affected if c
e

and c
c

are unknown

and heterogeneous. Beginning with zc - ze,and permitting ce and cc to

differ., one quickly arrives at the-expression:

Z -

C(c
e

-
c

) c u
e c

c z
=

ccue
e

cecc ccce

It is interesting to note that this expression depends on C, the

hypothetical cut-off point used in determining "success" in both the

(40)

experimental and control groups. The equation has not worked out to any

form that is particularly neat or useful. There is probably little point

in pursuing it much further. It is sufficient merely to record that

heterogeneous variances affect thiprobit transformation both through

their effect on the mean difference and the value of the criterion, score.

One is advised to be alert to the possibility of unequal variances and to

use a transformation such as zc ze (c
e
ic

c
) when possible.

Probits, vs. Dichotomous Variables. It has occurred to some to

ask whether the probit transformation of
, two dichotomies is roughly

equivalent to treating the dichotomies as merely a limiting case of an

-effect size from the manifest variable, e.g.,

Pe Pc

c(1
Pc)

(41)

This expres;jon is silply the mean difference between the two

dichotomies standardized by the standard deviation of the control group.
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The appropriate question to ask is bow closely this formulation agrees

with the effect'size calculated from the probit transformation,, viz.,

p
= Z

c
ze , where

Aft
z
e

is the unit normal deviate that marks Off the upper (100p
e
)% of the area

uncier the normal curve, and.z
c

is similarly defined. The ratio of

Ad for various values of p
e

and p
c

is easily calculated. Values of the

ratio for pe ranging from .1 to .9 in steps of .10 are tabulated below:

Values of the Ratio A
p/A d

4

p
e' Proportion of Successes in the Experimental Group

.1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9

.1 -- 1.32 1.14 1.04 0.96 0.92 0.90 0.91 0.96
P
c

.2

.3-
1.76

1.74
--

1.46
1.27
--

1.20

1.29
1.12

1.20
1.10

1.19
1.09

1.20
1.12

1.25
1.21

1.38Proportion .4 1.70 1.47 1.38 ' -- 1.19 1:24 1.25 1.33 1.49If successes .5 1.60 1.40 1.31 1:22 1.27 1.31 1.40 1.60in the .6 1.50 1.34 1.27 1.19 1.24 1.33 1.44 1.68ntrol group .7 1.33 1.25 1.20 1.17 1.20 1.24 1.46 1.74
.8 1.21 1.12 1.09 1.09 1.12 1.18 1.27 1.76
.9 0.96 / 0.91 0.90 0.92 0.96 1.03 1.14 1.32

These ratios are disconcertingly large), in most cases. . For example,

if pe = .20 and pc .10, the effect size calculated from the probit

transformation is nearly one-third larger than the effect calculated.

from treating the data as a manifest dichotomy. It seems clear that in

spite of the problems of non-normality an heterogeneous variances that

may plague the probit transformation, the calculation of effects from

dichotomies without consideration of underlying distributions-is not an

acceptable alternative.
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Probits at the Extremes. A vexing problem with probit transformations

from dichotomous to metric data crises when n cases reveal either 0 or n

"successes." The'h the proportion p = f/n equals either 0 or 1, and the

corresponding unit normal deviates are infinite (-00 and +00). Consider a

typical example. Ten experimental subjects are treated for dyslexia,,and

at the end of six months each reads sufficiently well to be promoted

(Pe = 10/10 = 1). None of the ten control -grOups is promoted (Pc = 0/10 = 0).

The corresponding unit normal deviates are ze =-+-00 and zc = -00 , and

4 = 0c-(-00) = 2m: Absurd. Suppose that it wa/ decided arbitrarily to change

one case in each sample to avoid this problem. Then pe would be taken equal

to 9/10 and pc to 1/10. Now the unit normal deviates are 1.282 and -1.282,

respectively; and = 2.564. Suppose a'compromise between 0 and 1

"success" was struck at 0.5 so that pc equaled 0.5/10 = .05-and, similarly,

p
e

= .95., The resulting value of is 1.645-(-1.645) = 3.290. The

difference between 3.290 and 2.564 is too large to ignore; and the dif-

ference of either from cc is to gruesome to contemplate. Aethod is needed

for dealing non-arbitrarily with.p..'s of 1 or O. One,solution is afforded

by Bayesian statistics.

A

We shall assume that P. is a sample estimate pf 7 where,p = and x is

binomially distributed. The Bayesian posterior distribution of 7 is given by:

Pr(nix) = Pr(7) Pr(X17)

Pr(X)

where Pr(7) is the prior distribution of 7- assumed to be uniform on the

Lin..terval 0to 1.
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,,'Now Pr(x) is given by:

1

P.r(x) = i Pr (r)(
0 X

x - nixTr
(1 :. 7 ) d Tr (42) ,

it
Since, Pr (n ) is'a constant k, and recognizing that the terms in r
integrate to a Beta distribution, formula (42) becomeS

a-

. Pr(x) = k B (x + 1, n-- x + 1);
0. ix

where B (u, v) = [r(u) r(v)J / '1'.(u + v), where

/

N.

,r(u) = (u - 1): = (u - 1) '(:u - 2) . . . 3.2 ' 1, when u is an integer./

The distribution of'X.given 7 is simply the binomial:

a

nx n --x
I 1:Pr (X n ) . 1

Thus, the posterior distrubution of 7 is given by:

k (X) nx (1 -n )n-x
ni X) .

k (

n

x
B (x + 1, n ?.. x+ 1)

p
,

...

,

The Bayesian estimate of 7 , denoted by 7, is the mean of the.

)posterior distribution:

E ( nix) = 11 = Jr.

r
.

nx 1n-x do
0

B (x.+.1, n - x + 1)

=B (x + 2, h - x + 1)
'

B (xd+ 1, n - X + 1).

= r(x + 2) r(n - x + l) r (n + 2)

r(n + 3) r (x + 1) r(n:- x + 1)
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This result is the important one: assuming a uniform prior disiri-

bution for r, the Bayesiarlestimate of r,:thelinomial parameter, uals

; = (X ' 1)/n, -2' where D. is the sample size and X is the observed number

.

of successes. ,(Solutipns are also possible for various non-uniform prior----......-7....A
a

f / ,

distribution's of r, especially the Beta distribution, for-example.).
, r

ThXs result 'offers a non-arbirary hod of resoving difficulties

. .

31/ t

f probit transformation for the cases Of 2:= .1 or 0. If X = 0 in a

bino. sample of n:then whereas p = 0, the Bayesian estimate r equals

(0 + l)/(n + 2). Likewise, at the other end of.the scale Of 2. of 1 cor-
,

responbs to a ; b-f n + 1),/(n + 2).
.)

(..)r example, in the illustration'n.,
discussed earlier, oe = 10/10 would yield i're = 1T/12 = ,9ii and pc = 0/10

would giye-;c = 1/12 = .08. Hence :4 -equal's 1.40-(-1.40) = This

lution'seems non=arbitrary and reasonable. Having found it we see no

reason why it should hot be applied across the board, that is, regardless

of 'the value of )1= X/n, if a uniform prior distribution of 7 is reasonable,

the, ; should be taken to4lAual it = (X.+ 1)/(n + 2).

.An interesting problem arises when ones purposes are study integration.

Suppose that ten separate studies of five, persons each yielded'identical

results, onelif five "Itccesses.'" Each value of 2. would equal 1/5, and

the average of all the R's or the pooled valup across the ten *dies would

both equal However, the average of the Bayesian estimates would be

; + :..-+ ;5)/5 = 5.(2'/7)/5 = .29. The ailyesiel correction in small

pies can be substantial, even though in a pooled sample it would be

,-'insignif.i4ant.,' e.g., ;
pooled = 11/52 = .21 vs. 10 /.50 = .20. Thus the

average of many small sample Bayesian estimates can be quite different from

4a-pooleciBayesia-ri estimate. A.pooled estimate would seem preferable, blijt

pooling obviates the,examihation of study-to-study variation 'in findings,

which is much in the spirit of our_ approach to integrating research.
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OUTCOMES OF CORRELATIONAL STUDIES

,
,

In the meta-analysis of correlational studies,'one,is integrating

Q,

11

correlation coefficients descriptive of the relationship between two

variables, such as achievement and socioeconomic level, or teacher

personality and pupil learning. The quantitative description of findings

from correlational studies presents fewer complications than do (eperi-

111

mehtal studies.

Illustrations of the integrative analysis of correlational studies.

will be drawn from a study of the relationship between pupils' sotio-

4iOnomc status (SES) and their academic achievement. White (1976)

collected over 600 correlation coefficients from published and'unpublished

literature. The coefficients were analyzed to determine how their

magnitude as related to varying definitions of SES, different ty

achievement, age of the subjects, and so on. White found that the 63

available correlations of SES and achievement averaged .25 with a

standard deviation of about .20 and positive skew. Thus, SES and achevefent

correlation is b t is generally believed to be the strength of

,association of t variables. The correlation diminished as students

got order, rdgCreasing from about .25 at the primary grades to around

.154 ate in high school. SES 'Correlated higher with verbal than math

Achievement (.24 vs. .19 forq)4 acid 128 coefficients, respectively).

When White clasified the SES and achieveMent correlations by the type of

SES measure employed (see Table51), SES measured as income correlated

more highly with achievement than either SES measured by the education of

the parents or the occupational level of the head of household.

mheveral reliable trends in the collection of 600 coefficients could help
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methodologists designing studies and sociologists constructing models of

thC schooling- social system.

It probably matters little whether analysis is carried out in the

metric of r
xy' r x2y

or Fisher's Z transfo;mation of r
xy

. The final results

ought to be expressed in terms of the familiar r scale, however.
xy

There appears to be no good reason to trauf6m r
xy

to Fisher's Z at the

intermefate stages of aggregation and analysis, though this is sometimes

recommended. Fisher's transformation was (*eloped to solve an inferential

problem, and it would be an unlikely happenstance if it proved to be the

method of choice for combining correlation measures from several studies.

It is frequently recommended that two or more, r
xy

's be squared, averaged,

and the square root taken rather than averaged directly. However, it is

fairly easy to show that the choice seldom
AMV

makes a practical difference.

-4 2
A little algebra applied to the ratio of (r1 + r2)/2 to r/ + r2)/2 will

show that the discrepancy betweenthe two depends primarily on the size

of the difference between r and r
2

and that they must'be enormously

different for the two averaging methods to differ in any important way.

For example, the three coefficients, .20, .30, and .40 -- average .30

directly; and they average .31 if first squared and averaged, and the

square root isrtaken. A gap of approximately morepan .50 between r1

and r2 is needed to separate (r1 + r2)/2 and "\//(r1 2 + r2)/2 by more than

.05. The researcher can safely decide whetir the scale of r
xy

or r2
y

is
x

more meaningful to him and work in that metric throughout an integration

of correlational, studies.

The correlational studies referred to here deal with ordinal,
.**

metric variables. Correlational results which involve genuine dichotomies

or polychotomies (e.g., sex, ethnic group) should be recast into more

2()E;
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Table.5.8

Average Correlation between SES and Achievement for
-170 Different Kinds of SES Meuure

4" SES Measure' Average rn

Indicators of parents' iticome
Indicators of parents' education
Indicatorsdof parents' occupation level

of msg.:onto averaged on pononntooss

.315_( 19)
185 (116)
201 ( 65)

informative descriptive measures such as standardized differences among

'means, and the techn'iques of "effect-size" measurement discussed above may

then''be 'applied. Where the two variables correlated are conceived of as
6

havingmetric proptpt4s -- even if the technology of measurement at the

time fell short of actual metric Measurement -- then one ought to seek to

transform all correlation measures to the scale of Pearson's product-moment

correlation coefficient.

When a large field of Correlational research is collected, a

bewildering variet4_of statistics is encountered:. biserial .and-point-

biserial correlation coefficientsl, rank-order correlations, phi Coefficients,

-contingency coefficients, contingency tables with chi square tests, t-tests,

analyses of variance, and more. In White's' analysis of SES and achieve-

ment correlation a variety of methods of reporting what was basically a,

correlatidnal finding was encountered. Of 14studies, 37 reported t or
'

F statistics,1 reported Pearson r's, 8 reported chi square or non-_

parametric statistics, and 27 presented only graphs or tables of means.

There usually is an algebraic path from the reported statistics to

a Pearson correlation coefficient or an approximation to one. Some signposts

along the paths are set out in Table 5.9, where it iCindicated how one

might travel from particular forms of reported data to a product-moment

correlation measure.
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C Table 5.9'.

Guidelines for Conv=rling Various Summary
Statistics Into Product-Moment 'Correlations

Reported,Statistic Trantformation to r
xy References

a) Point-biserial

correlation,Pr-
Pb

b) t

X
1

- X
2 -

c) t based on extreme
groups.

d) F=MSb/MSw for

J = 2 groups------

e) F = MS1.)/MSw for

J >/2 groups.
me.

f) x2 only (i.e., no

frequencies reported)
for a contingency
table.

xy
= r

pb
/77/(un)

u-= ordinate of unit normal
distribution

n = total sample size

t4
r

n2 - 2)

then convert r:t to rxv vla
* a) above.

t()
4f 2-

(z26_ xzft2(2
r1/

p
2

P
2 P

n = within cell

.

n.

0 = w000rtion cut at each end.
z = ordinate on normal curve at the

cut.

x = standard normal denote corre-
sponding to p (abscissa value)

= 14\

then proceed via b) above.

1) Collapse J groups to 2 &
then proceed via d) above, or

2) r
xy = n = /SSb/(Sb + SSw)

**r p
xy

\X2 n/

n = total sample size.

194
20.)

Glass and Stanley
(1970, p. '171)

Glass and Stanley
(1970, p. 318)

Based on Feldt,

Psychometrica,
1971', n. 315.

Rea-ranged by
Glass.

Hays (1973,

'pp. 683-684)

Kendall & Stuart
(1967, p. 557 ff)



Table 5.9 Continued

Reported Statistic

U

Transformation to r
xy

References

7) 2'x 2 contingency Calculate tetrachoric
table. r from tables

xy

h). R x C contingency Collapse to a 2 x 2 'table
table.

4) Spearman's rank
:correlation, rs.

j) Mann-Whitney U.

'.and proceed via g) above.

GlaSs and Stanley

(1970',.p. 155 ff)

r
xy

= r
S
since the translation of Kruskal (1958)

r
s

to r
xy

unde-tvrriate norm

ality is neariya straigrt line.
. af

Trans4form U to i-rank-blserial
r

via r
rb

w 1 - 2Un,n
2
).

,

Willson (1976)

* r
xy

1.25r
pb when p=nlmis between .2 and .8 (Magnusson, L1056, D. 205).

**
4cP is Pearson's coefficient of contingency and P p2 as the number of cafe-

gvies in the table increases. With few categories, the estimate can be

unduly low.

.195
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Another common instance of transforming results involves converting a cor-

relation, r, into a standardized mean difference. For example, Coleman's survey

of equality of educatiO'hai opportunity reported a correlation coefficOnt between

class-size, X, and achievement, Y. But most other stud, reported tne relationship

terms of means and variance On achievment for particular class-sizgs, leadin

to the measure ,* described in first section of this report. Knowing only r-S-L

anc 7 and s
x'

tne measure
S-L

cante calculated assuming a normal distributIon

of X and a linear relationsnip of X and Y. Values of S and L must be specified on

X, they can be arbitrarily designated as any teic convenient percentiles, P

and 100-P. Then S = 7 - zs
x

and L = 7 + zs
x'

wlere z 1s tne unit normal deviate

at tne.p.erdentile 100-P.

From r , we can calculate thE'regression line of Y on X from

bp = rxy(sy/sx); and

bo = 'T.- by X.

The mean-.values of 7- corresponding to S and L are calculated by substitution

into the reoression.equation. Thre within group variance on Y is simply the

variance error of estimate, known to equal s2,(1 2). Combining these facts leads

to

az r (l
2

) 1 , wnereL =
S-L xy

- r
xy

-2

.r is the unit, normal deviate at the Pth percentile of the normal cureve (S being at

the Pth percentile in the distribution of X and L being at the 100 -Pth percentile

of X).

. The above conversion seems dnobjrtionable, and surely is provided that X

is roughly norrfally distributed and the regresion of Y and X is linear. However,

when Y has a curvilinear regression on X, the value of) will be sbmewnat in

error.



!NONPARAMETRIC MEASURE OF
EXPERIMENTAL EFFECT

Kraemft.rarid Andrews'(1980) have recently devised a descriptive.

measure ofrbffect size that appears to have advantages over traditional

standardized mean differepce measures. Their measure is based on

frequency statistics and the inverse normal transformafion. The most

important property of the Kraemer-Andrews measure is that it is invariant

veth respect to monotonic transformations of the dependent variaple.

A6 this is written, it-is too soon to evaluate the utility of this

new measure, but early reactions seem promising.

C
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CHAPTER SIX

*-t

METHODS OF-ANALYSIS '

The analysis of data in a meta-analysis is properly approached as

an instance of multi-variate data analysis in which the studies are the

units on which measurements are taken and the study characteristics

(Chapter Four) and findings (Chapter Five) are the many variables. Tne

point of having come this far in our treatment of meta-analysis is tne

oelief that te/import of many studieS described in many ways cannot

be grasped by the reader without the aid of techniques of arranging,

ordering, relating -- in short, without the help of statistical methods

Uniyariate description; frequency taulations, correlations, linear

model estimation, regression. analysis, factor analysis, analysis of

covariance, discriminant- function analysis -, any of tne methods of.

statistical analysis that have proved to be useful in extracting meaning

from data are potentially useful in meta-analysis. One's attitude toward

the data may be exploratory (Tukey, 1977.) or confirmatory, descriptive

or inferential; it doesn't matter. We are breaking..no new ground here.

(We are merely illustrating. the application of well - known, statistical

methods in a context in whicfrresearchers are prone to for:get that they

are as- useful, indeed necessary, as in other familiar contexts.

In this chapter, we shall first deal briefly with the simple

evivariate descriptive analysis of study findings. Then we shall

describe methods of examining the correlation of study findings and

characteristics. Third, the estimation of treatment effects where study

findings can be arranged in the manner of factorial experiments will
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be investigated. Fourth, attention will be given to the special possibilities

of integrating study findings where both the. independent and dependent

variables are measured on quantitative scales. Fifth, problems of

statistical-inference as they apply in meta-analysis will be discussed.

SIMPLE DESCRIPTION OF STUDY FINDINGS

Once the 'findings of the studies in a meta-analysis have been

measured (whether by. means of an effect size, a correlation coefficient

or whatever), all the standard methods of tabulating and describing

statistics may be usefully applied: frequency distributions, average's,

measures 'of variability, and the like. In this respect, we much prefer

Tukey's (1977) innovative and ingeneous methods of exploratory data analysis

to the urrimaginative lot of techniques presented in most statistical

methods textbooks. An illustration might help the reader understand our

preference.

El-Nemr (1979) found 59 experimental studies in which were

compared traditional teaching of biology and biology taught as a process

of inquiry. These studies yielded nearly 250 effect size measures in

which inquiry-teaching was compared with traditionafiteaching of biology.

The effect size measures seven categories descriptive of type of outcome:

science-achievement, science process skills, crit'cal thinking'skills,

laboratory skills, attitudes toward the biolo course, interest in

science, and "composite" (an average of the preceding outcomes). Plots

of the characteristics of the distributions of effect sizes for each

outcome category appear as Figure 6.1.

Consider the first category of outcomes in-Figure 6.1. The 59
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experiments yielded 30-effect sizes based on .the measurement of achievement

(since achievement was not measured in every experiment). Each effect, -

size isof the form

7
TL

I - T
sT

The distribution of tne 39 achievement effect sizes is described

by the lines, letters and dots above "Achievement" in Figure 6.1. The

basic descriptive technique is the "box-
la

nd-whisker" plot with auxiiliary

features. The central box or rectangle marks off the "hinges" (roughly,

the first and'third quartiles) of the distribution of effect sizes and

the median (ordinary definition) as the sizes 1i,e between the top and

the bottom of the box with 25 percent of those inside the box on either

side of the median. The hinges for the achievement effect sizes are

at .02 and .23, approximately, and the median is at .17. The large black

dot inside /the box indicates the location of the average of the 39 effect

sizes; for achievement, the mean is above the median. /Th dotted line

emanating from both ends of the box measures the distance to the "inner

fence," a distance arbitrarily chosen to be one-and-one-half times the

length of the box (i.e., 150% of the hinge range). The lower-case letter

f marks the inner fence. Data points that lie outside the inner fence

are "outliers," and each is denoted by a small dot. At the same distance

beyond the inner fencethat.the inner fence lies beyond the ends of

the box one marks off the "outer fence" with an upper-case F. Data

.points beyond the outer fence are "far outliers." One casts a suspicious

eye at outliers and looks witr-even greaterkredulity on far outliers.

They may represent oddities (measurement reporting errors, misprints,
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miscalculations, and whatever) that ought to be eliminated or given,

different weight in desdribing the typical features of the. data.

. Notice, for example, that among the 39 achievement effect sizes

in Figure 6.1 there are four outliers and two far outliers. If the two

far outliers are eliminated and the average effect size recalculated, the

average drops from .20 to .10. The median drops a little, but less than

the SO.percent drop for the mean. Consider the "Process Skills" outcome

category. Here, a substantial discrepancy exists between the median and

the mean with the latter one and two-thirds times larger than the former.

But the mean is probably distorted by the single far outlier of 3.0;

removing this outlier drops the mean to .41, because of the positive

skew in the data for process skills shown by the fact that the median is

far closer to the lower hinge than the upper. Generally the means are .

larger than the medians, except for "Critical Thinking" where the order

is reversed. And although the inquiry approach to teaching biology was

superior to traditional teaching in most respects, it was no better at

stimulating pupils' interest in science.

Correlating Study Characteristics,and Findings

The next stepbeyondithe
simple description of study findings

is the study of the relationship between study characteristics and findings.

This second stage of analysis is addressed to such questions as whether

the findings are homogeneous for all types of subject (e.g., person) or

whether they are positive for some types of subject and negative for
\

Aothers, whether the findings are strong when viewed with certain research

methods (e.g., subjective outcome appraisals), whether the short-term

findings differ substantially from the long-term results and so forth.
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Any one of the many statistical techniques for studying the association or

relationship between two variables may find useful application at this-

stage:. contjngency,table analysis, regression analysis, correlation analysis

).with its many subspecies (e.g '., Pearson's r, point-biserial or biserial

correlatiqn, curvilinear correlation). Since study fingings will be,

measured on a metric scal,, (L , r, etc.), metric measures of relationship

deriving from Pearson product-moment notions will be the most powerful

and usefUl.

Consider an illustration. In their first meta-analysis of the

effects of psychotherapy, Smith and Glass (1977) compiled several

hundred effect size measures tor nearly four hundred controlled outcome

evaluations. Among the characteristics.

following: iv.

Characteristics

of the studies coded were the

Coding

1) Organization of therapy 1 = individual, 2 = group.

.2) Duration of therapy No. of hours.

3) Years experience of therapist No. of years..

4) Client diagnosis 1 = psychotic, 2 = neurotic
0'

5) IQ of clients
1 = low, 2 = medium, 3'= high

6) Age of clients Age in years.

7) Social-economic-cultural
similarity_of therapist & clients

1 = very similar, .

4 = very dissimilar.

8) Internal validity of study 1 = high, 2 = medium13 = low.

9) Date of putlication of study Year

10) "Reactivity" outcome measure 1 = low, 2 = low ave., 3 = ave.,
4 = high ave.; 5 = high.

11) No, of'months after therapy of
outcome measurement

203' 21 7
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Each of the eleven study charaCteristics was correlated with the

effect size. The Yinear orrelation coefficients obtained, are reP-Oked in

Table 6.1.

Table.e1

Correlations of Sereral Descriptire
Variables with Eject Size

Vat-link
Correlation

with
effect size

Organizasion (1 - individual, 2 - group) p.07
Duration of therapy ?in hours) .02
Years' experience of therapists .01
Diagnosis of clients

(I - psychotic; 2 - rreuroticr .02
40- IQ of clients

(1 low; 2 - medium, 3 high) . I 5"
Age of clients .02
Similarity of therapists and clients .

(I very similar, . . ; 4 very dissimilar) - .19-
Internal validity of study

'(1 w high; 2 medium, 3 w low) 'OrDate of publication . .09'
"Reactivity" of outcome measure

(I w low; ; 5 0, high) .30"
No. of months posttherapv for Lollow-up .10*

4a <.03.
"1 <.01.

The correlations are generally low; although several are reliably

hon-zero. Some of the more interesting correlations show .a positive

relationship betweeestimate of the intelligence of tJ group of

'clients-and the effect bf therapy, and a somewhat larger correlation

indicating that therapists Whlo resemble their clients in ethnic group,

age, and social level get blfr results. The effect sizes diminish.

across time after therapy aS shown by the list correlation in Table 6.1, a
8..

correfition of - .10 which is closer to -.20 when the curvilinearity of
if

the relationship is take \ into account. The largest correlation is with

the "reactivity" or subjectivity of the outcome measure. ';The multiple
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correlation of the eleven study characteristics with the effect sizg was

equal to about .50; thus, 25 percent of the variance in study findings

can be,accounted for by'variations -in the cherteristicsNof the studies.

There is not space here to pause and consider the many implications of the

relationships reported in Table 6.1; in this example, they are numerous,

and they have not escaped kher those who comment on the benefits of

psychotherapy or those who concern themselves with the methodology of

its evaluation (see Chapter Seven for further discussion of this point).

A more controversial Lisle of the relationships of study characteristics

to findings involves, the attempt to equate various classes.of studies

and'tha observe comparative results. Imagine a simple hypothetical

example. Either medication or hypnotherapy can be prescribed for asthmatic

--children. A set of 50 controlled experiments on the effects of medication

show an average effect size of .75; 60 experiments with hypnotherapy give

an average effect size of .40. It is observed, however, that on the

average the medication experiments measured effects one month after

treatment whereas the hypnotherapy experiments measured outomes at six

months. Furthermore, within each class of experiment: the regression

'coeificient of L onto "follow-up time" is about the same:

medication: = .83 - .08 (No. of months)

Hypnotherapy: L = .65 - 8 (No. of months)

If the effects of both treatments are estimated for follow-up

times of one month, the .35 difference in the uncorrected average

comparison (.34 = .75 - .40) shrinks to .75 - .57 = .18 standard deflation

'unitt difference between the means of the treatment and control groups.

If the regression of effect onto follow -pup time were heterogeneous in
205
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the regressions slopes between the two therapies, the estimated order '

of superiority could change from one follow-up time to another.

In our analysis of psychotherapy effects, the regression of effect

size onto ten independent variables was performed separately within three

\--11 quite different classes of psychotherapy: psychodynamic, 'systematic

desen-iiriz ion, and behavior modification. The results of the three

multipl egrbssion analyses appear in Table 6.2.

Table 6.2

Regression .1nalses 11' iihin Therapies

4

Independent ramble

Cnstandapitzed regression coefficients

PH) thody name
(74 94)

544tternmis

dtiollti.141211°"

Bettet 4or
moddltation

( a 44, 129)

Diagnosis (1 - psychotic; 2 16. neurotic) .174 .193 .041
Intelligence (1 - low; ... ; 3 - high) .114, .201 .201
Transformed see .002 .002 .002
Experience of Therapist X Neurotic .011 .034 .018
Experience of Therapist X Psychotic .015 .004 .033
Clients self-presented 111 .287 015
Clients solicited .182 .088 163
Organization (I - tndividual; 2 i group) .108 -.086 .274.
Transformed months posttherapy` 1431 .047 .007
Transformed reactivity of measure' .025 . .021
Additive Olsten t . 41- .489

'.512
453

Multiple R .423 .509
e, .173 f .386 .340

Transformed age (Ale 257( 'Are IS Ili.
Traasiorened months poittberap4 iXo. month.)'
Transcribed teact(eitv 01 measure titenetivity11-*

9

Relatively complex forms of-the independent variables were used

to account for interactions and nonlinear relationships. For example,

years'' experience of the therapist bore a slight curvilinear relationship

with outcome, probably because more experienced therapists worked with' more
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seriously ill clients. This situation was accommodated by entering, as

an independent variable, "therapist experience" in interaction with

"diagnosis of the client." Age of client and follow-up date were slightly

curvilinearly related-to outcome in ways most directly handled by changing

exponents. These regression equations allow estimation of the effect

size a study shows whArundertaken with a certain type of client, with a

therapist of a certain level of experience, etc. By setting the indepen----....

dent' varia4iit at a particular set of values, one can estimate what a

study of that type would reveal under each of the three types of therapy.

.Thus, a statistically controlled comparison of the effects of psycho-

0 dynamic systematic desensitization, and behavior modification therapies

can be Obtained in this case. The three regression equations are clearly

not homogeneous; hence, one therapy might be superior under one set of

circumstances and a different therapy si6grior under others. A full

descriptiom of the nature of this interaction is elusive, though one

can illustrate it at various particularly interesting points.

"Figure 6.2 estimates are made of the effect sizes that would

' be shown for studies in which simple phobias of high - intelligence subjects,

20 years cf,age, are treated by a therapist with 2 years experience and

evaluated immediately after therapy with highly subjective outcome measures.,

.0
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4

ESTIMATED EFFECT SIZES

PsYcHooYNAmic 0 919
SYSTEMATIC DESENSITIZATION 1.049
BEHAVIORAL MODIFICATION I 119

CONTROL

x

wigure6.2- Three within-therapy regression equations set
to describe a prototypic therapy client (phobic)
and therapy situation.

/

This verbal description of circumstances can be translated into

quantitative values for the independent variables in Table 6.2 and

substituted into each of the three regression equations. In this instance,

the two behavioral therapies show effects superior to the psychodviamic

therapy.

Figure 6.3 a second prototypical psychotherapy client and

situation are captured in the independent variable values, and the effects A

of the three types of therapy are estimated. Fdr the typical 30- year -bid .

neurotic of average IQ seen in circumstances like those that prevail in

mental health clinics (individual therapy by a therapist with 5 years

experience), behavior modification is estimated to be superior to psycho-

dynamic therapy, Which is in turn superior to systeietic desentization at

the 6-month follow-up point.

Besides illuminating the relationships in the data, the quanti-

tative techniques described here can give direction to future research.

4
By fitting regression equations to the relationship between effect size

and the independent variables descriptive of the studies and then by
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ESTimaiE0 'EFFECT SIZES
PSYCHOOYNAm!c
SYSTEMATIC OtSENSITIZATION
BEHAviORAL movFiczTiON

x

Figure 6.3. Three withih-therapy regression equations' set
to describe a prototypic therapy _client' (neurotic)
and therapy situation.

placing confidence regions around these hyperplanes, the regions where

the input-output relationships are most poorly determined call be identified.

By concentrating newstudies in these regions, one can avoid the accumu-

lation of redundant studies of convenience that overelaborate small areas.

Linear ANOVA Models for Estimation
oof Effects

Collections of experiments often present odd arrays of comparison to one

who wishes an integrated summary of:effects. For example, an integration of

reading instruction research would encounter experiment's comparing Initial

Teaching Alphabet (ITA) and Tradition!) Orthography (TO), other experiments

comparing ITA and Diacritical Marking (DM), and still a third type of experi-

ment in.which'TO a,n0 DM are compared For each comparison, a standardized mean

contrast can be calculated (e.g., A (XITA 770)/sX ); but the integration

of these various L's into a estimation of the effects of the three indiyidual

instructional methods is not immediately obvious. One fruitful approach is

via "effects coding" and the general tinear. model. For example, the following

model can be postulated:
.

r_s

ZI39
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a1T x +6 X+EXTA 1 TO 2 DM
(1)

The variables X1, X
2

and 4
3

take on e values, 1, 0, and -1.

If, for example,Tparticular L is based on n experimental comparison of

-ITA and TO, then X
1

= 1, X
2

= -1 and X
3

= 0. In this way, many A 's can

o
be regressed onto the X's;and the 3's, which are individual effects of the

instructional metnods, can be estimated.

The technique of "control ref0-encing" that was dealt with briefly .

in Chapter Five can be approached more conveniently through use of the

linear effects, models of this section. Suppose, for example, that there

lexist n experiments in which treatment A is compared to a control, group,

n experiments in which B is compared with a control group and n experiments

in which A and B are compared directly without a
k
control group. There

are,.thuS, three types of effect size measure: A A
B

and LA..8.

A simple modification of the general linear model like'that in (1) abo've

sufficts to describe the effects:

A

A
X
1

+8
B

X
2
+ e (2)

X
1

= 1 if A is bf the form A vs. Control,
(

X
2

= 1 if Lis of the, form B vx. Control
f.

X
1
= +1 and X

2
= -1 if A it of the form A vs. B.

For the equal n's example, the data, the design and the

parameter matrices are as follows:
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r
A

A

B

B

A- B

A - B

0111.

1

1

0

0 1

1 1

1

4.1=0 IMMO.

A

B

4m ea

+ e

Denoting the design matrix by X, the least-squares estimates of the

effect parameters are given by

B (xTx)-1 xT&

The form of (XTX) -1
and XTt are as follows:

(X
T
X)

-1
-= 1

n 1/3 2/1

/3 1/3

, X A = Zo Et
A AB

ED Z1%

B A-B

Therefore, the estimates of the aggregate effect sizes for

treatments A and B are given by
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(xx)-1xTI
:A]

1/3(2

1/3(2L
2

A
. y +

B

- 6 )

A ;AB

Where the bar above the delta indicates simple average.

k

A related, but slightly more complex, prRrem involves treatment components

wnich can be evaluated separately or i-n combination in experiments. Consider,

for example, the treatment of psycnological -disorciers by either drugs or psycho-

therapy or !loth.

The experimental literatureon drug and psychotherapy addressed tne estima,

tion of the separate and interactive effects of drugsand pt-ychotherapy in a

variety of ways. The Variety is a nuisance, Several types of experiments can be

identified whicn inform one about the drug effect alone, or the drug plus the

interaction effect, or the psychotherapy plus the .drug plus the .interaction effect,

and so on in various combinations. An experiment that compares clients' progress

under drugs with a group of clients receiving a placebo or nothing .estimates tne

simple drug effect. Whereas an experiment that compares two gro-Ups of'cli'ents

one of which receives drugs-plus-psychotherapy and the other of which - receives

only drugs provides an estimate of the psychotherapy plus the, nterattion effect,

Since one group has the possible advantage of the separate psychotherapy effect

and any benefits that result from combining drugs and psychotherapy. Dehote the

drug effect in isolation when compared with a placebo or no treatment by 6; denote

the separ.ate psychotherapy effect by T; and denote the interaction effect of the

kei

two by n. Then the comparison of drug therapy and placebo in an experiment estimates

d . The comparison of drug-plus-psychotherapy with psychotheraoi estimates 6 + n

12
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because both sides of the comparison have equal psychotherapy effects. In

Table 6.3 appear the possible experimental comparison of drug and psychotherapy

and what effects these comparisons estimate.

By arranging and avera.ging,the results from experimehts of the six

different types specified in Table 6.3ithe separate and interactive effects

of drug and psychotherapy can be estimated. The organization of data and

unknown parameters in Table 6.3 can be viewed as a system of six sources of

information and three unknown parameters. Least-squares estimatesof, the

parameters cane calculated by ordinary methods.

Table 6.3

The Syucture of Experiments on the Effects

of Drug and Psythotherapy

4

Treatments Compared the Experiment
Effects Estimated'.
by the Comparison

A. Drug vs'. Placebo (or No Treatment)
6

B. Psychotherapy vs. Placebo

C. (Drug & Psychotherapy) vs. Placebo 6 + T + n

D. (Drug & Psychotherapy) vs. Drug T + n

E. (Drug & Psychotherapy) vs. Psy 6 + n

F. Drug vs. Psychotherapy
6 - n

213
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If one wished to maintain a distinction between placebo and no-treatment

control groups, there would be twelve lines in Table 6.3 instead of six and

the structure of effects would change slightly; .for example, a Drug vs. No-

Treatment experiment would estimate the drug plus the placebo effect since

the expectancy effect of administering the drug to the experimental group would

not be counter-balanced by an expectancy effect for the no-treatment control

group.

In a meta-analysis of psychotherapy restarch, the question was addressed

of the main and interactive effects of psychotherapy and drug therapy. A

total of 112 studies was coll d, each of which addressed the question in

part with one or more experimental comparisons. These 112 studies yielded

566 effect-size measures (i.e., standardized mean differences). For example,

a study in which drug treatment was compared with combined drug and psycho-

therapy treatment, a standardized mean difference of the following form would

= (ga4p - 70)/sx. In Table 6.4 appear the actual 'average

effect sizes calculated from the findings of the 112 experiments.

As an example of how Table 6.4 can be interpreted, consider the first

line of entries. A total of 55 comparisons in the 112 studies involved contrasting

the scores of persons who received psychotherapy with those who received no

treatment or, at most, a placebo. Such comparisons estimate the magnitude of

the psychotherapy effect, 4) ; the estimate equals .30, i.e., the psychotherapy

groups averaged three-tenths standard deviation superior to the control groups on th

outcome variables. Consider as a second example the 94 comparisons of drug-plus-

psychotherapy with psychotherapy alone. Such comparisons estimate the sepatate

drug effect, d, and the interactive effect, n, which results when drug and psy-

chotherapy are combined in the same treatment. The psychotherapy effect, p , is .
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Table 6.4

Average Effect Sizes from Various Experimental Comparisons

Made in the, Experiments on Drug and Psychotherapy

Comparisbn
Parameter(s)

ai Estimated
Average No. of

L's

Psycnotherapy vs! No-Treatment or
Placebo

Drug Therapy vs. No.Treatment or
Placebo

Drug & Psychotherapy vs. Drug

Drug & PtychOtherapy vs. Psychotherapy

Drug vs. Psychotherapy

Drug & Psychotherapy vs. No-Treatment'
or Placebo

6

n

6 + n

6+ +

.30

.51

.41

.44

.10

.65

55

351

10

94

7

) 49

Note. 14, elenotes,the separate or "main" effect of psychotherapy;

6 denotes the separate effect of drug therapy; and

n denotes their interaction.
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not reflected in the contrast because it is present on both sides of the compar-

ison. The 94 effect sizes which estimate 6 + n have an average of .44. The

remainder of the table can be understood in like manner.

From simple inspection, it appears that the drug effect of .51 is more than

half again as large as the psychotherapy effect cf .30. The interaction effect

is slit by more difficult to comprehend from merely inspecting the entries in

Table 6.4. Th the drug-plus-psychotherapy vs. drug comparison, which estimates

+ n, 'if a full one-tenth standard deviation larger than the .30 estimate of ti)

from the first line of the table might lead one to believe that n is positive;

but the comparison of the estimates of 6 + n and 6 (being .44 and .51, respectively)

reverses this impression. Inspection is too arbitrary and confusing. Several

compaFisons in the table contain information-about the same parameters; it seems

reasonable, that every source of information about a parameter should be used in

estimating it. A complete and standard method of combining the data in Table 6.4

into estimates of the parameters is needed. Such a method is suggested when one

recognizes that the two middle columns of Table 6.4 constitute a system of linear

equations, three of them independent and containing three unknowns (p, 6 and n).

The method of least-squares statistical estimation can be applied to obtain

estimates of the separate and interactive effects of drug and psychotherapy.

4
>
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The data and parameters of Table 6.,4 can be written as a set of

simultaneous linear equations as f allows:

0 0

.1.11

.51 0 1 0

.41 1 0 1

.44 0 1 1 .

.10 0 1 1

.65 -1 1 0
N.

1 1 1

Denoting the vector of data by Z1 and the design matrix by X, the

solution for the parameter estimates is as follows:

(X
T
X )-

1
X
T

a

(XTX)-1 = 1/2

1/4

-1/2

X 6. 1.26

1.70

1.50

1/4 -1/2

1/2 -1/2

-1/2 1
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W
-1 .Hente, the estimates of the pArameters are found from (X

T
X) X

T

to be

//

.31

= .42

* .02

Each effect is expressed on a scale of standard deviation units.

ThUs, the data Of Table 6.4 ltad to the conclusion that with the groups of'

clients- studied psychotherapy produces outcomes that are about one-third

start ard deviatidn superior to the otetcomes from placebo or unt*ted control

gr as. 1..t) e drug effect is only about a third greater than the psychotherapy

effect. An effect of ..31s willwill move an average client from the middle of
i* 1%

the.control group distribution to about the G2nd percentile; an effect of

f .42would move the average client to only about the 66th percentile.
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INTEGRATING. STUDIES THAT HAVE

QUANTITATIVE INDEPENDENT VARIABLES

Many bodies of research literature invOlve the examination of the relation-,

ship between dependent and independent variables, both described quantitatively.

where the quantitative character of the independent variable can- be preserved,

the gain in precision of the integration of findings can be tonsiderable.

xim es of problems where this is true include class-size and achievement, the

duration of effects of any treatment, study time and achievement, and countless

laboratory problems inthe social sciences. Consider, for example, a research

integration problem faced by Underwood (1957) in his work on memory. Over fifteen

studies were available to him addressed to the question of the efficiency of recall

as a function of the ordinal position of the items to be recalled in a series of

lists. Underwood plotted the curve reproduced below as Figure 6.4 and concluded

that efficiency of recall was largely a function of interference from items

f I i fl 1
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Fi 'iure 6.4.
Recall al; a function of previous lists learned

as determined from a number of studies.
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previously memorized. The curve in Figure 6.4 represents a simple problem in,)

research integration; it could be fit adequately with a logarithmic curve or-

many other alternatives to a straight line. But the problems presented by many

other quantitative independent and dependent variables are more complex. Consider

the relationship between class-size and educational achievement.

,..

A Modification of Multiple Linear Regression

A simple statistic is desired that describes the relationship between class-
.

size and achievement as determined by a study. No matter how many class-sizes

are compared, the data can be reduced to some number of paired comparisons, a

smaller class against a larger class. Certain differences in the findings must
'

.

be attended to if the findings are later to be integrated. The most obvious

differences involve the actual sizes of "smaller" and "larger" classes and the

scale properties of the achievement measure. -The actual class-sizes compared
must be preserved and become an essential part of the descriptive measure. The

measurement scale properties can be handled by standardizing all mean differences

in achievement by dividing by the within group standard deviation (a method that
is complete and discards no information at all under the /assumption of normal

distributions). The eventual measure of relationship seems Atraighttorwand and

unobjectionable:

00

7,'S - 7
l.L

S-L - ,

a
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where:

7 is the estimated mean achievement of the smaller class which contains

S pupils.-

XL is the estimated mean achievement of the larger class which contains

L pupils; and

c is the estimated within-class standard deviation, assumed to be

homogeneous across the two classes.

As a fiAt approximation to studying the class-size and achievement rela-

tionship, it is considered irrelevant that the particular types of achievement

"" that lie behind the variable,X are quite different knowledges and skills measured

in quite different ways.

If distributional assumptions about X are needed to add meaning to particu-

lar values of LS normality will be assumed. For example, suppose Ls,..1. =

Then assuming normal distAbutions within classes' he average pupil in the smaller

class scores at the 84th percenti;le of the larger class: These interpretations
tv.

are occasionally hAful, but seldcecritical, and our investment in the normality

assumption jsihot gret. It wo64,"'be no surprise nor any concern if the assumption

proved.to be more or,Tess wrong, and it's probably not far off in most instances.

There exist several'alternative statistical techniques for integrating a

large set of Ls_L's,O,as to describe the aggregated findings on the class-size

and achievement reliionship. A large, square matrix could be constructed in

which the rows and!lolumns are class-sizes and the cella entries are average

values of
S-L

; nearly equal values of average deltas could be connected by lines
r'N

to form nisolpieltas" in much the manner as economic equilibrium, curves are used

to depictthree-varia04e relationships.. Or a v4riation of psychometric scaling

could be employed: a square matrix of class-sizes could be constructed for

which etch cell entry would be the proportion of times the row class-size gave

achievement'preater than the column class-size. This matrix could be scaled by

Ji
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means of Thurstone's Law of Comparative Judgmen"t, which would locate the class-

sizes along an achievement cofitinuum. (This method was used and the results

were reasonably satisfactory.) Finally, regression equations could be con-

structed in which
S-L is partitioned into a weighted linear combination of S

and L and functions thereof and error. There is much to recommend this latter

pr6cedure, and the technique eventually employed is a variation of it. But the

regression of bS_L onto only S and L requires three dimensions to be depicted.

Anytning more complex than a simple two-dimensional curve relating achievement

to the size of class was considered
uncesirably complicated and beyond the easy

reach of most audiences wno hid a stake in the results.

The aesire to depict the aggregate relationship as a single-line curve is

confounded with the problem of essential inconsistencies in the design and

results of the various studies. A single study of class-size and achievement may

yield several values of In fact, if k different class-sizes are compared

on a single achievement test, k(k-1)/2 values of Ls_L will result. This set of

L's from a single study will form a consistent set of values in that they can be

j6ined to form a single connected graph depicting the curve of achievement as a

function of class-size.. However, various values of Ls-L arising from different

studies can show confusing inconsistencies. For example, suppose that Study #1

gave Lio_. and G15.. 20,and Study #2 gave
Ju' -15-40' and AL10-20'

-30-40*."7
A few moments reflection will reveal .that there is no obvious or simple way to

donnect these values into.a single connected curve.

The eventual solution to these problems proceeded as follows: Ls_L was

regressfed onto a quadratic function-of S and L by means of the least-squares

'-triteriom; then that set of values of that could be expressed as a single, con-

nected curve was found.
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The regression model selected accounted for"variation in As_I by Means of S,

S2 and L. Obviously, something more than a simple linear function of S and L

was needed, otherwise a'unit increase in class-size would have a constant effet
regardless of.the starting class-size 5; and the Si term seemed as capkble of

filling the need as any other. The size differential between the larger and

smaller class, L-S, was used in place of L for convenience. Thus, the

values were used ito it the following model:

S-L "0 + 31S S + 0
2
S2 + f3(L -S) +

Fitting this model by lea-sduares will result in the curved regression surface

+
+Es2 +(L-s)S-L "0 1 2

o
'3

(4)
The problem now is to find tne set of L.'s in this surface that can be

depicted at a single curved-line relationship in a plane. The property that must

hold for a set of L's before they can be depicted as a connected graph in a plane

is what might be called the consistency property:

4'n
1
-n

2
+An

2
-n

3
= Ln

1

-n
3r

for n
1

<n
2
< n

3'. If this property is not satisfied, then one is in the strange

situation of claiming that the differential achievement between class-sizes 10

and 20 is not the sum of the differential
achievement from 10 to 15 and then from

15 to 20.

When the consistencKproperty
is imposed on (4), it follows that:

B
o

=B
0

251n1 52n + 53(n2-n1) + Bo + Bin2 + p2n2 + 53(n3-n2).

+ 51n1 +B2
1

n2 + 83(n3-n
1

)

Simple algebraic reduction of (5) produces the following:

4

A A

+Bn +an2 = 0'o 1 2 "2 2
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I

The two solutions to the quadratic equation in (5)Ware points n2 such that

if is measured with n as eitherthe larger, L, or smaller, S, class-size,LS-L 2 er
then tne resulting set of As will lie on the four dimensional regression curve

in (4) but can be depicted as a single line curve in a plane. Since n2 becomes\

the point around which values of and n3 are selected, it,wiil be called the

pivot point.

A Logarithmic Model

I

Tne above modified regression approach for integrating studies witn quanti-

tative independent variables is disappointingly complex. Fortunately we have

found two simpler alternatives: 1) a 1ogarithmic model and 2) a non-linear model.

The 'Logarithmic model can be illustrated with the class-size problem.

Assume that the E. for a comparison of class-size 1 and any' other class-size

C has the form

1-C = SlogC + e, where e ti (0, ce ).

Now consider the values of C denoted by S and L which stand in the relation-_

ship S < L. Then,

L
1-S

slog S + e, and

L
1-L

if slog L + e.

Assuming, quite reasonably that

LS-L Al-L
Al_s , one has that

L
S-L

m BlOg (S/L) + e.
(7 )

Thus, the parameter B can be estimated by simple least-squares regression of

Gs_L onto log(S/L). Tnen a single curve depicting the relatioybjp of A to C can

be drawn in a plane defined by the two axes C and Z, the (in the calculus sense)

of A. We have applied this model in the analysis of class-size and achievement
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with very satisfactory .results. It fit the data with lesser mean-square error

. than did the linear regression approach described above. Furthermore, this sfmple

logarithmic model presents far more tractable problems/ of statistical inference

than the modified regression model.

IBM

A Non-Linear Model

A third alternative exists. :ts comparative advantages will be pointed
44_

out later.

Suppo.se that a study of the rejationship of class-size and achievement is

done in wnich achievement is compared in classes of size nl, n2 and n3. The average

acrievement in each group is 71, 72 and 73. A simple model for the relationship

between achievement and class-seize in tnis study could take the following form:

m du5x c

The parameter u represents a hypothetical 10161 of achievement at class-

size zero (i.e.., X = 0). The parameter 7 is an arbitrary scale of measurement

parameter. If E is restricted to the interval 0 to 1, then the curve described

is an expoential that does not drop off as fast as the logarithmic curve. For

example, the following table shows the decay in achievement as class-size increases

when E = .90.
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Table 6.5

Comparison of Non-Linear and Logarithmic Models

Based on
X uE

x
loge X

0 u

1 .901.1

2 .811, u

4 .66u .50u
8 .43u .33w

16 .1911 .25u
32 .C311 .20u

In the tnird column above, the.rate of decay 'for the logarithmic model is
0

given for comparison. As can be seen, the non-linear model drops off much less

rapidly for small values of X.

The non-linear model can easily be Adapted for integrating many different

studies by Wowing u and c to vary. depending on the study. By introducing a

coding variable w. which equals 1 when study 1 is considered and zero otherwise,
J

1

the following integrative model is obtained:

Tr.i wj Eljuif3

x
+. c (8 ).-

n

,

II
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This integrative non-linear model has '2J + 1 unknown parameters and J K

data points, provided that each study has K means; i4 at least one study has

three means, the model parameters can be estimated' by means of non-linear least-.

squares analysis.

The logarithmic model in (7) would fit data well where the-drop off was

severe for small values of the quantitative indpendent variable. But the log model

has no asymptote, which is-Often a disadvantage. The non-linearmodel in (8) would

fit data well where the initial drop was less severe, but where an asymptote

was approached for large values of X. It ought to be possible to combine the

two models additively into a mixed model and gain the benefits of each.

The Logaritmic Model Illustrated

Consider an illustration from research on class-size and achievement.

//Fourteen experiements were found in which pupils were randomly assigned to

"tlasses of different sizes. These fourteen studies yielded over 100 separate

cbmparisons of achievement in smaller and larger classes. The multiplicity

of findings is 'due partly to the fact that in one study there may exist

several Pairs of class sizes and partly to the fact that a single pair of

class sizes may have been measured on more than one achievement test. The

latter multiplicity was averaged out and, the former retained in the summary

of 30 data points in*Table G,6.

One might expect class-size and achievement to be related in something

of an exponential or geometric fashion--reasoning that one pupil with one

teacher learns some amount, two pupils learn less, three pupils learn still

less, and so on. Furthermore, the drop in learning from oneto two pupils

could be expected to be larger than the drop from two to three, whiL.I in turn

2274
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Table 6.6

Data on the Relationship of Class-size and Achievement from Studies Using

Random Assignment of Pupils.

(Outcomes scaled with a = (s
L

s )/2.)

Study

Number

Size of
Smaller

Class

Size of
Larger

Class loge(L/S) a
S-L

A5 -
L

S-L (ss + sL)/2
1. 25. 1. In 25.0 = 3.22 .32
2. 3. 1. In 3.0 = 1.10 .21
2. 25. 1. In 25.0 = 3.22 1.52
2. 25. 3. In 8.1 = 2.12 1.22
3. 35. 17. In 2.1 = .72 -.29 n = 14, studies
4. 112. 28. In 4.0 = 1.39 -.03
5. 2. 1. In 2.0 = .69 .36 N . 30 comparisons
5. 5. 1. In 5.0= 1.61( .52
5. 23. 1. In 23.0= 3.14 .83
5. 5. 2. In 2.5 = .92 .22
5. 23. 2. In 11.5 = 2.44 .57
5. 23. 5. In 4.6 = 1.53 .31
6. 30. 15. In 2.0 = .69 ,.11
7. 23. 16. In 1.4 = .36 .05
7. 30. 4. In 1.8 = .63 .04
7. .37. 1r. In 2.3 = .84 .08
7. 23. In 1.3 = .27 .04
7.. 37. 23. In 1.6 = .48 .04
7. 37. 30. In 1.2 ..21 0--
8. 28. 20. In 1.4 = .33 .15
9. 50. 26. In 41.9 = .65 .29

10. 32. 1. In 32.0 = 3.46 .65
11. 37. 15.,, In 2.5 = .90 .40
11. 60. 15: In 4.0 = 1.38 1.25
11. 60. 37. In 1.62 = .48 .65
12. 8. 1. In 8.0 = 2.08 .30
13. 45. 15. In 3.0= 1.10 .07
14. , 14. 1. In 14.0 = 2.64 .72
14. 30. 1. In 30.0 = 3.40 .78
14. 30. 14. In 2.14 . .76 .17

1.42 .38

af.
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is probably larger than the drop from three to four, and so on. A logarithmic
curve represents one such relationship:

y z a -SlogeC + c, where
(9)

C denotes class -size.

In formula (9), a represents the achievement for a "class" of one person,
since logel = 0, and S represents the speed of decrease in achievement as a
class-size increases. The general curve is graphed in Figure 6...

0

C,0

5 10 15 20 25 30

Figure 6.5 rirAph or the log curve for the model in formula (9)

Formula (9) can not befitted to data directly because Y is not

measured-on a carrion scale across studies. This problem can be circumvented

by calculati.ng ps_L for each comparison of l'smaller and a larger cla'ss
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within a study. Then, from formulas (7) and (9) one has

G
S-L

a ( a- ogeS + c
1

) - (a- Blog
e
L + c )

= 6(logeL - logeS) + El - c2

= 6loge(L/S) + F.
(10)

The model in formula (10)is particularly simple and straightforward.

The values of Ls-L. are merely regressed-onto
the logarithm of the ratio of

the larger to the smaller class-size, forcing the least-squares regression

line thrbugh the origin.

E(Ls_L)(loge
L4,5)

E(loge L/S)2

4

A scatter diagram of the data in Table 6.6-appears as Figure 6.6, in which

S-L is graphed-against loge(L /S). 1lie estimate of 6 for these data equals

0.27. The value of r is .64, and r2 = .42. The resulting curve relating class-

.

size C to achievement-in standard-score units appears as Figure 6.7.

One can either weight each As_L in Table 6.6 equally in deriving-an

estimate of B, or it can be reasoned that each of the fourteen studies should

receive equal -weight so that each G
S-L is multOplied by 2 /(k2 -k) when it is,/

derived from a study involving k differen#class-sizes. The estimate of 6
1 .4..r

from the regression involving weighted As is equal to 0.21, which agrees

closely with the earlier result.
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6

1

10, Y., ZO 2'.) 3U
Figure 6.7. Data in (Table 6.6 fitted to the log modil.-

An Ahternative\og Model.

4

9

A model may have advantages, if it ivoids highly interdependent data sets

cteated (as in,the first model)' by taking all pairwise differences in a study.

Such an alternative model can be -developed along the following lines.

Let'Fc and sc be the mean and standard deviatlp,Df the dependent yari-

able fOclass-size C in one of m studies. Foi., the k class -siz es in a parti-

cular study, order the groups from C1 < C2 <Ck. Arbitrarily set

6
k-2

6k 0 ; then,

6 -
-= '1(-1

31.

k-1.
(sk.1.+ sk)/2

31(-2

64-1
(s + s

kz1
)/2

k-2

k-3
= 6

k-2

246
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The date froM the fourteen class-size
experiments have been scaled via

formula (12) and are recorded in Table 6.7.

,The'following model can be postulatedfor
data of the form in (4);

- ,410.

6 ./- Slog
e
C + (a

1

D
1
+ . + amDm) + c,

,(13)

The aD terms in L13) represent dummy variables and arbitrary level para-
meters for the m separate studies'; D

i
1 if a 6 in question comes from the

ith tudy, and it equals zero otherwise. The parameters B and
(al,

a )
1, : mcan.. e estimated by regressing t onto logeC. We have done so for the data

in Table 6.7 and obtained a weighted least-squares estimate of B equal to 0.22.
The estimates of the a's.are unimportant: In this regression, each 6 was

weighted k
-1

so that each of the 14-studies would receive,equal weight.

The result is virtually identical to thatiobtained for the model in (10)
4

The,model in (13) is more general ak of more significance than the model

in (10). rodel (13)can be applied ins, a wide range of circumstances in which

studies with,quantitative independent variabiR are integrated. The first

log term in (13) can be replaced by any mathematical function,appropriate to

a particular application. \The important point abOut model (13) is.that it

*simultaneously resolves the problems presented, by different scales of measure-

ment of Y and different values of X compared across studies.
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Table 6.7 -

Data on the Relationship of Class-size and Achievement from Studies Using

Random Assignment of Pupils.

Study

Number
Size of
Class 6

1.

1.

2.

2.

2.

3.

3.

4.

4.

5.

5.

5.

5.

6.

6.

7.

7.

7.

,.

8.

8.

9.

9.

'0.
tO.
11.
11.
tl.

.,12.

12.
13.

13..
14.
14.
14.

1.

25.

T I.

3.

25.
17.

35.
28.

112.

1.

2.

5.

23.
15.
30.
16.

23.
30.
37.
70.
2R.
76.
53.

.

32.
15.

27.
60.

- 1.

a.
15.

45.
1.

14.

30. 4.

.32

0

1.44
1.22

0

-.29
0

-.C3
0

.89

.53

.31

0

.17

0

.09

.04
0

0

.15
0

.29
0

.65
0

1.05
.65

0

.30
0

.07
0

.95

.17
0
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Non-ParametritAntegration When the,
Independenttyariable is. Quantitative

' The methods of the prevtpus section assume a model for the relationship

between.the dependent and a quantitative independent variable. Staddardized

contrasts of.the form Ax are used to estimatetheparaMeters of the-model.
1 2

In many instances, too little will be known about the relationship to hypothe-

)
size even an approximate model. Then, perhaps, an approach modeled after

ukey's methods of exploratory data analysis might be more appropriate (Tukey,

7). No functional relationship need be hypothesized, andthe data themselvi1

will determine the shape of the curve. An example will help clarify the approach,
0 -which may differ in details in particular appliAtions.

Andrews, Guitar and Howie (1979) performed a meta-analysis of experimental

studies of stuttering therapies. Effect sizes were calculated for 42 studies;

all studies were pretest vs.'posttest designs without control groups. Effects

were assessed by comparing the post-test mean against the pretest mean and

standardizing by the pretest standard deviation:

A Ypost - Y
pre

"E-C s
Ypre

-(14)

The 42 studies yielded 116'A's. These A's were categorised by the type of

therapy applied, the duration of the therapy, type of outcome measure, and

several other features of the therapy and the, clients. Differences in erage

effect were obtained across types of therapy: Prolonged Speech-therapy gave

a A
E-C

1.65 for 47 effects; at the other end of the scale, Systematic

Desensitization gave a L..c 0.54 for 5 effects (Andrews, Guitar Howie,6

1979; Table 3). NO correlation was found.between el number of months after

therapy at which effects were measured and the size of effect. This lack of
235 2,4:)



correlation seemed surprising and prompted the further'search for a decay of

effect across time that is reported below. The "follow-up time" variable and

type of therapy are confounded in the Andrews.stuttering data set. For

example, Airflow therapy showed an average A of 0.92,'but these outcomes were

measured at 4.2 months after therapy on the average. On the other hand,

Attitude therapy showed a "E; = 85 for an average follow-up time of 3.3 months.

The only real difference betwe4Attitude and Airflow average effects mignt

a=

be attributable to varying follow -up times for measurement of benefits,

Likewise, the effect of different fo llow-up times may reflect therapy ef-

ferences. For this reason, the pattern of decay in effects across time should,

be examined separately within each type of therapy. But-another featUre of

the studies is also confounded with follow-up time an should be likewise

controlled. Therapies differed with respect to the attention given to providing

for post-therapy maintainence of the gains made during therapy. Andrews and

his colleagues classified each study by whether there were many, some or no

provisions made for maintainence of gains achieved during therapy. Thus, it

seemed sensible to cross-classify effects by therapy type and maintainence

provisions before examining the data for the decay of treatment phenomenon.

Thus, 107 of the 116 effect sizes were cross- classified into the cells of an

8 x'3 (therapy type x teintainehce provision) table, and the cell tntries were

.-. -

averaged.

The averaging of effects resulted in 'an

'time in months, b is the average;r.,, and C is the number of

Within a cell of Table 6.8 the entr' ere graphed in a connected

typical entry is a triplet of numbers
9

of
ile
th e form (a, b, c), where a is the

,

an 8 x 3 table (see Table 6.8). The

10114

111

'a *

line. Consider, for example, the cell for R ythm therapy with many provisions

for maintainence. The four data points can be graphed, as shown -by the solid

236 ,
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Table 6.8

Follow-Up Time, Average Effect Size and Number of Effects Averaged

Classifed by Type of Therapy and-Provisions for Maintainence

Therapy Type 1: None

Maintainence Provisions

2: Some 3: Many

Airflow
1,

16,

.88,

.74,

.86,

1

1-

1

0, .66, 1

Rhythm
14, .76,1L2 0,

6,

1.26, 7

.1.57, 2

9, 1.60, 10
12, .86, 4

Shadow 0,

14,

.17, 1

.38, 1

C, 1.12, ? 0, 2.37, 2

Gentle Onset 1,

10,

1.38, 1

1.12, 1

10, 1.52, 2

25, 1.15, 1

Biofeedback *
0, .88, 2

12, 1.03, 2

Attitude 0,

9,

.71, 7

1.11, 4

0, 2.02, 6 0, 1.62, 9

Prolonged Speech '3,

6,

2.42, 2
1.27, 2

2,

12,

2.02, 3
1.16, 8

9, 2.17, 3 15, 1.16,8
11, 1.77, 1 18, 1.36, 3

0, :69, 1 1, .01, 1

Desensitization 1, .89, 1 3, -.03, 1

20, 1.07, 1
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Figure 6.8. Graphs of effects over time for two cells of Table 6.8.
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.

line in Figure 6.8. 'The broken line represents the three data 'tints from Airflow

therapy at the second maintainence level. The elevation of either line on the

graph is immaterial; only the slope f the line relative to the abscissa is

significant. The number in parentheses beside each line is the average of

the number of effects, G
o-a1

that exist at each 'end of theline; for example,

the first segment of the solid line is based on 7 L's at zero months and 2 L's

at six months--hence the weight (7+2)/2 * 4.5 for-the line se7ment.

One approach to aggregating the data on slopes is tQ take a weighted

average of all the lines above two successive months. For example, the slope

5
of the solid line in Figure 4 between months 1

1.7
and 2 is +.05 = emcs.26

the slope of the broken-line is -.07. Since the weight for the solid line

segment is 4.5 and for the dashed line, 1:0, the weighted average slope between

months 1 and 2 is :4.5(.05) + 1.0(-.07)] 1(4.5 + 1.0) = + .028.

If the above procedure were repeated for each successive pair of months

and for all twelve lines that can be drawn from the data in Table 5, a ccMplete

aggregate curve is obtained-: Such a curve is depicted in Figure 5. The, curve

shows a loss of benefits over the first twelve months after termination of

therapy; the average loss is rougnly one-half standard deviation. Although

the general trend in the curve is unmistakably downward, not every intermediate

twist and curve is to be taken seriously as a stable, replicable feature of

the true relationship. Even though approximately twenty L's are still

determiningethe slope of the aggregate curve in Figure 5 at 12 months post

therapy, the estimates of the points on the ct'rve are probably subject to a

fairly large sampling error. Inferential techniques, perhaps drawing on Tukey's

10.

jackknife prodedure (hosteller and Tukey, 1968), would illuminate the'question

of the reliability.of the determination of the curve.
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Figure 6.9. Aggregation by weighted averaging of data in
Table 5 on the decay of stuttering therapy effects.
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Aggregating Linear Slopes

An alternative approach was applied to the analysis of deterioration

effects. This appebach could be characterized as parametric to distinguish it

from the'non-parametric method illustrated above. Within each cell of Table 6.8.

a straight trend line was fit to the (t, Z.) data by means of least-squares, i.e.,

the following model was fit by least-squares:

G. = Bo F.,

1

t + E , where

Z is the average effect

t is the number of months after treatment that the dependent

variable was measured.

These individual cell analyses number eleven. In each, estimates of

o
and E

1
were'obtained; in addition, the average number of L's for the data

points in the cell was obtained. For example, for the cell "AirflowLSome

Maintenance Provisions" ikable 6.8, the regression of T:Nonto t for the three

data points gives a
o

.81025 and i
1

= .00246. In addition, since each Z. was

based on n = 1r-the average n is W = 1. The regression equation spans the time

interval 1 to 16 months, with a weight of n = 1.50 and gives go = .66000 and

E
1

= .00714. In Taole '6.9 appear the within cell regression lines, the follow-

up interval spanned and the W-weights.

The information in Table 6.9 can be integrated into a tingle curve by

taking" the W.-weighted average of all slopes, 61. Only those slopes are

averaged at time pointt = ti which were derived on data from a time interval

that spans ti. For example, the aggregate slope at t = 0 is a weighted average

of all E
1
's in Table, 6.9 except those for "Airflow/Some" and "Desensitization/

Sven which were based on intervals tnat begin at, t = 1 month post - therapy.
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Table 6.9

Within Cell Regression Lines, Time Interval and 7-weights

for the Data in Table 6.8

Therapy/Maintenance
Provision Combinafion

Airflow/Some

Rhythm/None

Rhythm/Many

Shadow/None

Gentli/None

Gentle/Many

Nsfeedback/Many

attitude/None

Prolonged Speech/None

Prolonged Speech/Migny

Desensitization/None

.Desensitization/Some

V

Regression of

onto t:

Bo
1

Time Interval
Spanned

(in months) 7-weight

.81025 .00246 1, 3, 16 1.00

.66000 .00714 0, 14 1.50

1.45685 -701990 0, 6, 9, 12 5.75

.17000 .01500 0, 14 1 .00

1.22832 -.00398 0, 1, 10, 25 1 .25

2.37000 -.08500 0, 10 2.00

.88000 .01250 0, 12 2.00

.71000 .04444 0, 9 5.50

2.08383 -.02652 0, 3, 6, 9, 11 2.80

1.79433 -.03514 0, 2, 12, 15, 18 6.20

.78026 :01472 0, 1, 20 1.00

.00000 .01000 1, 3 1.00
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I
Hme, for t = 0,

gi = [1.50(.00714) + 5.75(-.01990) ++ 1.00(.01472)]

+ (1.50 + 5.75 ++ = -.0094.

So the inclinatiOn af the curve at t = 0 is .0094 units downward. At

t = 1, all twelve of the regression slopes in Table 6.9 are averaged because each

of the regression lines was determined across a time span that included t = 1.

The F-weighted average is

. [1.00(.00246) + 1.50(.00714) ++ 1.00(.01000)]

(1.00 + 1.50 1.00) = -.0084.

In this manner, the aggregated slope of the curve is determined far each

month from t = 0 to t = 17. The resulting aggregate curve is graphed along

with the previously derived non-parametric curve in Figure 6.10.

In Figure 6.10, it is 'clear that the curve based on the weighted averaging

of fitted straight lines is smoother and more regular than the non-parametric

carve. This feature seems an advantage since the true curve of effects plotted

against follow-up times probably wouldn't follow the jagged, irregular path

of the non-parametric curve. But the aggregated curve based on linear slopes

appears til,have attenuated the size of the effect decay across time. ,For

example, between 2 and 12 months, the non-parametric curves drops about .40

standard deviation units. Over the same- interval, the curve from aggregated

linear slopes drops only about .15 standard deviation units. This difference

is so great as to Cause one to search for a compromise solutiop.

fi
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4

'Aggregating Quadratic Slopes

Fitting quadratic functionS b4lotast-squares estimation within'each cell
if .

'' of T le 6.8 may produce amore satisfactory aggregate curve. Consider, for
,s 4fr

4 Oexamp.e, the cell "Airflow--'Some" Maintenance Provisions." The three pairs

of points are as follows:

Follow-up time, t: T 3 16.
a

Effect size; .88 .74 86

o

These points can be fit to the quadratic equation

T = Bo + B1 t + 82 t2 + e.

""

With three points and three parameters in
"

the model, the fit of the euqation

is perfect:

7 4 .9658 y .0911t +..0053t2.

For example, at t = 1, the predicted effect is .88; at t T .74;

44

at t = 16, G z .86.,

This single quadratic curve spans the time Interval froml to 16 month
4

Its slope at any time t on the interval is given by the value of the-Teriv ve

of tne,cUrve at the point t. In general, the slope of the "curve at t, is given

by

Slope(t1) = B1 + 28t1.
r'

For example, the slope of the quadratic curve for "Airflow--'Some

' Maintenance".at 2 months post-treatment is

Slope(t = 2) =
d t

( 9658 - .0911t + .0053t2)1t 2
'.

4 -.0911 +..0106t1t = -.0699.
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In words:then, the quadratic curve fit to the data has a slope of .07

standard deviation, units downward at two months post-freatMent..

This method of fitting quadratic curves can be applied to each cell of

Table 6.8, provided that more than two followiLup times are present in a cell (at

-least three data points are required to estimate the three parameters of the

.quadratic curve). Consequently, six of the 12 non-empty cells in Table 6.8 must

be eliminated. (An alternative appropch not explored here would entail fitting
lr

straight lines in those cells:with only two points and lifter aggregating their

' slopes with the slop6s from the quadratic curves. This mixing of quadratic and

'straight line moipls is probably preferable to the elimination of two-data-point

cells' followed here.)

For each cell.with sufficient data, a quadratic curve can be fitted via

least-squares. Then the curve is differentiated to obtain the function describing

tne slope of the curve at any time t. These slopes can be calculated for each.

value of t (to the nearest month, for example) across thetime interval spanned

by the databbn which'the curve was derived. Finally, for each value of t the
4 :

slopes of the derived curves clime averaged, or averaged after some appropriate

weighting, to form an aggragated curve. For the six quadratic curves fit -to

the data in Table 6.8, each slope was weighted by the average number of effect

sizes in the cell (the same weight function applied in aggregating the data

by the non-parametr'ic and linear methods above).

The results of,fitting the quadratic curves, the time span over which the

curve stretches and.the.weight (average number of 't, 's). for the six cells appear

as Table 6 . 1 0 . Suppose one wished c a lculate the agregate slope of the follOw-

up curve .at t.= 16 months post,treatment. From Tab )e 6.10 . t i s seep. that four

cells contribute data to determining fallow-up effects at 16 months: airflow-
,

6 i246 2
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Table 6.10

Quadratic Curves, Follow-up Tipe-5P-ans and Weights.

(Average Number of G's) for the Data in Table 5

Cell

Time Span

'(in months) Weight go 2

Airflow-Some
k 1 - 16 1.00 .9658 -.0911 .0053

Rhythm-Many 0 - 12 5.75 1.2413 .1741 - .,Q168

Gentle Onset-None 0 - 25 1.25 1.2471 -.0146 .0004

Prolonged SPeech-None 0 - 11 2.80
..

2.1571 -.0818 .0050

Prolonged Speech-Many 0 - 18 . . 6.20 1.8599 -.0857 .0029

Desensitization -None 0 - 20 1.00 0.6900 .2095 -.0095

St
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01,

some, gentle onset-none, prolonged speech-mahy, and desensitization-none. The

first derivatives of the quadratic curves for theu four cases and the weights

assoc:ted with each curve are as follows:

First Derivative Weight

Airflow-some -.0911 + .0106t 1.00

Gentle-onset-none -.0146 + .0008t 1.25

Prolonged speech-many -.0857 + .0058t 6.20

Desensitization -none' .2095 - .0190t .1.0C

The aggregate slope at t = 16 is found by solving each first derivative

at t = 16 and then forming the weighted average of the resulting four values:

1.00(.0785') + 1.25(-.0018) + 6.20(.0071) + 1.00(-.0945) .

4000,4- 1.25 + 6.20 + 1.00

+.0253.;
.48 = + .0027 .

Thus, the slope of the follow-up curve at 16 months is a rise of three-

thousandths of a standard deviation per month--imperceptibly different from a

horizontal line. In similar manner,'the slopes of the,quadratic curves in

Table 6.10'were
aggregated for each month, from 0 to 17 and canposite curve

reflecting the proper slope at each month was drawn. This curve, referred to

as the "aggregation of quadratic slopes" appears Siong with the non-parametric

aggregated curve in F"i"ure 6.11.

la.
4111ming of the method of.aggregating linear slopes, viz., the atten on,of

effects. The quadratic curve is much more like the non-parametric curve than

was the aggregation of linear slOpes.

The aggregation of quadratic slopes clearly overcame the mani

u

t short-

40
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INFERENTIAL METHOCS OF META-ANALYSIS

T ole of statistical inference in meta-analyses is somewhat

controv al. Inference at the level of persons within studies (i.e.,

methods that treat persons as tne unit of analysis) seems quite unnecessary;

the rejection of hypotheses in such cases is nearly automatic and Ea forma

since even small integrative analyses encompasing twenty or so studies are

likely to involve several hundred persons. The. picture changes when one

considers "studies" and tne variaoility produced by tneirocnaracteristics

(e.g., location,&date, investigator, types of subject, and the like). At

'tnis second leve., one car readily imagine tnat ever fi:ty or 102 studies

may yield unstaole findings, regardless of wnetner tney subsume data from

a thousand or many tnousand person's. An investigator wno suttly communi-

dates nis expectations of outcomes to his sutjects affects all of them

ecually, and there is 1,ittle comfort in there being 100 subjects or 1,000,.

So if any type of statistical inferenci ought to be undertaken in an

integrative analysis, it snouid be'carriec out with "study" rathef than

"person" as the unit of analysis. But trip prior Question remains: should

meta-analyses use inferential statistics?

The answer is, by no means, obvious. Inferential statistics seem

to work well in two instances: randomized experiments and well-designed

surveys with explicit sampling procedures. The classical theory of

statistical inference assumes either the definition of a population and

''rigorous sampling from it or, as Fisher later showed, the randomization of

units among conditions of an experiment. It works sensibly there; there

is little doubt in these applications about what is meant when it is asserted
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that the confidence intervals cover tne parameter with 95% probability or

that tle probability of trie hypothesis being rejected incorrectly is 1%.

The typical integrative orineta-analysis seldom meets either condition

of valid statistical inference. An attempt is made to locate every study

on tne topic being examined Those studies that are located cons a

portion of a population of stucies; but one hopes that the propDrtion is

close to 100%, and one is under no illusions about the group of studies in

hand being a random or probabilistic samole of tne population Rarely, a

meta-analySis will be unoertaken on a literature so large that it is

impossible to read andaneyze it all, even though one can .describe, count

and otnerwiSe delineate the pcoulation of study. Then one mignt sensibly

craw random 'or stratified, cluster, two-stage random) samples of studies

and apply.classical inferential techniques with a legitimate warrant - -as

Miller (197E) was forced to dc in nis meta - analysis of the effects of

psychoactive drugs.

Tne probability conclusions of inferential statistics depend on

something ?Ike probabilistic sampling, or else tney make no sense. There'

can be nc question whetAer the, relationship of a meta-analysis sample of

s'udies to tne population is similar to tne Oxperimental randomization

upon wnicn permuta,tioh test theory rests. it is not.

The arguments against infeiential techrliques in meta-analysis do

not satisfy the appetite for some indication of the instability or

unreliability of the results. When we'snowed our early work on psycho-

therapy (Smith and Glass, 1977) to John Tukey, he chided us for not

presenting standard errors of the more i i portant averages. Our rec.itation

of the reasons for not broaching the inferential cuestions left him

unconvinced, he felt that regardless of'such complications, some



rudimentary inferential calcula;ions would De informative and useful.

S then we have pursued inferential questions at the ",study" level and

through the application of Tukey and.1MostelAr's jackknife technique (an
4

all- purpose approach to statistical inference for complex data sets where

...odlassical theory is lacking).

Whetner the findings from a collection of studies a.re regarded as a

sampl, from a'hypotnetical universe of studies, or they are in fact a

sample from a well-defined population, problems of statistical inference

arise. Significance tests or confidence intervals around estimates of

averages or regression planes will indicate where the research literature

is conclusive op a question and where tne aggregated findings still leave ,

doubts -- at least insofar as sampling error is concerned.

The inferential statistical problems of the meta-analysis of research

are uniquely complex. The data set to be analyzed will invariably ,contain

complicated patterns of statistical dependence. "_$tudies" cannot be

considered the unit,of data analysis withowt aggregating findings above tne

levels at which many..interesting relationships can be studies. Each study

is likely to yield more than one finding. An experiment comparing

heterogeneous and homogeneous ability grouping migteproduce effect-size

measures on three types of school achievement at four points in time; thus,

12 of the several hundred effect-size measures in an aggregate data set

would have arisen from a single Study. There is no simple'answeroto the

question of how many independent units of information exist in the larger

data se'. One might attempt to impose some type of cluster Tr multiple-
,

stage ing framework on the data, but in tne end this will probably
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restrict the movement of an imaginative data analyst. Two resolutions of

the proolem can be envisioned: one risky, the other complex.

The simple (but risky) solutiomis to regard each finding a.s independent

of the others. The assumption is tintrue, but practical. All inferential

calculations could proceed this independence assumption. The results

(standard errors of means, of correlations, and of regression coefficients)

could be reported with the qualification that they were calculated under

tne assumotion of independence. This procedure might be useful because the

effect of fhe dependence is almost surely to increase standard errors of

estimates above what tney would be if the same number of data points were

independent. Thus, if 50 effect-size measures from 30.studies yielded an
0

unsatisfactorily large standard error for the mean effect size, then it could

De assumed safel. tnat the standard error would be even larger if the

complex dependence in tne data were accounted for properly.

S

14

The matter of statistical efficiency and "lumpy" data can be described

more formally by appealing to an analogy with clu5ter sampling in survey

research. Imagine that "studies" are like clusters and effect size' measures

(or is or any other appropriate description of findings) are like obser-

vations or cases within clusters. It is well-known fromisampling theory

(Cochran, 1963) that if m clusters each containing n elements are drawn

randomly -fnom a population in which the intra-cluster correlation of elements

is denoted by 0, then the variance error of the mean of the mn observations

is ijen approximately by:

c2

Var*(y.) :1 +aim - 1)0] , (15)

where c2 1% the homogeneous within cluster variance of the observations.
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The analogy with apPlli ations to meta-analysis can be drawn by

associating studiei witn cly rs and then p becomes the infra -study cor-

relation of effect-sizes, say;-- is instructive to notice in the above

equation that antra- cluster (or "intra-study") correlation changes the

variance of the mean, from what would be obtained under independence, by a

factor of 1 + (m - 1)4. It is improbable that p would ever be negative, .

nence the conclusion that intra-study correlation of findings in meta-
,

analyses increases variance errors, thus decreasing tne reliability of

aggregates from what would be expected under independence.

Fortunately, tne results from several extant meta - analyses can be

used to investigate what a typical value of p mignt be. Then, the typical

,,inflation of the variance error of tne mean can be estimated. In Table.10

appear tne infra - study correlation coefficients (of course, these are merely
t

intra-class correlations) calculated from the data of seven meta-analyses.

Only one of the seven p's in Table 10 is below .50; they average

.61, but they vary greatly about that average. Nonetheless, .60 gives a

reasonably typical value of p with which to inquire f'urther.

Under the assumption af independence of findings within studies,

the variance error of an acgregate average of n findings within each of

m studies is given by:

Var(7.) c2
mn

An 'intra-stu4correlation of findings increases the va;iance of ,

the mean to:

4
c2

Var*(7.) =
mn

[1 + (m - .

The ratio of the latter to the former equals:

(m 1).6
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Table 6.11

Intra-Study Correlation Coefficients

from Seven Meta-Analyses

Investigator(i) Topic
No. of
Studies

No. of
Find ngs

in

udies

Kavale ('79) Psycholinguistic training 27 220 .24

Schlesinger, Treatment of asthma 11 19 .85
Mumford &
Glass ('78)

Smith ('80) Sex-bias in psychotherapy 34 60 .69

Glass et al.
('717

.Teicher indirectness &
achievement

19 34 .90

Glass ('77) Effects of psychotherapy on
anxiety

26 39 .51

Smith," ilass Psychotherapy 60 185 .60
& Miller '('80)

Shavelsop et al. Stability of teacher effects 19 52 .50
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which indicates the inflation of the variance error due to tre non-

independence of findings within studies. It is important to note that

tne inflation factor does not depend on the number of findings, n, Within

studies, but rather it depends on the number of sta6ies, m.

Another way to view the inflation of the variance error of the mean

due to non-independence is to express Var(7.) as follows by dropping terms

of order l/m:

Var*(.7.)
C2

+ r2 = + °)
Inn n 'mn n

(16)

This fOrmulation shows that the variance of the mean is increased

by c2b/n due to the non-independence of findings within studies.

The following table illustrates the inflation of Var *(y.) over

Var(T) bcause of non-independence.= It is based on the typical intra-

study correlation of .60 from Table 10 and an assumption of n = 2 findings

per study.

.

No. of

Studies

a/
Var(y.)

b

Var*(y-.) b/a

5 (.10)c2 (.34)d2 3.4
10 (.05)2 (.32)c2 6.4
20 (.025)c2 (.31)e 12.4

(.01)0.2 (.304)0.2' 30.4
100 (.005)a2 (.302)c2 60.4
500 (.001)d2 (.3004)a2 300.4

The calculations are remarkable. They show, for example, that given .

an intra-study clustering of .6 for 50 studies with two findings each,thg
vanince error of the

mean of all 100 findings is thirty times larger than the variance error 4

one would suppose to be true assuming independence. \Thus,istatistical.

intuitions developed from experience with independent data sets must be

held in check when dellking weith the kinds of non-independence data typical

L..

)
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of meta-analyses. Furthermore, it is important that statistical.techniques

applied tb meta-analysis take account of 4:tie non -- independent structure .of

tne data, either by LO of formulas for clustering such as illustrated here

or by use of the jackknife technique.

Tukey's Jackknife

An inferential technique wnich takes account of the interdependencies

in a large set of findings in a meta-analysis is Tukey's jackknife method

(Mosteller 8 Tukey, 1968). Space does not permit a basic exposition of the

jackknife technique. One suggestion and ar example must suffice. In calculating

the "p'seuclovalues" in the jackknife method, some portion of the data set is

discarded, and the sample estimate of the parameter of interest is calculated.

In a meta-analysis, tne portion of data eliminated should correspond to all

the findings (e.g., effect sizes or correlation coefficients) arising from

a particular study. Thus there will be as many pseudovalues as there are

studies. The method will be illustrated on a shall portion of the data from a

4
meta-analysis of psychotnerapy outcome studies.

The data in Table 6.12 represent 39 effect-size measures from'26

experimental studies in which behavioral and nonbehavioral psychotherapies were

compared for tneir effects on fear and anxiety. The effect-size measure was

de

defined as 6e
beh.

- 7
nonbeh*

)/S
X' For example, study 1 produced two measures

of experimental effect, the first of which shows the nonbehavioral therapy as

slightly superior to the behavioral therapy, a_DoLthe second of which shows
, N

the behavioral therapy nearly three-fourths of,a standard deviation superior

to the nonbehavioral tltrapy. The first step in establishing a jackknife

0confidence interval on the mean effect size is to average the 39 effect-size
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Measures to obtain X. 'Second, 26 partial means, 3 are calculated by

eliminatinghach study in turn; for example, the fiptyartial mean 13 based,'

on.the 37 effect-size-measures remaining after the eft sizes from study 1

tlliO, .74) are = oved. Third, 26 pseudovalues are calculated as follows:

, 25X- - 257..j; ,The 26 pseudovalues can safe?), be 00garded as Temple
'.

of obseryitions of n ally distributed .independent variables, with expected

, value approximately equ

/

2
to the true mean effect siza,and variance cr. .

a
Thus, the'siet.qf pseudo values.,e., can be ,treated as an ordinary sample of data

to Which t- distribution methods can be applied. The right -hand sidrot

Table 6:22 lists the ,calculations for the 95 percent confidence inte;val on

! _

the true effect s.ize; the interval does' nOt quite span zero, indicatilig a

. statistically reliable superiority of the behavioral therapies: By comparison,

4k
od 95 percent confidence interval on the populati .i mean effect siZe

leill

a t=m

ulated fromthe 39 effect-iTizemeasures: assuming in pendent observations,
-

ektends from -.10/ to + .50.' ;

.ttattstrical inferential methods on the type of data illustratkd here

'could play-a role' im directing future research, : Prom standaroOrrors. of
4,*

averages andcoftfidence re A/ lb .a pound regresSion-planes, one can determine41 d.
I
where'parameters are-sharply eitima,ted-by the current body of research studies

and- whereleMple estimates.rejiain poor:"... The Simi5ledgross-tabluatlion'of the

charactfristi.ds of studies completed is helpful for the'same Purim*. However,

ft must be pointed out that ihe,ambemiof studies needed ,to estimate accurately

.an'aggregate.effect size is partly a function of tOe variance of effect sizes.

for example, 5stodies may determine accurately ,the Jet of amphetamines

A on hyperactive whereas 20 stpdies moy be 'needed to achieve the

same accuracy 01;U=yeer-Oldsif the effects areifundamentaTly more variable

for older children.
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Table 6.12
111.

Ilustflion of Application bf the Jackknife Technique of,interval Estimation of Mean
Ellett Size

Study No
Effect-Srze
Measures

4 ,
Pseudo Vatuos
6, =26Y 25X,

1.. . 10
.. 74 .366

2 43
.... 45 .528

3 .. 65 493

..........) 4 . . 52 407
5 .. 20 197
6 16 040
7 50 . .264
8' 335

r 21L2 291
7 18 184

10. 0 5' 278
11 39 191

462 95 560
13 33 .282
14 12 144
15 08 118
16 . 1.90 1 315
17 , 44 224
18 100 .593
19. .. 06

* .20
10

00 097
20 64 486
21 59

96 980
22 05

.20 102
23 01 072
24 12

14

2B 368
25 22 079
26 1 28

24
24 1 016

Calculabbns

N= 396effect.
n z 26 sallies

.g) = .186

. 457

95% jackknife confidence
interval on M.

initzs =2 06

OS

t 1So/1(ri =
186 t. (2.06)('457)/V26 = ( 00 .371)

4
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The Austration above showed that a confidenip interval based ontack-

knifing on "study" as the unit of analysis was narrower th n the confidence

interval calculated by traditional methods with individual L's as the unit do.
wrN

of analysis. This was unexpected and contrary.to the illustration to be -

1

presented here. It-probably is due to the fact that the largest positive

and largest negative values of G ardse from the same study. A recent

/
application of the jackknife to meta-analysis by Haertel, Wal'oerg and Haertel

(1979) give results more in accord with expectitidns. When multiple TineNr
4

regression weights were ,jackknifed using "study" as the unit, 9ge t--statistics

for the significanr. the differences of the beta - weights from zero were

nearly always smaller fOr tne jackknife estimates tnan for the conventional

estimates (Table 4 of Haertel, Walberg and_Haertel, 1979).

An illustrationell indicate the lines along which the jackknife

approach to statistical inference in meta-analysis can be applied. The

class-size and achievement analysis above, can serve_as the illustration.

A tote le 108 comparisons of achitvement in smaller and larger classes was.

`available to fit the logarithmic curve. These 108 comparisons actually aroserom

.14. different studies. The multiplicity of data arose both from multiple ..

colmparisons with a study (a study comparing four class sizes produced six a's).

.
..

and multiple achievement meascres.tor individual comparisons. (The complete
. -.

data set appears in Glassed Smith, 1978.) A traditional inferential analysis l.

that takes no regard of the conplex interdependencies of the data set (108 G 's

corresponding to only 30 unique comparisons of class-size arising from only
... - s,. ... e

. . \

14 studies)'would proceed a4ong the following lines.
.

,-Nriie
.

, ,

4
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14

The least-sqkares regression of GS_L onto lOge(L/S) has the solution:

B= 5-L
(lo

Pe
L/S)4

(17)

7.(logeL/S)2

For the 108 data points-,

108.780
.2820 .

385.745

The estimate of residual variance equals:'

e
= .1823 .

From traditional 'least-squares theory,- it can be shown that:

ce FZ(log
e
../S)2] -1

8

Thus, in the example,

as^ /.1823(385.745)"' = ..02174.

Assuming normal distributions of estimates of 8, the 95% confidence interval

on B is giver by:

B +1.98 aB -...z .2820 4'.0460 = (.2390, .3250).

The results of the interval estimation prove to be quite different

when the jackknife method-is used to take account of variation at the study,

1

e first step in calculating the jackknife interval on v8 involves
,,

the calculation of all 1 pseudo-values, one fOr each study, by the
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formula:

= 14i - 133 , where

#10

the estimate of B calculated by excluding all%pairs of and log
e
L/S5_1

S-L

that arise from the ith study.

_op
Using the earlier calculations on the entire data set, it can be

4001Lcomputed that:

9_, 3.948 -

ni

.108.780 -E Li oge(L/S)

ni

385.745 -Z(logeL/S)1
1

where the summation is over all pairs of values of L and ldgeL/S that

appear in the ith study.

_The fourteen values of for the data appearalow coded by the

study-number used in Glass and Smith (1978):

.

Study N. §'_i
.t..i

...

001 .28611 !222057
003 ,216408 1.134696
006 .284079 ,

008 .285092 .
:T938704

009 .283260
, .265620

015 .282092 .280810

.0)95
.

.26599

.281716
.222213

\ .285692
-052 .281494 .288578
055 .312188 -.110444
058 .277897 .335339 AK
061 .281980 .282226 '-
073 .2826N .273095
077 .293232 .135984

Nbs r .. ,, ;
8. s .233760,

. s; . .265047
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The 95% confidence interval or E is now calculated by the formula:

e.
Ir

c- //77- ,

.97 df
Ti

where n is the numberof studies and df s n - 1, in this case, but not
.

generally.

OPFor the data of this illustration, the above formula takes * value':

I

.293760 + 2.14 (.265047)/ /77

.293760 + .151590

= (.1422, .4454).

This jackknife interval on E is more"Ithan 350% wide than the interval
p

calculated earlier by conventional methods that treated each pair of value's

and log
e
L/S as an independent data point. The jackknife methods appears

to 'be appropriate an'd equal' to the task of handling data sets interlaced

with complicated dependencies.

Generalized Least - Squares

The methods illustrated onlipe class-size data above are ordinary
I

leastsquares analysis (OLS) and Jackknife (JK) analysis. There exists a

,r

thf-dmeans of analysis that is theoretically more rigorous and may prove

superior tothe putatively inappropriate-OLS and the unknown JK analysis. .

'The third Method is the method of generalized least-squares analysis (GLS).

OLS is the traditional method of linear estimation based on a model of

independently and normally distributed errors'. It is, in fact, a special

case of the method of GLS, which permits'the errors in the linear moael to

be correlated: Correlated errors prevail in the yp'e of data that are fitted,

to the logarithmic model in meta-analyses.
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cab

0

Suppose, to begin with a simple example, that ai study of the relation-

ship between class-size and achfevement is performed where achievement is

compared among class-sizes of 2.2 and n3 pupils (assume the n's increase

in size from ni, to n1). From the logarithmic model,

z Slog n + e

for the ith pupil in tne lth class. It is assumed that are

independently and normally distributed with variance C.72. In order to remove

arbitrary scale factors and fit the model, the class means must be paired,

difforented and standardized to form delta measures; e.g.,

n,

-n. = clog (--) (e.1
2
).n

2 2

Now, the random variable C has a normal distirbution with

mean.= 31og(ni/n2), and

variance Var(T.
1

T. ) +
2

1

n
2,

'here are thres,p4ible pairs of the class-sizes ni, n2 and
23;

thus`

there are three possile L's: However, the deltas are constrained by the

restrictgon that

= L
"n1 -n

3
n

1

-n
2 2-H3

e -

Ther,"one of the three adds DO information to the remaining two; only two

deltas need be considered. (In the more general case ofJ glass-sizes, there

are J(J-1)/2 .possible deltas, but only J-1 of these are free to vary.) Thus,

the available information is completely contained \<1any nonredundant subset

of J-1 deltas. It will be convenient to work with only thosedeltas that are
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foy'llied by-comparing each class-size in turn with the smalles't clam-size, e.g.,

-n
where n > n..

1 j

In' the three class-size comparison, tha deltas will be

and t,
n1 -n nl-n3

W have already seen that
n-n has error variance ecual to c2(1/n, 1/71)-

Likewise, tn
-n tas error variance equal to 02(1/n1 + 1/r1). it remains to

1 3

determine the covarian of .tnese deltes1'

(Lni_n2,
4n1-n3 ) =

P

Covar 5-.1 -1.2, e.l - e.3)

Covar (.i.1e.1) . 0 +

var(e.1) = q2/111 Cs.

It should be clear that in a set,g J-1 deltas forwc by comparing

n.
,

6

--I

In turn with n that each delta has Variance given by .1411164.I

VartLn
1

.n
j

..2(1 1.)
nl

nj '

and each pair of deltas has covariance givenby

Covar(L
n -n j,

A
n -n

d2/n 1-
1 j 1 j*
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Hence, the set of two

As

deltas in our example has the following variance-

covariance matrix of error9,:

1 1
1

,

n1
n2 n1

(18)
1 1

n1 n1 n3

A genera; linear model could nzq be stated for tne two deltas:

4011.
= ,elog(n,/n). r

wnere tne vector of es are ciitributed normally with zero mean vector and

variance-covariance matrix in formula 16 above.

Denotingtne variance - covariance matrix of errors by 1-.E, then

jonnston ;1972; shows that the generalized leastf-squaresAsolution for 3 is

contained in the following-quantitiesi

4
= (X': -X)

-1 XT `E
t,

9

( 19)

.4%
wnere G js tne vector of deltas (two, in the example), and X is the matrix

of independent variable values-;in the example,.a 2 x 1 vector with entries
411,

log(1 /n2) and log(n1/n3),

,

= a
2(X

, X)

an an unbiased estimate cf P. is given by

(20)

C^2 a (t Xg)TZ (L x) /(4 - k), (21)
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I

wnere N is the number of deltas ar'8 k is the number of parameteip estimated

(one, in the example).

In a typical meta- analysis, deltai will arise from more than one

study. Thus, tnere may be two deltas from Study #1 (J=3) and three deltas

from Study #2 (J=4)101This atrangemeik of data does not substantially compli-

cate the-GLS analysis outlined above. The vector of deltas is now of order
Oft

5 x 1 and the variance-covariance matrix of errors, E, is a block-diagonal

matrix Of order 5 x 5:

1' -
nn

1 2

1 1

n.
I

n,
1

0
n1

.

1
"Ir '... 0

n3

z r2 0, 0
1

, 1°

d SI

'0 0 1

n
1

0

n1

a .

where the n, in Study

likewise for a2 . . . ) .

The block diagonal.matrix ZE in fOrmulas (19), (20) and (21) yields the

proper estimate of 6, .its standard error, and an estimate of error variance.

0

n, n1
4

may- be different f'rom the ni in Study- #2 (and

The distribution of 6 divided 5.y its estimated Standard error is known to
,

be Student's t-distribution with Aegrees of freedom equal to N-1, where N
. .

l's the number of deltas (there being J-1 deltas for each study) (dohnston,

1972,P. 210).
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The above argument appears to be mathematically complete and appro-
..

phiate to the inferential problems of fitting and testing the logarithmic

model. A Monte Carlo study is not strictly required--failing the discovery

of some flaws in the mathematicsbut it will be useful to check the validity

of the GLS procedure while carrying out a Monte Carlo study to check the use-
.

fulness of the OLS and,JK solutions. O'ne knows a priori that the QLS and

JK confidence intervals do not have complete mathematical justifications;

tne OLS intervals are likely to be uselessly inexact and, as always, the

accuracy of tne approximation upo which the JK intervals are based must be4

:necked.

In the following section, the results of a Monte Carlo simulation are

oresented in which the accuracy of confidence intervals constructe! by the

GLS, OLS and JK methods it' compared.

Monte Carlo Study

A Monte Carlo study was conducted to cheol: the validity of OLS, GLS and

JK confidence intervals. The structure of the simulation (i.e., number of

studies, number of*class-sizes compahed, and `the sizes of classes compared)

was cnosen to duplicate exactly the data set in the meta-analysis of claSs-
,

size arc! achievement CGlass and Smith, 1979). The data set stricture is as
.

follows:

I r
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0

.1

Table §.13

Structure- of the Data Set Used in the Monte Carlo Study

Study No. nl

1 i
2

A
1

3 17

4 28

5' i
1

6 15

7 16

8.
.

20

9 26

10 1

11 15

12 ' 1
/ :

13 15

.14 r-
1

Class Sizes
n2 n3 n4 ....

1

3 25

25

35

. III
112

2 5 23

30

23 30 37

28

50

32

37 60

8

45

*14 30

,

*

1k" 4'

a

v

r-
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A

For example, in Study #1, three class-sizes were compared: 1,

and 25. this study gives rise to two values of delta: Li.:34and G1_25. In

Study #4, two class-sizes are compared yielding a single delta: 628_112.

Given tr above data structure, t4re arli only two parameters of the
#1.

logarithmic model that need to be specified: the value of B and the error

variance c2 (N.B.: this error variance describes error in observations of

indiviipals; it is not the same as the error E). The value of B can be

specified without restriction; in the simulations, values of .25, .50 and 1.00

were used. The error variance, c2e' -is specified in a round-about way by first

specifying a value for the linear correlation between z and log(n1/n2) in

the miel

z = Blog(ni/n2) +.e, and

tnen solvin-g for c2 assuming that z has unit variance,. In the simulations

reported here, the linear correlation, p, between z and log(ni/n2) was

taken to be ether .65 or .85. Hence, the correspondinig'ierror variances'

equal

(72 = 1 - .652 I. 0.76;

.2 = 1 - .852 1= 0.53.

The steps Fn the simulation proceeded as follows:

Step 1. Having specified values of nl, n2, a and 0 (say, B = .5,

o = .85), scores are generated according to the model

z Blog(ni/n2) + e.

Step 2. Deltas are Calculated via

- F.
2 ,

1-n2
z
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Step 3. In this way, all the deltas ili the 14-study data seVspecified

above are calculated.

Step 4. The ordinary least-squares (OLS) estimate of 5 is calculated

in the usual fashion from the 30 deltas that arise from Table 6.13,

The .1 a confidence interval on B is calculated from

^
1-a/2

t Er

29 5 t.

Step 5. The jackknife (JK) confidence interval on B is calculated by

means of the 14 pseudo-valuis arising from the data structure

in Table 6.13 and then by means of the forMula

e.
+ 1-a/2

t
13

a /TT .

Step 6. The generalizedleast-squares (GLS) confidence interval on

B is calculated via

+ where
1-a/r20

1

0 the estimates are given in formula's (19), (20) and (21) above.

Step 7. Each of the three .intervals was calculated for each single

simulation and it was recorded whether the 90 percent; 95

percent and 99 percent confidence intervals captured the

true value of a. The simulation was repeated 1,000 times and

the proportions of intervals capturing the parameter were

counted.

The results appear in the following table `for the 90 percent confi-

dence coefficient. The results.for the 95 'percent and 99 percent confidence

intervals appear in Tables 6.15 and 6.16 .
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"Table 6.14

empirical Confidence Coefficients for True a = .10 for

Ordinary Least-squares (L), Jackknife (JK) and Generalized

Least-squares (GLS) Confidence Intervals

P 5

.65

. 25

. SO

4

1.00

.85 ...

. 25

. 50

I

1.00

Method bf
Estimation

Empirical Confidenc6
Coefficient

OLS -.678

JK .857

GLS .900

OLS
a,

.646

JK .845

GLS .909

OLS .641

JK . ,857

G;. S. .910

OLS .653

JK k

.
:866

GLS .894

OLS
II.

.647

JK , .852

GLS .906

OLS
.642

JK
.654,

GLS 1
.897
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Table 645

Empirical Confidence Coefficients for True- a ..05 far

Ordinary Least-squares (OLS), Jackknife (JK) and Generalized

Least-squares (GLS) Confidence Intervals

p Method of
Estimation

Empirical Confidence
Coefficient

OLS'

.25 JK

GLS

.65 OLS

.50 JK

GLS

I
.786

.917

.955

a

.740

.905

.949

OLS

1.00 JK

GLS

.744

.912

.956

OLS f .742 ..

.25 i JK .914

--.) GLS .947

4?

OLS .771
:85

.50 JK .929

GLS .947

OLS .734

1:00 JK,
.

.914/

GLS .943
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Table 6.16
.

empirical Confidence Coefficients for True- a =.01 for

Ordinary Least - squares (OLS), Jackknife ctiK) and Generalized

Least-squares (GLS) Confidence intervals
A

P 6 'Method of Empirical Confidence
Estimation Coefficient

OLS .866

25 JK .966

.. GLS .993
r .

.65 OLS .871

.50 JK .973

GLS 4 .987

OLS .-4 ,876

1.00 - JK .969

GLS . .988

.
OLS .879

.

.25 JK .973

GLS 1.994

OLS
.

-.876 1

.85

.50 JK .9-E,1

.

GLS
.991

OLS .

.869

,- 1.00 JK

GLS

.968

.983 a
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The results in Tables 6.14 and 6.16 are remai-kably simiOar and the

findings are clear.
. ,

The GLS method is .accurate; it yields tOe confidence

coefficient that one expects to have when referencing the 1 -/2 nrcerttilts
, e

of tne proper t-distribution. The empirical and theoretical, confidence coef-

-ficients were never more than .01 units discrepant--a discrepancy well with'in

the bounds of sampling error for 1,000 cases, as it must be since the GLS

solution is mathematically correct. By comparison, the OLS confidence intervals

were grossly in error.. For example with B = 1.0 and p = .B5, the nominal

90 percent OLS confidence interval around ,B has on)Y .642 probability of

cloturing the parameter value of 1.0--an error in the exoected Confidence

coefficient of roughly one-third.

The JK confidence sbefficients are more accurate than the OLS coef-

ficients but they are probably ,4fiacc4.t9ly discrepant from theoretical

values, ,in absolute terms, and they are clearly less acaoratt than the GLS

,-1/
confioence intervals. For example for B Jlikand_b = .65, the nominal.

90 percent JK interval ha's actual onflaence coefficient 'f 84.5%, an error

of over 5 percentage points, whereas the GLS interval, as expected, sows

an empirical -confidence coefficient equal (withjn samplivirggrror) to ;he

theoretical value.

O
A Monte Carlo simulation showed the generalized least-squareS confi-

denct intervals on B.of the logarfthmicel to be accurate: accordijg to

theory. The ordinary least- squares confidence interval proved to bey"
-

grossly inaccurate and unacceptable -- victims of the non-independence of
.

the, G's from which. the lo9aripimic model is fitted. The jackknife confidence

intervals (although not as inaccurate as the OLS intervals and although
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PossIbly capable of being improved by proper normalizing transformations yet

to be discovered) were less accurate than the GLS intervals.
4

The method of generalized leaSt-squares istan accurate method of..

estimation of 3 in the logarithmic model which finds frequent apPli-,

cation in problems of.metl-analysis.

S
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CHAPTER SEVEN

AN EVALUATION CF META-ANALYSIS

The approach to research integration referred to as "meta-analysis"

'isnbthing more than the attitGde of data analysis applied to quantitative

summaries of individual experiment's. By recording the properties of studies

and their findings in quantitative terms, the meta-analysis of research

invites one who would integrate numerous and diverse findings to apply the

,full power of statistical methods to the task. Thus it is not a tconnique;

rather it is a perspective that us" fiany techniques of measurement and

1

statistical analysis.

A tenet of evaluation theory is that self-assessmer is alwyas gore

suspect than assessment by a neutral party. There is a tone of false

promise in professing to iticize an endeavor in which one has invested

himself heavily. Alth gh we cannot promise to deal with the strengths

and weaknesse of th4"meta-analysis approach with an even hand, we can

)

assure the reader that most.of the objections raised against the procedure

by crifics of eorlierapplicat'ions are recorded and discussed below.

Applications of meta-analysis to research in psyntiotherapy, school class-

size, special eduction and other problems have produced many technical

criticisms. Among the'persons commenting on meta-analysis are the

following:, Mansfield & Busse (1977), Bandura (1987), Eysenck (1978a).,

all (1978), Jackson (1978), Paul (1978), Presby (1978), Walberg (1978),

-Anonymous (1979), Gill'en1,1979), Rimland (1979), Simpson (1980), Eysenck (1978b),

Shapiro 0977), Cook and Leviton (1980), Hunter 11979), Roid, Brodsky and

Bigelow (1979).

2 -j3
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1. The Apples and Oranges Problem

it is illogical to compare "different" studies, i.e., studies

done with different measuring techniques, different types of

persons, and the like.

2. Use Hof Data From "Poor" Studies

Meta-analysis advocates low standards of quality for.research.

It accepts.uricritically the findings froT studies that,are
1

poorly designed or are otherwise of low quality. Aggregated

conclusions should only be based on the findings of "good"

Studies.

3 Selection Bias in Reported Research

Meta-analysis is dependent on the findings that researchers

report. Its findings will be b sed if, as is surely true,

there are systematic differences ong the results of research

that appear in journals vs. books vg. thises vs. unpublished.

papers.

4. Lumpy (Non-Independent} Data

Meta-analyses are'conducted on large data sets in which multiple

'results are deri,ved from the same study: this renders the data

non - ,independent and gives one a mistaken impression of the

reliability of the results.

In the rerpinder of this-section, these criticisms will be addressed

with counterarguments and data accumulated from several extant meta-analyses.

278,
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Criticism #1 - The Apples and Oranges Problem. The meta- analysis
-approach to research integration mixes ules and oranges. 'It makes no
sense to integrate the findings of different studies.

The worry is often encountered that in combining or integrating

studies, one is foreing incommensurable'studies together, or trying to
1

Make different studies answer the same question, or "mixing apples sand

oranges." Implicit in this concern is the belief that only studies that

.are tne same in certain respects can be aggregated. "A study's depen-.

dent variables and those independent variables which are measured must

be measured in the same way as,,or in a way subject to a conversion into,

tnose eMployed in the rest of the studies" (Light and Smith, 1971, p. 449).

This thesis should be clarified in at least two ways: "Same" is not define

and the respects in which comparable studies must be'the same are unspeci-

fied. The claim that only studies which are the same in all respects can

be compared is self-contradictory; there is no need to compare thin since

they would obviously have the same findings within statistical error. The

only studies which need to be compared or integrated are different studies.

Yet it is intuitively di-ear some differences' among studies are so large

or critical that no one is interested in their integ.ration. What, for

example, is to be made of study #1 which demonstrates the effectiveness

of disulfiram in the treatment of alcoholism and study #2 which demonstrates

the benefit's of motorcycle helmet laws? Not much, I suppose. But it

hardly follows that the integration of study #1 on lysergide treatment of

alcoholism and study #2 on "controlled drinking" is meaningless; one Is

understandably concerned with which treatment has a greater cure rate.

Is the essential difference between,the two examples that in the former

case the -problems addressed by the studies are different but the problem

279
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is the same in the latter example? "Problem" is no Petter defined than'

"study" or "findings," and invoking tne word clarifies little. It is

easy to imagine the Secretary for-Health comparing fifty studies on

alcoholism treatment with fifty studies on drug addTctior treatment or a

hundred studies on the treatment,of obesity. If the two former groups

of studies are negative and the latter is positive, the Secretary may

decide to fund only obesity treatment cenoters. From the Secretary's

point of view, the problem is public health, not simply alcuholism or

drug addiction treatment.

Suppose that a researcher wished to integrate existing studies on

computer-assisted instruction (CAI) and cross-age tutoring (CAT) to

obtain some notion of their'relative effectiveness. That studies #1 and

#2 on CAI used different standardized achfevement tests to measure progress

in mathematics is a difference that should cause little concern, considering

the basic-similarity of most'standardized achievement ipts. He who .

would object to integrating the findings from these two studies must face

a succession of difficult questions
which begin with whether he will

4

accept as comparable two studies using different forms of the same test or

whether he will accept as equal two average scores which were achieved by

different patterns of item responses to, the same form of the same test.

Imagine further that 'of100 CAI studies, 75 were in nth and 25 in

science, whereas of the 100 CAT studies, 25 were in math and 75 were in

science. Are the aggregated data on effectiveness from 100 studies each

of CAI and CAT meaningfully comparable? It depends entirely on the exact

' form of the question being )ddressed. If CAI is naturally much more

frequently applied to math instruction than to science (and vice versa

280
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for CAT), then the simple aggregation of effectiveneSs Measures may most

meaningfully answer the question of what benefits could be expected by a

typical school"from installing CAI (and using it in the natural manner,

which means three times more extensively in math than in scienemiwinstead

of instigating CAT. If, however, one were more interested in the question

of whether CAI was a, more effective medium than CAT, then, such a comparison

'ought not to be confounded with problems of the difficulties of learn/ng

'math versus science. In these circumstances, a straightforward aggregation

of the findings in etch set of 100 studies would not bk. most meaningful.

To compare the media independently of subject taught, one could calculate
,

effectivenqs measets separately for math and science within either CAI

or CAT., Then total.effectiveness measures for CAI and CAT would be

constructed by some appropriate method of proportional weighting.

There exists another respect in which critics are inconsistent who

criticize meta-analysis as meaningless because it mixes apples and oranges.

These same critics, researdirs themselves, habitually perform data
I

analyses in their own research in which they lump together (average or

otherwise aggregate in analyses of variance, t-tests Ad whatever) data

from different persons. These persons are as different and as much like

apples and oranges in their way as studies are different from, each other.

Yet the same critics who object to pooling the findings of studies 1, 2,

...; 10 see-nothing at,all objectionable in pooling the results fr.om

persons 1, 2, ..., 100 in their own research. An inconsistancy of no

small order must be acknowledged at thi4 paint, or else the critic of

meta-analysis must argue convincingly that the two kinds of aggregating

identified are qualitatively different; and he should spec.* .how they

281-
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are different and why it matters, which will necessarily entail presenting

empirical evidence to demonstrate that studies using different populations,

measuring instruments, data analyses, etc. are Tundamentally incommensurable.

(The ironic dilemma posed here is that such an empirical demonstration

would be of itself, an/analysis of exactly the type which we have referred

to as a "meta-analysis".)

Criticism #2. The meta-analysis approach "advocates law standards
of judgment" of the Quality of studies.

Although Eysenck (1978) saw us as "advocating" low standards of-

r- 1..research quality, other critics have viewed us merely as being incapable

cf telling the difference between "good" and "bad" studies. We have been

accused of relying on undiscriminating volume of data rather than on

quality of design and evidenca. In the academic wars waged over the-

questions of the benefits of psychothera0y, the judgment of "quality,of

design and evidence"has usually been the ad hoc impeaching on methodological

of the studies of one's enemies.

Somewhere in the history of the social sciences, research criticism

took an unhealthy turn. it became confused with research design. The

critic often reads a published study and second guesses the aspects' of

measurement and analysis that should have been anticipated by the researcher.

-If a study "fails" on a sufficient numberof these criteria--or if it
I

fails to meet conditions of which the critic is particularly fond--the

study is discounted or eliminated completely from consideration. Research

design has a logic of its own, but it is not a logic appropriate to

research integration. The researcher does not want to perform a study

deficient in some aspect of measurement or analysis, but it hardly follows
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J
is the same- in the latter example? "Problem" is no better defined than -

"stIldy" or "findings," and invoking the word clarifies,little.s It is

easy to imagine the Secr;etary for Health comparing fifty studies on

alcoholism treatment with fifty studies. on drug addiction treatment or a

hundred studies on the treatment of obesity. If the two former groups

of studies are.negaive and the latter is positive,the Secretary many

decide to fund only obesity treatment centers. From theSecretary's

point, of view, the problem is public health, not simply alcoholism 6r

drug addiction treatment.

Suppose that a researcher wished to integrate existing studies on

computer-assisted instructiom(CAI) acid cross.:age tutoring '(CAT) to

obtain some notion of their relative effectiveness. That studies #1 and
44,

#2 on 'CAI used different standardized achieVement tests to measure progres

kin mathematics is a difference that should cause little concern, considering

the basic similarity of most standardized a,p'ievement tests. He Who'

`-%

would object to tntegriting the findings from these two studies must face

a succession of difficult questions which begin with whether he will

accept as comparable two studies using different forms of'the same test or

whether he will accept as equal two average scores which were achieved by

different patterns of item responses to the same form ofthe same test.

Imagine further that of 100 CAI studies, 75 were in Math and 25 in

science, whereas of the,100 CAT studies, 25 were(in math and 15 were in

Alkence. Are the aggregated data on effectiveness from 100 studies each
4/6

,of CAI and CAT meaningfully 'comparable? It depends entirely on the exact

form of the question being addressed. If CAI is naturally much more

frequently applied to math instruction than:to science (and vice' versa
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that aftera less- than - perfect study has been done, -its findings s ouldp

not be Considered. A iogit'of.rescarch,inturationftcould lead a

description, of design and analysis features -and study of their covariance

with research findings. If, for example, the covariance is quite smallI.
NIetween the size of an experimental effect and or not subjects

d
.

were voitnteers. then the: force the lricism that some experiments

used volunteers i§ clea"ly

Our early work 'on the effects of psychotherapy (Smith and 01ass,

1977) never strayed far. from a sensitivity tk design and methods in the

studies 'integrated. However, across the field of psychotherapy outcome

evaluation, there was b.asicallysno correlation between the "quality" (in

the sense of Campbell and Stanley, 1966,'and others) bflkne design and the

size of psychotherapy effect (Smith Glass,
.

1977, p. 758, Table 47: Thus

any 4iltinctionS bt:tweerv"good" and "b d" studies'would'leave the overall

Picture unchanged--a fact that should /be clear to anyone who understands

what the absenc1e of torreTation implies. No purposwould have been

served by reporting resltts separately for "good" and "bad" studies since

they: would -have been essentially the same. In a meta-analysis of eilkational

research on the effect of class-size on achievement, Glass and Sintth (39791
ai

found that Mkality of research design (essentially the degreeoir control
-

exercised over the assignment of pupils to elasses)' was the highest cor-

relate of effects. The sensible course was elected, and results were

presented only for the studies in which careful experimental control was

exercised.

An early attempt at'meta-analysis was characterized somewhat cynically

by A critic as follows: "Although no single study was' well enough.done to
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prove that psychotherapy is effective, when you put all these bad studies _

together, they show beyond doubt tat therapy works." This skeptical charac-

terization with its paradoxical ring is a central thesis of research integration.

to In fact, many weak studies can ad4 up to a strong conclusion.,' Suppose that,

in a grodp of 100 studies, studies l'-10 are weak in representative sampling

but,strong in other respects; studies 11-20 are weak in measurement but

'otherwise strong; studies 21-30 are weak in internal validity.only; studiei

0,

31-40 are weak only in data an sis; and so on. But imagine also that all

100 studies are somewhat similar in that they show. superiority of the

experimental over the control group. The critiChO maintains that the
4$

total collection of studies does not support strongly the concluslon.of

tlillatmnt efficacy is forced to invoke an explanation of multiple causality
I,

(i.e., the observed, difference can be caused either by this particular

measurement flaw or this particular design flaw, or this particular analysis

flaw, The number of multiple causes which must be invoked to

counter the explanation of treatment efficacy can be embarrassingly large for

even a few dozen studies. Indeed, the multiple-defects explanation will soon

grow into a conspiracy, theory or else collapse under its own weight.

Aap Respect for parsi
IF

imperfect stucirie

d good sense demands an acceptance of the notion that

converge on a true conclusion.

An important partof every meta-analysis with which we have been

associated has been the recording.of methodological weaknesses in the

original studies and the examination oftheir covariance of study findings.

Thus, the influence of "study quality" on findings has been regarded

consistently as an empirical a posteriori question, not an a priori

matter of opinion or judgment used in excluding large numbers of studies
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from consideration. But auritic once asked us, "Why do you study the

difference in the finrii of 'good' vs. 'bad' studies? If you found a

difference, wouldn't you reject the 'bad' studies? And if you found no dif-

feronce, wouldn't the findings of the.2gbod' studies be the same as those for

all studies regardless of quality?" The dilemma was neatly posed, and we

hope the answer is comprehensible. Surety, the "good" studies (i.e., those "

with excellent controls and sophisticated technolo7y) are to be believed 4/f

a conflict is observed between findings of 4od and poor studies (cf. Glass

and Smith, 1979). However, if "good",and "poor" studies do not differ

greatly' in their findings, a large data base(all studies regardless of

quality) is much to be preferred over a small data base (only the "good"

studies). The larger data base can be more readily subdivided to answer

specific sub-queStions that are inevitably drbvoked by the answers to the

general questions (e.g., "But are behavioral therapies superior to cognitive

therapies fos children.with low I.Q.?"). The smaller data base of "good"

studies only is likely to have too few instances to address many sub-questions.

Moreover, even when the results of "good" and "bad" studies differ, even

they bad or not-so-bad studies/can be informative; for suppose that six

studies of quality "10" on a ten-point scale show a correlation of X and

Y of .70 on the average, and that twelve studies-of quality "9" show an r

of .65, studies of quality "8" an r of .60, and so on down to quality "1"

an r of .10, say. This pattern is far more informative and lends greater

credence.to a r of .70 for six studies of 90 qaulity than would the

results of the six studies in isolation from all others.

The covariation of research 'quality with results is, then, an

empirical matter of central concern in meta-analysis, as well as being of

Z86
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interest to research methodologists who ftmd meta - analysis too much to

swallow. Fortunately, we have several thousand data that can inform us on

tht.geral question.
,

In Table 7:1 appears a summary of the differences in results among

.

studies of varying'research quality for twelve different meta-analyses.

Each meta- analysis was performed on i literature of comparative experimental

.

findings. The balic unit of measurement for the meta-analysis was the

effect siPe, ES, a94kin each instance it was defined so that positive values

indicated findings in accord with the favored hypothesis of the field in

question (e.g., a positive ES in Hartley's meta-analysis of computer assisted

math' instruction indicated'a'superiorit4 of CAI over traditional teaching).

In each meta-analys-ti, tKe rating of High, Medium, br Low research quality

was primarily an assessment of internal validity of the experiment (Campbell

and Stanley, 1966). U
If Table 7.1 achieves nothing else, it ought to be, at the very least,

4
an effective antidote to rampant a priorism on the matter of whiCh studies

should be admittedIS evidence in deciding research questions. Some of the

meta-analyses in Table 7.1 show a relationship between design quality and

findings and others to not. But in those analyses with substantial numbers of

cases, the differences in size of average experimental effects between High

it

validity and Low*valiaity experiments are suiirisingly small. The only notable

exceptions to this trend in the entire table are Hartley's ('78) tutoring

analysis, Smith ('80), and Carlberg's (9) resource room analysis; but in

each of these instances; as just suggested, the large deviations are probably

merely the consequence of small n's in particular categories. As a general

rule, thre is seldom much more than one-tenth standard teviation difference

between average effects for High validity and Low validity experiments.
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Table 7.1

Relationship BetweerkResearch Quality (internal Validity) and

.Findings in 12 Meta-Analyses of Experimental Literatures

Relationship Between Intern/Validity
and Average Experimental Effect Size

Investigator(s) Topic High
.1

Medium Low'

Hartley ('77) Computer -based

Instruction
n: 11 55 E3

7.: .311 .389 .503

Tutoring n: 52
1.2. '9

E . : :584 .306 1.066

Kulik & individual n! 22 22
Cohen (1.79) Instruction

7.: .409 "104

Smith- ('80a) Sex bias in
psychotherapy

n: 30 26 4

-.18 -.01 .77

^

Smith ('80b) Effects of aesthetic
eauc. on basic

n: 84 48 -

%
117

skills E.: .53 .52 .69

Carlberg ('79) i' Spec. ed. room
placement vs. r

n: 83 187 52

reg. room
placement

-.19 -.11 .02.

Resource room n: 3 31 5
placement
vs. reg. room
placement

i=7.: 1.13 i .12 .56

Spec. educ. inter-
vention vs.

n: 40 81 35

classroom E.: .19 .27 .53 .

treatment,
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Table 7 .1 (continued)

Miller ( ' 78) Drug therapy for
psych. disorders

n: 297

L.: -.48

16

.54

37

.64

Hea rol ( ' 79) Effects of TV on n: 176 176 176
anti- social behav

L.. .33 .
. 30 .27

4111P

Effects of TV on n: 35 35 35
"pro- social"

bena v. ' . : .59 .63 .67

l/--- High Medi um Low

SUBTOTALS n: 833 667 515

: .36 .21 .43

Smith, G1 ass & Psychotherapy n : 1157 378 224
Miller ( ' 80 )

L : . 82 .75 .68
4.-

TOTALS n: 1990 1045 739

: .63 .40 .51
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Our experience with meta-analyses Of experiments wag matched by Yin,

Bingn4m and Heald 11976) in their study of the relationship between case study

quality and findings. Yin and his colleagues colle"d 140 case studies on

nologital innovations, every study they could find that applved after

1965. They devised four criteria for judging the quality of the stuclies:

1) presence of operational measures of innovative device and outcomes,

2) presence of some relevant researcn design, 3,) overall adequacy of 'evidence,

in relation-to conclusions, and 4) adequacy of evidence in relation to.each

stated outcome. They correlated research quality, .so defined, with study

Outcomes and concluded:

"To the extent that one objective of our investigation to

examine the widest Possible range of reported innovative experiences, there

was thys strong reason not to discard tne lower'quality'studies. At the

same time, tne general lack of relationship between quality and the outcomes

of the innovative experitnce suggested that the inclusion of lower quality

studies-would not affect the overall conclusions to be drawn from the

review,.," (Yin, Bingham and Heald, 1976, pp. 153-4)

In an earlier study (Yin and Yates, 1975), 'the investigators did observe

an association between research quality and findings, just as we see a relation-

ship in som?-literatures and not in Igers. Without thinking about the matter,x

further, oneis tempted to ask why "poor quality" studies are included in the

first place if they'll only be retained provided they agree in their findings

with the high quality studies. Ifthere were virtually huge numbers of both

wel -done and poorly-done studies on a queStion, the answer would be clear:

)
..,

th ow away the poorly-done studies and'heed tbe message of the,high quality

research. But the usual situa.tion is'that there exist several studies, some

of which are 'nigh quality, some average and some poor.

06.
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Suppose thar,of fifty experiments on the effects of jogging on life

expectancy, 25 are judged to be of poor design and execution, 15 ar$, regarded

as moderately well done and 10 are well -done. Suppose further that the average

.

effect (experimental vs. control group difference) is 2.86 years life expectancy

avor'ing.the,exberimental groupin the 10 best designed studies. Should, one

base his opinion on the results of these 10 studies and ignore the findings

of the other forty? Let's presg on and see. Suppose that the effects shown

by tne 15v moderately well! dong and 25 poorly done experiments were 2.74 years

'and 2.60 years, respectively. These findings do, in fact, support the finding

. of the less numerous well done studies and make it more credible. Imagine

contrariwise that the average effects for the moderately will done and poorly .

done experiments were -0.47 years,and 8.65 years,'respectively. Now the finding

of tne tenwell done experiments is placed in a context of chaotic error and

variability-and it is more suspect. People reason and judge with the help of

complex pattern5 and contexts; scholars who are doctrinaire about research

quality when they integrate research studies ignore this fact. It is precisely

this,fact that was ignored in a widely publicized critique of our meta?analysis

of the, school class-size and achievement relationship (Educational Research

Service, 1980).

1
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' Criticism #3. Selection Bias in Reported Research.

Meta-analysis is dependent on the findings Vitt researchers report.
Its findings will be biased if, as is surely true, tqre,are systematic
differences among the results of research that-appear in journals vs. books
vs. theses vs. unpublished papers.

The.findings of a dozen meta-analyses can be Used to inform us on the

severity pf one aspect of this criticism. Several investigators working on

the integration of experimental literatures compared the effects revealed

by experiments depending ofwhetherythey were published in journals, books,

doctoral or master's theses, or not published at all. The results' are

tabulated as Table 7.2.

The findings in Table 7.2 are fairly consistent. Inevery.one of the

ten instances in which the comparison cant-D,p made, the average experimental

effect from studies published in journals is larger than the correspondinca

effect eptimated from theses and dissertations. Th'at is one integrates

o "published" (meaning journal published) studies, the impression, of

support for the favored hypothesis is artificially enhanced over what would

be seen if the'entire literature
were integrated -(i.e., journals, books and

"dissertations). The bias in the journal:literature relative to the bias

in the dissertation ltterature.is not-inconsiderable. The mean effect size
t

(for journals is .64 as compared with .48 for the issertatiotiterature;

hence, the bias is of the order of [(.64 - .48)/.4E] 100% 33%. Thus,

findings reported in journals are, on the average, one-third standard

. deviation more favorably disposed toward the favored hypotheses of the

i.,,Kvestigators ,than findings reported in.theses or di1sertations. 1
Comparisons of average effect sizes among other sources of publicationeffect
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Table 7.2 "I
-J

. Relationship Between Source of Publication and Findings

in 12 Meta-Atlyses of Experimental Literatures

fhvgotigator(s) Topic Journal

Source of Publication

Book Thesis Unpubl.

Kavale ('79) Psycholinguistic
training

n: 13 16 5

T.: .50 .30 .37

Hartley (177) Computer-based
instruc.

n: 34 13 34

"E.: .36 .28 .54

Tutoring n: 9 47 17

Z.: .77 .40 1.05

Rosenthal (16) Experimenter
bias

n: 25 50

T.: 1.02 ,74

Smith ('80a) Sex ikasiin

psychotherapy
n: 28 32

.22 -.24

'Smith ('80b) Effects of

aesthetics educ.
n: 29 164 56

on basic skills o : 1.08 .48 .50

Carlberg ('79) Spec. ed. room
placement

n: 146 17 45 114

. - vs. reg. rowl
placement

6 :

4

-.09 -.01 -.16 -.14

Resource room
plac. vs. reg.

n: 33 6

room place. , .32 -.09
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Table 7.2 (continued)

Mil ler ('79) Z
1r

Drug therapy
of psych.

n: 33

disorder's : .49

Hearold ( '79) Effects of T.V

on antisocial
n: 262,

behay. .40

.SUBTOTALS n:' 1025

: .38

Smith, Glass & Psychotherapy n: 1179
Miller ( '80)

.87

TOTALN, n: 2204

21;

.56

120 96 13

.14 .18 .23

177 473 268

.18 .30 .27

42 483 61

.80 .66 1.96

219 956 329

.:. .64 .30 .48 .58
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are less clear, in part perhaps, because of the ambiguity in labels such as

"Unpublished" or "book." In four of six instances, journals gave more favorable

results than books. In four of eight instances, the average effect size for

journals was larger than for unpublished studies. Unpublished studies seemed

to divide along the folloWing lines: one large group of old unpublished

studies containing unremarkable results that never caught anyone's attention,

anb a smallOrgroup of new studies circulating-through the "invisible college"

whiip waiting to be published.

White (1976) also produced evidence of a selective publication effect
a,

in his meta-analysis of the relationship between socio-economic status and

achievement. The average of 165 correlations published in books was .31;

38 r's -in journals averaged .25, and 286 dissertation correlations between

achievement and SES showed an average of .20. This trend, toward weaker

relationships in dissertations than in journals, agrees with the trend

established above for various experimental literatures.

The compilation of results from various meta- analyses. shows that th 'Ere

isi substance to the criticism that most disciplines show evidences of a

selection bias in what they publish. And the bias may be large in some

instances: Smith's (1980) meta-analysis of sex-bias in psychotherapy is

particularly relevant, as a final example. The very direction of the bias

was reversed between the dissertation literature and published journals

(from demonstrating a bias in favor of women in the thesis literature to a

bias' against women in journalS); that this reversal was in accord with

political ideologieS that are presumed to 'control access to journals makes
r

the case even stronger that disciplines are prone to the temptation to

reward findings they approve of by publishing them in more prestigious places.
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However, the fact' of the existence of selective publication tendencies

is not in itself a cogent- criticism of meta-analysis, which after all, is

used here to demonstrate the existence'and the magnitude of the phenomenon.

Indeed, the problem of selective publication cannot be dealt with adequately

in integrating a research literature except by meta-analytic means, i.e.,

by collecting all of the literature at the outset and analyzing it separately

by mode of publication.

There exists another factor with respect 'to which selection often

takes place during research integration, namely., the date on which the

studies were published. It istcommon for reviewers to restrict their attention

to a particular span of years and review only studies of that period, e.g.,

This review will consider all\laboratory studies on attention processes

published after 1960." The choice of dates is invariably arbitrary and

governed by convenience. It behooves us to inquire into the matter of

chronological trends in research findings.

In Table 7.3 appears a compilation of correlations between date of

publication and effect size from size meta-analyses of experimental

Atratures.

The average of the eight correlations in Table 7.3 is +.13, indicating

that more recently published experiments show a slight tendency toward

larger effects than older studies. (The weighted average r, each r weighted

by the number of effect sizes in the particular meta-analysis, equals +.07.

The unweighted average is probably more sensible because it is not affected

by some meta analyses arbitrarily having more data points.) Assuming a

correlation of +.13 between date of publication and effect size and some

reasonable parameters for the independent variable (Date) and the dependent
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Table 7.3

Correlation B'etween Bate of Publication and Effect Size

for Six Meta-Analyses of Experimental Literatures

Investigator(s) Topic

Correlation Between .

Date of Publication'
and Effect Size

Kavale ('79) Psychbfinguistic training , r = -.01 (n = 25)

Hall ('78) Gender effects in non-verbal coding r = .28 (n = 44)

Smith ('80) Sex bias in,psychotherapy r = .29 {n = 60)

Carlberg ('79) Spec. ed. room placement r = .02 .(n = 322)

Resource room placement r = .32 (n = 39)

Other spec. ed. Intervention r = .08 (n = 156)

Miller ('78) Drug treatment of psychological
disorders

r = -.01 .(n = 358)

dv.

Smith, Glds'S -Psychotherapy = % (n = 1,764)
& Miller ('80)
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variable (Effect-Size or A ), then a linear regressionequation can be\

constructed that relates date of publication to effect size:

=. .13 (-11) Date + .70 - .13 (1 2-.) 1970 0

The above equation conta+ns some assumed values for the means and

:.standard deviations of Date'and'A:
.410,

Variable Mean Standard Deviation

Date ; 1970 4 years

a .70 .67

Substituting the dates 1965and 1975, each about one standard

deviation aw from the mean, into the regression equation gives:

7

41965*. .59, and

A1975 = .81.

460k
These calculations indicate that typiCal correlatioh between

4
date ot,publication and effect size (r = .13) implies that experiments

publibeditin 1975 show a .22 average effect size advantage over experiments

published in 1965. This difference amounting to [(.81 - .59)/.9] 100% 37%

is 'comparable to the diffft rence in average effect size between journals and .

thesis. Thus the con nsLebout bias that applied in the ase 'of selectivity

in publication outlet appear to apply with nearly equal force to the case of,

selection of Studies by date. It would seem,ill-advised to begin the.

integration of an empirical rerrch literature by arbitrarily restricting

the studies considered to thPSe Published in refeNced journals after 1960,

for example:
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Criticism #4. Lumpy (Non-Independent) Data.

Meta-anal ses are conducted on lar e data sets in which multi +_1
results are derived from the same stud ; this renders the data non-
independent and gives one a mistaken impression of the reliability ofW". the results.

.1

Of all the technical criticisms of metaWlysis that have been

published in the last five years (and most of these criticism* are quite

off-the-mark and-shallow), the reminder' that meta-analyses are typically
40

carried out on lumpty sets of non- independent data is quite cogent. The

principal implication of this non-independence is a reduction in the/

reliability ofest4ation of averages or of regression...equations. For

example, if Study #1 gave effects .2, .2, .2 aad .2 and Study #2 gave

effects .6, .6, and .6, onewould have little reason to believe that he had

been informed seven times about the aggregate result in question; rather

the true "degrees of freedom" would seem to be somewhat closer to 2, the

number of studies, than to 7, the number of effects. A facile solution to

this problem of non-independence would be to average all findings within

a study up to the level of the study and proceed with a meta-analysis with

"studies" as the unit of analysis. No doubt there will be instances in

which this resolution of the problem will be satisfactory. But in most

instances, it is likely to obscure many important questions that can only

bre addressed et the "within study" level of ou;come variables, say.

The effect on. accuracy of estimation of complex interdependencies in a meta-
analySis data base was addrTsed.at the end of Chapter Six.
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CONCLUSION

Of course, it is unclear what meta-analysis will contribute to Ae

progress of empirical research. One can imagine a future for research in tRe

-iisocial and behavioral sciences in which questions are so sharply put and 4

techniqnrso,well standardized that studies would hardly need to be-integrated

by merit-o their consistent findings. But that future seems unlikely.

Research will probably continue to be an unorganized, decentralized, non-

standardized activity pursued simultaneously in dozens of places without

thought to how it will all fit r in the end. The need for formal
t .

techniques/of research integrate like se we have illustrated will

probably grow. - Whether future techniques will resemble these isAwuncertain, but

we suspect they will. The approactNwe)call meta-analysis seems to be too

plainly. reasonable to be false in any simple sense. Whether it will be

useful is a different matter.
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APPENDIX A

Coding Form Used in the
Psychotherapy Meta-analysis

Benefiu of psychotherapy

Card one
column Value Inforrnauon

1-5 Study scienuficanon number
6 Running compenson number
74 Rumung measure number
9 Running record number punch I far card 1

Author
10-H Pubncasoo date
12 Pubiscsion form: (T) Journal. f2) book. (3) Mesa. (41 unpublished
13 Trammg of eepenrnenter (I) psychology. (2) education. (3) psy-

chiatry. (4) soma! work. (5) other. (61 unknown
14 0 . BisadmV (I) E did therapy. (2) E knew composition of groups but

dubs t do therapy, (3) sulk-blind. (4) unknown
15 Did E call thu m ansiagueuudy: (1) yes, (2) no

Aleut
16-17 Valor &ethos's (I) neurone or complex ptobk . (2) simple phobict

(3) psychotic, (4) normal. (5) character disorder, (6) ethyl-
quest Of felon. (7) habitues. (8) Muted. (9) unknown. (10)
emononalisomatic complaint. (11) handicepped. (12) deem:s-
ave label

16-20 Last code for label
21 Type of phobia- (I) monk. (2)/rodent. (3) insect. (4) speech. (5)

tests. (6i other performance. (7) heights. (8) other
22-23 Average length of hospnaltzeinon in years
24 Average resell Irene, (I) Wow average, (2) average. 95-105. (3)

above average r,

25 Source of 1Q (I) stated. (2) duectly inferred. (3) estimated
26 Sunda:try of client to therapist (I) very dissirnilar, (2) moderately

dissimilar. (31:moderately unular, (4) very umil.o
27-211 Mean age to Nearest year

29-30 4ercentate male
31 SES (1) tow. (2) middle. (3) high. (blank) unknown
32 Unreason of chew (1) autoeornosis preseetanon. (2) presenta-

non to vesoonse to ativemsement..(3) solicited by E. (4) CO-
natal. (5) referred
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APPLNDIX
A

Card 'rine
Column Value Information

Design

33 Grorp assignment of clients (1) random. (2) matching, (3) pretest
equation, (4) convenience sample. (5) other nonrandom

34 Group assignment of therapists (I) random, (2) matching, (3) non-
random, (4) single therapist. (5) not applicable

35 Internal valtdity (1) low, (2) netlium, (3) high

36 Number of threats to internal validity

37-38 Percentage mortality from treated groups

39-40 Percentage mortality from comparison group
41 Is more than one therapy compared simultaneously against control.

(11 yes. (2) no

42 Number of comparisons in this study

43 Number of this comparison

44-45 Number if outcome measures within this comparison

46-47 Number of this outcome measure (the rest of the record deals with
this outcome measure)

rrralnewr

4-49 Type of treatment C2) placebo. (3) psychcelynanuc. (4) client-
centered. (5) Adieran. 161 gestalt. (7) systematic desensitiza-
tion, (8) cognitive/Ellis. (9) cognitive/other, (10) transactional
analysts. (I I) behavior modification. (12) eclectic/dynamo.
(13) eclectic behavioral. (lit) reality themp), (15) vocational
personal cievelopmeru counseling. (16) cognitive behavioral.
(la) implosion. (19) hypnotherapy, (20) other

Label for therapy type

Proponent

50-52 List code for label

53-55 List code for proponent

56 Confidence of classification (1) low . (5) high

57 Cleo of therapy

sa Superciass of therapy

59 Type of comparison (I) control. (2) placebo. (3) second treatment

60 Type of control group (lino treatment. (2) waiting list. (3) IMO
group. (4) hospital maintenance. (5) other. (blank) not control

61-62 Type of placebo list lode
Label of placebo type

63-65 Second tit aunent type

66 Allegiance of E to therapy compared. (I) yes. (2) no. (3) unknown

67 Modality (1) individual. (2) groug, (3) family, (4) mined. (5) auto-
mated. (6) other. (7) unknown

Location of treatment. ( h school. (21 hospital. (3) mental health
center. (4) other cline. (3) otter outpatient, 46) pnvale.
other, (ll) unknown. 19) college mental health facility, (10)
prison. (11) residential facility

Duration of therapy to hours I

Duration of traiurnent on weeks

INtirnfr of therapists

EaPerkflo:C of ilierapists In years

70-72 .

73-75

76-77

75-79 ,
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Card two
column Value information

1-5 Study ID
6 Running companion number
74 Running measure number
9 Running record number punch 2 for card 2

Effect tut

10-12 Sample sue for treatment group
13-15 Sample sue for companion group
16-17 Outcome type (1) fearranalety. (2) self-esteem. (3) test measures

and ramp of global adjustment. (4) life indicators of adjust-
ment. (5) personality trans. (6) emot tonal/ sornal le disorders.
(7) addlcuon, (8) sociopathic behaviors. (9) social behaviors.
(10) wort-school achtevement. (14) vecanonalteersonal de-
velopment, (12) physiological measures of SLIM. (13) other

Label of outcome measure
i 8-20 List code for outcome measure
:1-23 Number of weeks east-therapy measure was taken
24 Reactivity of measure (I) low (5) high
25-26 Calculator of effect. eke (1) mean difference over control S D .

(2) MS within. (3) MS total menus treanneru, (4) plobtt T5T-
chi square. (6) T table. (71 mean and P, (8) northarameincs.
(9) corre.anons. (10) .nw dm. ( i 1) esurnates. (12) other

27 Source of means. (1) unadjusted post-iest. (2) covariance adjusted.
(3) residual pins, (4) pre -post differences. (5) other

Significance of treatment effect c(5) 001. (1) 005, (2) .01.
(3) 05. (4) 10. (5) 10, (6) .05. (7) .01. (1) .005, (9)
.001, (blank) &X ugnitacaet

29-34 Treatment group pre-nicass
33-40 Treatment pre-standard deviance
4 1 Treatment post -mean
47--45 Treatment me -sundial deviance
53-58 . Companion group pre -mean
54-64 i, Companion pre-standard deviance
65-70

. ..

Companion post -mace
71-76 Comparison post-standard deviance

_,....---

Card three I
column Value - information

1-5 Study ID
6 Running companion number
7-8 ... Runnmg ninon number
9 Running record number. punch 3 for card 3
10-13, T steam
14-17 F amuse
18 -22 Mean squat within, residual. or common

;23-14 Treatment group percentage =proved
23-26 Comparison group 'means improved
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Cniumn Value Inforrnatinn

27-30 Effect size

31 Class of second therapy

32 Superclass of second therapy

33 Allegiance of E to second therapy

34 Modality of second therapy

35 Cocoon of second therapy

36-38 Duration of second therapy in hours

39-41 Duratvon of second therapy in weeks

42-43 Number of therapists in second therapy
44-45 Experience of therapists in second therapy

46 Other factorial effects tested (0) none,(1) race, (2) SES , (3)1E, (4)
sex, (5) other

47 Is the use last effect with this comparison. (I) yes, (2) no
48-51 If yes. average effect sae within Unt comparison

52 Is the the last effect site in this study (I) yes, (2) no
53-56 If yes. average of all effect sizes in the study

-,.

r
r

v
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APPENDIX B

STUDY USED AS CODING EXAMPLE IN CHAPTER FOUR.

1
Appendix removed due to copyright restrictions. Material removed can be
obtained as:

KrUmboltz, John D..; Thoresen, Carl E. The Effect of Behavioral
Counseling in Group and Individual Settings on Information-
Seeking Behavior. Journal of Counseling Psychology, vii n4
p324-33, 1964.
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